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THE RIVER
Yesterday 16.72
Today
17.69 Crest
1965
17.34 20.75
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16.90 17.93
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14.68 17.35

Want Ads
Half Price
This Week . . .

N.Koreans Report
Shooting Down
U.S. Recon Plane

Budget Asks
Morefor
JusticeDept

WASHINGTON" (AP) — President Nixon unveiled today more
details about budget cuts said to
represent "hard choice and potentially unpopular decisions."
The only agency to wind up with
more money is the Justice Departrnent.
Announcing new spending figures for each agency under a
revised budget calculated to
produce a $5.8 billion surplus in
the fiscal year starting July 1,
Nixon revealed more than half
of the $4 billion in reductions he
is claiming come out of defense
and military-aid programs and
scaled down legislation to increase Social Security benefits.
The cut in planned military
spending, put at $1.1 billion, was
attributed largely to "lower consumption of ammunition in Vietnam," a cutback of the antiballistic missile program proposed
by former President Lyndon B.
Johnson and "modifications" of
(Continued on Page 2A, Col. 4)
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PROTECT HOME . . . Students from Cochrane-Fountain City High School are filling sandbags and placing them
around the Les Jensen residence, North Shore Drive, just
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north of Wally's Supper Club on HSghway" 35, Fountain City,
Wis. The Fountain City Meat Market is in the background.
(La Croix Johnson photo)
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MINOT, N D., DIVIDED

200 Evacuated as
St. Croix Rises

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
As Minnesota flood watchers
braced today for still-to-come
crests on swollen streams,
many were looking tp the sky
as rain was forecast over part
of the state. (
Some 3,100 persons remained
away from flooded or threatened homes and the figure may
rise with the rivers. Portions of
the Minnesota and Mississippi
Rivers crested Sunday and Moriday but other sections reported
the water still rising.
A crest of 24.5 feet was expected in St. Paul Wednesday
and downstream later in the
week.
The St. Croix River was beginning to cause troubles along
the Wisconsin border — with
some 200 persons evacuated
Monday.
Meanwhile, across the state
on the North Dakota border, the
Red River of the North contin-

ued to climb over much of its
length.
At Fargo, high school and college students were dismissed to
help with di&e work as the river
flooded four golf courses and
other lowlands. Residents were
given permission to shoot rats
driven into town from the lowlands.

Minot, N.D., was chopped in
two by the rampaging Souris
River today and braced for new
flobdwaters spilling dtfwn from
Canada.
Some 2,000 to 3,000 residents
were moved out Monday, joining 3,500 persons evacuated
over the w&ekend.
Damage lo Minot alone was
estimated at $3J. millida after a
17-foot crest sent the Souris
spilling into the city of 35,000
population. An expected 22-foot
crest could force even more
evacuations:.
North Da&ota Gov. William L
Guy made a third plea to Presi

Name Civilian
For Moon Walk

SPACE CENTER, Houston, Tex. (AJP ) — A dvillan
spaceman may make his mark in history by taking a walk.
The stroll would he on the surface of the moon, and space
officials said Monday that Neil Armstrong, commander of
Apollo 11, is scheduled to be the first man to make it.
George Low, director of the Apollo spacecraft program offSce, said Monday it was Intended that Armstrong, 38, would
be the first man to set foot on the earth' s satellito after he
and Air Force Col. Edwin E . Aldrin, 30, land the Apollo 11
lunar module tltcre.
If all goes according to plan, Armstrong will explore
for two hours and 40 minutes, and will be joined by Aldrin
several minutes after he takes the first step.
Low said tho space duo would land on the moon and
Immediately throw the switches that would leave the module
ready for an immediate launch should an emergency develop.
Then Armstrong and Aldrin will rest for four hours
aboard the little craft. Low said he dlldm't expect either to
get much sleep.
During their moon walk, he said, they will get no
farther than 50 to 100 feet from their craft.
Apollo 11 is planned for launch from Capo Kennedy
July 10. The landing is expected on July 20.

dent Nixon to declare his state a
disaster area.
"Destruction in many communities is greater than any in history," Guy said after touring
flooded sections.
About 300 tons of rocks iaud
100 old car bodies were dumped
into the swirling Big Sioux River, which was carving off
chunks of the dikes at North
Sioux City, S.D. All of the city's
800 residents had heen evacuated.. .
Dikes- were generally-holding
well in towns along the Mississippi and Minnesota Rivers.
At St. Paul the Mississippi has
flooded Union Depot, the downtown airport and many low-lying streets but city officials reported dikes in good shape for
the expected Wednesday crest.
The Minnesota River, which
joins the Mississippi at St. Paul,
is still receding at Mankato
from Saturday 's crest. But a
new surge hit upstream at New
Ulm Monday and was expected
in Mankato by Thursday.
"Points between Mankato and
St. Paul continued well above
flood stage and reinforcement
of dikes went on.

The St. Croix River, quiet
earlier in the' flood season , was
rising steadily Monday though
Army engineers reported dikes
holding well.
However, a short distance
downstream 49 families were
forced from their homes at St.
Croix Beach and St. Mary 's
Point.

WEATHER
FEDERAL FORECAST
WINONA AND VICINITY —
Variable cloudiness tonight and
Wednesday. Chance of rain by
late Wednesday. Not much
change in temperature . Low tonight 40-48; high Wednesday 5865. Outlook Thursday: Above
normal temperatures with little
or no precipitation.
LOCAL WE ATHER
Official observations for the
24 hours ending at 12 m. today :
Maximum , 60; minimum, 49;
noon , 54; precipitation , .22.
^¦yy ^r.^^/y ra^n^x ^mrnai ^^M ^

TOKYO CAP) - The Ndrth
Koreans, who captured the intelligence ship Pueblo, reported
their air force shot down a large
U.S. reconnaissance plane today. The U.S. Defense Department said' a Navy reconnaissance plane with 31 aboard was
missing in the Sea of Japan.
Japanese fishing boats joined
U.S. planes in a search for survivors. The U.S. Embassy in
Moscow asked the Foreign Ministry for the assistance of any
Soviet ships in the area.
In Washington , the Defense
Department said the . Navy
EC121 plane was flying "a routine reconnaissance
track"
¦which kept it at least 50 nautical
miles from the North Korean
coastline.
The Pentagon did not immediately confirm that the North Koreans shot down the huge electrdnics-paeked aircraft but said
only that a broad search was
launched for the plane and its
crew of 31 in the Sea of Japan.
At the Capitol, however, Vice
Adm. J. B. Colwell, deputy chief
of naval operations, talked as
th ough hostile action was involved.
He called the Incident "a

clear case of international piracy and a breach of international
law." He talked briefly with
newsmen before going into a
closed session of the House
Armed Services Committee. He
declined to give further details
in public.
At the Pentagon, Daniel Z.
Henkin , the Defense Department's chief spokesman, dodged
all questions on what may have
happened but said "the aircraft
was in communication with its
¦'
• ¦*
•
•

SOVIETS ASKED
TO JOIN HUN T
MOSCOW W - The U.S.
Embassy asked Soviet assistance today In searching
f or survivors of a military
plane missing over the Sea
of Japan with 31 persons
aboard .
A spokesman said the embassy had informed the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of the plane's disappearance
ahd sought help from any
Soviet ships which might be
in the area.

On ihe Inside:
MINNESOTA
¦

MINNESOTA - '
ST. PAUL — Gov. Harold LeVander says he has "great
sympathy" for property tax problems of Iron Range residents—but no solutions at presentr-Page 5A.

WISCONSIN
BLACKWELL — A northern Wisconsin Job Corps center
survives Nixon administration orerhan] plans—Page 3B.
LA CROSSE — Rain could be a headache for Mississippi
Elver communities which otherwise have the flood situation
under control—Page 5A.

ELSEWHERE

CHECK DIKE .. . BU} Kaiser of South St. Paul, Minn.,
holds rope tied to Tom Western of St . Paul who puts sandbags
in place along earth dike in Iriver. Grove Heights Monday.
The sandbags keep Mississippi River flood waters from washing away the dirt from the side of the earth dike. (AP Photo-

Mad Hatters

CHICAGO — A gunman surrenders to police after killing
two police officers and wounding four others in a six-hour
gun battle during which he held off police with rifle fire
grenades and home made bombs—Page 2A.
WASHINGTON — The administration Ss moving to shore
op Republican congressional strength behind President Nixon's ABM Safeguard defense system at the same time the
new Republican National Chairman Maryland Rep. Rogers
C. B. Morton says he hopes the ABM program docs not be, come a political Issue—Page BA.

198 North Vietnamese
Killed Near Cambodia

Every politician (says the
cynic) needs three hats —
one to wear, one to throw
into the ring, and one to
talk through
Long
before the electronic age,
SAIGON CAP) -U.S. ground
there were data processing
troops,
planes and artillery
only
then
they
centers,
killed at least 198 North Vietwere called women's bridge namese soldiers early today
clubs . . . . . . Despite what when two enemy battalions tried
you hear, most teenagers to overrun a day-old camp near
do know the value of a dol- the Cambodian border , the U.S.
lar. It buys about three • Command reported,
Thirteen Americans were
gallons of gas
Safety killed
and three were wounded ,
sign: "Cross the Street an American spokesman said.
Carefully — To Avoid that
Spokesmen said some of the
Run-Down Feeling, "
attackers got within 30 yards of
the perimeter wire before they
were brought down by the
American firepower. It was the
largest number reported slain in
( For more laughs see amy recent single action along
Earl Wilson on Page 4A)
the border.
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Later , an American air observer reported "40 to 50" enemy dead stacked in a field two
miles from the battle site on the
Cambodian side of the border.
Apparently they had been carried away by the North Vietnamese for burial.
"We had helicopter gunships
working from the northwest,
planes from the south and artillery firing from seve n different
locations on the enemy, " said
one officer.
The base, known as Diamond
III , was carved out of the jun gle
about 30 miles northwest of Saigon Monday by infantrymen of
the 25th Division's 2nd Batt al-

ion. Hours later theGIs detected movement 200 yards beyond
the camp perimeter and called
in artillery support.
A division spokesman said
about 500 enemy troops attacked at 3:15 a.m., charging
out of the woods in waves from
three directions , firing rocket
grenades , mortars and small
arms.

Lt. Col. Vincent Oddl of Green
Cove Springs, Fla., the 2nd Battalion commander, directed the
battle from a helicopter overhead. Another helicopter used a
searchlight to illuminate enemy
(Continued on Pag« 2A, Col. B)
VIETNAM

"base during its mission."
The North Korean news agency, in a broadcast monitored in
Tokyo, claimed the piano intruded deep into North Korean
air space and was shot down at
1:50 p.m.—11:50 p.m. EST Monday.
Henkin told newsmen the unarmed plane, jammed with six
tons of electronic equipment including radar and gear to intercept radio messages, "was
flying a routine reconnaissance
track similar to hundreds of
missions which have heen flown
over international waters in that
area since 1950."
Aboard the plane, flying out of
Atsugi, Japan, was a crew of 30
Navy men and one Marine enlisted man.
"We have no information at
this time which confirms tha
sighting of any survivors," Henkin said.

The U.S. destroyers Tucker
and Dale, based at Sasebo, Japan, were dispatched to the general area , within 200 miles of
where the U.S. intelligence ship
Pueblo and its 83 crewmen were
captured last year.
In advance of the two destroyers ,the Navy sent a big HC139
Hercules rescue aircraft accompanied by a KC135 tanker and
combat patrol cover.
Henkin estimated the two destroyers would reach the search
and rescue area about 8 a.m.
EST Wednesday.
Seas in the area were described as moderate with waves
of about four feet and winds of
10 to 16 knots. The air temperature was reported 10 to 16 degrees above freezing temperature, with the sea slightly
warmer.
The official Korean Central
News Agency said "a largersiza
modernly equipped reconnaissance plane" intruded deep into
North Korean air space and was
shot down at 12:50 p.m.—10:30
p.m. CST Monday.
The broadcast gave no Information on the fate of those
aboard.
It said only that the North Korean air force shot the plane
down at a high altitude "by
showering fire of revenge upon
it."
The U.S. Defense Department
said a four-engine Navy EC121
propeller reconnaissance , piano
based at Atsugi, Japan, has
been missing since 1:10 p.m.
A spokesman said the flight
began about 6:10 a.m. and the
aircraft commander was -under
orders fo approach no closer
than 50 miles to the coast of
North Korea.
The EC121 Is heavily loaded
with electronic gear, as was tho
U.S. intelligence ship Pueblo
which was captured off tha
North Korean coast on Jan. 23,
1968. The U.S. claimed at tho
time the ship was in international waters about 25 miles off tho
North Korean ctfast.
Search operations today apparently were centered -within
200 miles of where the Pueblo
and its 83 crewmen were captured, The crew was released
late last year.
Tho missing airplane is a convened Lockheed Super Constellation which has a big hump in
the top of the fuselage to carry
radar and other monitoring devices.
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\Hepbum , Streisand Share Actress Award; 'Oliver!' Best Picture

$

HOLXYWOOD (AP) — The second tie in the 41-ycar hi story of the Academy Awards gives Oscars to both Barbra
Streisand of "Funny Girl" and Katharine Hepburn of "Tho
Lion in Wlnter"-and makes Miss Hepburn the first threetime winner .
Cliff Robertson in the role of the mcntully retarded man
whom doctors turn temporarily into a genius in "Chnrly "
wns named best actor of 11)08 nt Monday night's presentations.
"Oliver," a musical spectacle based on Charles Dickens'
"Oliver Twist," was voted tho year 's best picture. It won
In five categories, including best-director laurels for Sir Carol
Reed with this, his first musical.
For supporting performances , the honors went to Ja<k
Albertson as tho blustering fatlier in "Tho Subject Was Roses"
and ltufth Gordon ns tho meddling neighbor and piirt-timo
witch in "Rosemary's Baby."
Rnccs in all tho top categories were close , but the
selection of "Oliver " as best picture over "Tlio Lion in
Winter " wns a surprise to some observers . "The ncndeniy
voters apparently wanted entertainment this year ," one veteran Oscnr-watclier commen ted.
<mtwaaaaammt *iimm ^amaavaaaaaaamaaama»mm
t*w,m
j$
Ingrid Bergman , presenting the best-actress Oscnr, looked
MISS HEPBUIIN
I
stunned nnd unbelieving as she opened the envelope containing
the winners' names and exclaimed : "It's a tic!"
| 'Tho Hon in Winter'

aam^^

A tie happened only once before, in 1932, when best-actor
awards went to both Fredric March for "Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde " and Wnllaco Beery for "The Champ. "
Miss Hepburn , 59, this year became the record holder
for Oscar nominations with 11. Her previous awards as best
actress wore for work in "Morning Glory, " 1933, and "Guess
Who's Coming to Dinner," last year. She is the first triple
winner in the lead actor category, either male or female , Miss
Hepburn also is the second star to win twice in succession,
kuise Roiner accomplished this in the 1930s,
Walter Brennan has won three Oscars but they were for

Miss Hny<B

Miss Gordon

' Robertson

Albertson

supporting roles.
Miss Hepburn , who won as tho queenly Eleanor of Aqultainc In "The Lion in Winter ," didn 't nttendHho ceremoniesjust as she didn 't the other two times she won. She was reported to be in New York.
Robertson , on location in the Philippines , was another
absentee.
Miss Streisand , tho Brooklyn girl who won with a rollicking portrayal of Fanny Brico in "Funny Girl ," her first
movie , said from the podium: "I' m very honored to be in such
magnificent company as Katharine Hepburn , The first script
of "Funny Girl" wns written when I was 11 years old. Thank
God it took so long to get it riplit.
"It's like when somebody asked if I'm happy. I said ,
'Are you kinding? If I was happy I'd bo miserable.' I'd like
to thank nil tho members of tho academy for making mo
miserable."
Asked about her comments backslngc, she said: "Maybe
some people nre basically happy when they 're miserable."
She said tho award wns "really unexpected. I never gnva
it much thought. I enjoy the work , and to get the award for
it is just whipped crenm on tho cake , "
(Continued OIL Pago 2A , Col. 2)
ACADEMY AWARDS
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MISS STREISAND
'Funny Girl*
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Two Patrolmen Slain in
Shootout With Ex-Marine
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Monday in his third-floor flat on third-floor porch after Kulak
the city's South Side to hdld off surrendered.
Two other policemen and a cipolice seeking to question him.
vilian were wounded in the proThe bullet - riddled bodies of longed exchange of shots and
the policemen were found on a several others were Injured by
falling debris from the explosions.
Kulak told police that he
wanted to show people the hor- I pgiamsiBssga^^
ror o( war.
x r,, rx '~'-r^^
¦ ' ¦ ¦ ¦ ' ¦¦'¦ *2.i8.VALUE— vo<s. ¦
Before he was taken away In I I'
"
a patrol car, Kulak was asked
(Continued From Page 1)
¦why he did it.
Lkl
"Well, they came at me," he
gun positions, and gunships
said. "The police, that's who.
knocked out two .51-caliber anThey came after me."
tiaircraft guns that were firing
on the American infantrymen.
The siege began when three
After the battle , infantrymen
policemen went to Kulak's ddor
¦
swept the area and captured
about 3 p.m. to question him I I
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eight wounded prisoners and a
about several recent South Side M ¦*
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truckload of enemy weapons, inbombings, including an explo- I
cluding 40 automatic rifles, 34
sion April 7 at a store in which a 1
I 79* EASY-ON
*>9t
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rocket grenade launchers, 198
woman was killed and eight othrocket grenades and 291 hand
ers injured.
grenades.
When the policemen identified
It was the third attack in two
they said, Kulak
themselves,
weeks against a new 25th Divifired through the door with an
sion fire base near the enemy 's
automatic weapon, wounding
Cambodian sanctuaries. U.S.
Detective William Mclnerney,
troops repelled the earlier at45. Detective Michael A. Spiotto
Diatacks on the bases named
said Kulak moments later empmond and Diamond II, and as
tied a carbine into Sgt. James
Diamond III was being built
Schaffer , 48, and Det. Jerome
Monday, about two miles from
A. Stubig, 40, whose bodies were
Diamond II, a U.S. officer had
found later on the porch of the 1 wmmm
said: "we hope that our luci
mmmmwmmwmsmmmmmmmmizmmI
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three-story brick "building.
'
with the name holds."
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At this point, police said, Kum
With . the Viet Cong's spring
in his
offensive now in its eighth week ,
GETTING CLOSE . . . Mississippi River flood waters lak barricaded himself
20 overnight rocket and mortar surge between a sandbag dike and a cement wall in downtown apartment. He was armed with
spokesman called
attacks caused light damage at
record high- what a police
a small arsenal."
allied military bases and a few St. Paul. The board , across the river, shows the,
"
water level from the 1965 floods. The river is expected to
towns, spokesmen said.
The arsenal included a large
(AP Photoamount df black powder, a numTwo key U.S. bases were crest one-half foot below the record Wednesday.
among the targets—th e huge fax)
ber of concussion grenades and
f<
'
%
U.S. Army headquarter s comhomemade bombs, a grenade
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plex at Long Binh , 12 miles
launcher, several automatic
north of Saigon, and the muchweapons and a .45-caliber auto^^^^^^^^ 00 %
si 09
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battered 9th Infantry Division
matic pistol.
headquarters base at Dong
Police exchanged gunfire with
Tarn , 40 miles south. Field re¦ ¦ .¦_.. •
Kulak for nearly an hour. Sever(Continued I ¦om Page 1)
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and buildings were damaged in
There was no explanation of 'The Subject "Was Roses,"' Al- or shot by Kulak , rocked nearby
the latter shelling.
the tie balloting among the 3,030 bertson said. There were tears buildings and shattered winI
The U.S. Command said voting members of the Acade- in lis eyes as he addressed the dows up td two blocks away.
crowd of 3,000 in the Music CenAmerican fighter-bombers and
residents of
mortar crews pounded North my of Motion Picture Arts and ter Pavilion and a nationwide Police evacuated
the building that housed the
Vietnamese positions in the Sciences. Vote totals are never television audience.
Albertson re- gunman as well as the apartBackstage,
southern half of the demilitar- announced.
that he won Broadway's ment buildings on either side.
ized zone.
For best song the Oscar went marked
Tony award in the play and that Finally, two hours and a half
to the intricate melody, "The author Gilroy "insisted I do after the shooting started, police
Windmills of Your Mind ," sung both the play and the movie."
ceased fire and attempted to
"The Thom- The 72-year-old Miss Gordon talk Kulak into surrendering.
No Job Too Large I by Noel Harrison in The
French
as Crown Affair."
loud laughter by admitting
1
or Too Small... I composer, Michel Legrand, was drew
she made her film debut in 1915
another
on
working
in Paris,
and: "I can't tell you how enfilm score. The husband-wife couraging a tiling like this is."
( Continned From Page 1)
lyricists, Marilyn and Alan To newsmen backstage she
their
Osaccepted
Bergman,
confided, "My husband said if I purchases of short-range attack
cars.
¦:1H^T^r didn't win this time he wasn't missiles.
Care
:
I
j
The Soviet Union's 6%-hour going to bring me again."
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Peace,"
"War
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spectacular,
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collected the award for best for- porting actress in "Inside Daisy ductions was attributed to whit* 11
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eign language film. It was pre- Clover," a 1965 film. She is also
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Congress
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sented to the picture 's beautiful , a writer like her husband, Gar- —-never transmitted to
Jaauary
but
included
in
his
dark-haired star, Ludmilla Sav- son Kanin, and with him was
Plumbing and heaHng In- I alyeva.
budget—to increase Social Secunominated for screenplays of
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Increase in those benefits and I
play, "The Lion in Winter" and
fort and health ot your m comedian-scenarist Mel Brooks and Mike," 1:952.
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proposed liberalization of the re- I
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Bob Hope, *who has been mas- tirement test so retired persons
family. Call ua to ropalr m for his original screenplay of
ter
of ceremonies of 14 Oscar can retain their benefits while
Producers
."
"The
your plumbing and heating n
The award to the gray-haired, presentations, was replaced this receiving increased outside
for top afflclency.
m balding Albertson capped a long year by 10 alternating actors earnings.
career ranging from burlesque and actresses serving as hosts, The $4 billion in claimed sav¦•—• ¦¦ ,%.
H r - *» am
comedy to vaudeville, theater hostesses and award presenters. ings cut all across the board , al^B-« B
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answer call 8489-2421
I always be reserved for the man manitarian service. "
The Justice Department budgwho made this moment possi~T
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et was boosted $16 million to
*
ble, Frank Gilroy, who wrote
J
$730 million—a reflection of Nixon's plans, yet to be spelled out , I
to step up anticrime measures.
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$1.00 SILK 'N SATIM
In a statement , the Budget I
Bureau said the revisions embrace "hard decisions on priorities, important program reforms and targeted new initia;JP
tives. "

CHICAGO (AP) — Two policemen were slain in a shootout
with a former Marine suspected
di planting a number of bombs
In public places, one of which
killed a woman a week ago in a

department store.
Firing rifles and pistols and
homemade bombs,
hurling
Frank Kulak , 42-year-old veteran of fighting in World War II
and Korea , barricaded himself
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PRESCRIPTION

Endorse Brink
For Election
As Regent

ST. PAUL (AP)-Lyman A.
Hallock, was endorsed for election to the University of Minnesota Board of Regents Monday
by legislators from the 7th Congressional District.
Brink is serving on the board
through an interim appointment
by Gov. Harold LeVander. Legislators will elect six persons to
fill expiring terms or interim
vacancies.
The Hous e Higher Education
Committee will make its nominations to the board Friday.
After a joint slate is nominated
by this committee and the Senate Education Committee , regents will be elected by the
Ilouse and Senate meeting in
joint session.
Brink was nppointed by LeVander last Oct. 4 to succeed
tho late Herman Skylwrg, Fisher.

"All are part of the administration 's concern for the cities ,
for the poor and for fundamental ch ange in the domestic program systems of the federal
government," it said.
The revised budget calls for a
10 per cent increase in spending
for the poor in the coming fiscal
year—a boost from $24.4 billion
to $26.9 billion.
The administration claimed
its budget provides more actual
cash assistance to the poor than
Johnson had proposed in January because of removal of a
freeze on aid to families with
dependent children—a $ao7 million item .
"Hard choice and potentially
unpopular decisions have not
been avoided ," the statement
said. "Where good judgment
dictated a budget reduction because we believe a program has
outlived its usefulness, that decision has been made. "
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Dike Patrol Pays

The importance of the dike
patrol was emphasized Tuesday
night when a dike watcher discovered a small washout at Bay
State Milling Co., according to
T. Charles Green, in charge of
the volunteer dike patrol.
It wasn't serious but could
have been if not reported and
repaired.

THE OPERATION is directed
from City Hall; more men are
needed for six-hour shifts.
Green emphasized that the operation is strictly volunteer
"without compensation ."
"We have sort of a sense of
complacency," he said, "main-

.-

ly due to our sitting behind these
23-foot dikes. What people don't
seem to realize is that the water doesn't necessarily have to
come over the top of the dikes
but can also come under or
through."
Tuesday night 10 volunteer
dike watchers plus 15 National
Guardsmen worked on each oi
two six-hour shifts.
Green said Winona State College students took the midnight
to 6 a.m. shift and personnel
from Lake Center. Switch Co. relieved them at 6 and will work
to noon today. Green said Winona State students had also volunteered to go on at noon to-

BIG SEWER PUMP . . . Water leaking
into Levee Park through a storm sewer outlet sloshes around workmen's feet as they
set up pump to handle it. The Wilkie steam-

Rail Passenger
Service Ends;
Freights Co

day.

ST. MARY'S College students
have also volunteered for dike
patrol duty, he said, but he
needs many more volunteers so
that National Guardsmen can be
relieved for security and traffic
control duties when the 18-foot
river stage is reached.
The shifts, he explained, run
from 6 a.m. to noon, noon to 6
p.m., 6 p.m. to midnight and
from midnight to 6 a.m. He said
he would try to arrange so far
as possible, shifts which would
not interfere with volunteers'
regular working hours.

Winon a was left completely
without passenger train service
Monday afternoon -when the Milwaukee Road suspended all
passenger operations?
The Burlington Railroad had
suspended all passenger service
Tuesday morning.
, MILWAUKEE is still running
limited freight service between
La Crosse, Wis., and Lake City,
Minn., on a turn-around basis.
Milwaukee officials said passenger trains 55 and 58 Sre still
operating between La Crosse
and Milwaukee.
The morning and afternoon
Hiawathas, both eastbound and
westbound, have been consolidated and are running from Chicago through Wisconsin Rapids,
Wis., and thence on the Soo Line
into Minneapolis, one train each
way per day.
The BURLINGTON Is continuing limited freight service
from the south on a turn-around
basis in Winona. Cars are being
shipped out the same way. Burlington officials said they would
continue on this basis as long
as possible.
NORTHWESTERN is still running trains as far morht as Roseport and south and east on their
main line. Service will be open
west to Huron, S.D. this afternoon according to officials.
Flooding conditions will not
affect the GREEN BAY AND
WESTERN Railroad t r a c k s ,
said officials. So long as the
Burlington and Milwaukee railroads can keep bringing cars
into Winona from the south,
they will stay in operation and
will shut down only when no
more traffic is available.

boat museum and a city well house, left
rear, both are protected by temporary dikes.
(Daily News photo)

WATER AT LAKE CITY?

No Evacuation
Expected Here

Route 35 Closed
To Fountain City

Closing of roads because of
floodwater started this morning
at Fountain City, Wis.
HIGHWAY 35 traffic was detoured off the low area of
Shore Drive along Main Street
and back to 35 north of the
danger area.
The La Crosse division office
df the Wisconsin Department of
Highways expects to close off
all travel on Highway 35 from
Winona north to Highway 88
above Fountain City. Low spots
will be flooded in the area of
Midway Tavern and about one
mile north of Fountain City in
the Gingerbread Tavern area.
The rising Mississippi backs
in at these points.
H. M. McLaird, maintenance
engineer with the Minnesota
Department of Highways, Rochester , said the only road closed in this area is HIGHWAY
26 between Highway 16 below
La Crescent and a mile south.
Traffic here is detoured over a
Houston County road south
from Hokah .
McLaird said traffic may
have to be detoured off HIGHWAY 61 above LAKE CITY
but there was no flooding yet
Monday. A pilot car will help
vehicles through as long as possible .
Highway 61 south of WABASHA, which was closed to all
but emergency traffic in 1965,
is above water, but McLaird
and Bert Pinsonneault , Wabasha County engineer , don't believe that backwater from the

WMBWI ^WWWIHHMWIIII llll ¦>WH»'.-«——I

Mississippi will reach this low
spot this year because of diking.
Wisconsin highway engineers
expect that Highways 35-54 between WINONA AND MARSHLAND will remain open during
this flood. It was closed in 1965
because of flooding after the
Burlington Railroad fill broke.
Signs will be put up at Centerville today saying that the
highway to Winona is open , but
if motorists wish to go to Alma ,
they should take Highway 93
northerly to Eleva , then Highway 10 to Mondovi , and then
Highway 37 to Alma.
Motorists going north also
could take Highway 93 to Independence, Highway 121 to
Gilmanton , and Highway 88
back to 35 above Fountain City.
The department isn't recommending taking Buffalo County
trunk detours because trucks
are prohibited because of road
restrictions.
A dike some 1,800 feet long
from NELSON along the dike
road toward the interstate
bridge to WABASHA — is being constructed. About three
feet high , it is being built along
the north side of the dike road

Lake Winona

(Normal elevation 646.50 feet)
Lake Outlet DifferLevel Level ential
April 14 .•:. 646.75 653.82 7.07
April 15 ... 646.73 654.71 7.98

.__-..-

.—
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After touring the dikes, J.
Gil Gaiser, Rochester, area
disaster coordinator , said there
will be no need for families
to evacuate their homes if the
dikes hold, according to Ronald Zwonitzer, chairman, Winona County Chapter, American Red Cross.
If the need to evacuate does
arise, this will be determined
by the Civil Defense and Na-

from its most easterly point
west. The rest of the dike road
was rebuilt high enough following the 1965 flood to take care
of the flood, the highway department believes, although water had risen to .2.2 feet below
the blacktop by 5 p.m. Monday.

Water Wetting
LowAlma Areas

ippi hadn 't invaded River Street
yet this morning , it'll start coming tonight, with the crest expected Thursday.
There's water over the Burlington tracks at the dam tolay. The Mississippi is running
more than a foot over the wall
of the dam, and the main locks
are covered.
Daryland Power Cooperative
built a dike som e 1,500 feet long
between its plant and the river,
running from the new city boat
landing near the disposal plant
past the coal piles. H, O. Tiffany, Nelson, was brought in to
do the work.

ALMA, Wis. - The Mississippi was rising one-fourth of a
foot an hour at Alma this morning.
Meanwhile some five blocks
of buildings on River Street,
one block below the main thoroughfare, were getting ready
for the crest.
PERSONS living in basement
apartments facing River Street,
including Willard Breckow, and
John Hartman , who lives under
Dr. M. 0. Bachhuber 's office,
have moved to higher quarters.
Stohr Furniture, Herman's
Super Market and Hanson's Marina have moved merchandise
out of their basements.
Rochester Dairy has placed
four feet of sandbags on the
River Street side of its main
building. Although the Mississ-
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PARK AREA FLOODS . . . Rising river waters now cover all of Levee
Park not protected by newly built tempor a ry dike, The Julius C. Wilkie steamboat museum and city well houses arc nmong tho beneficiaries of the dike.

THE BOATMOUSE at the
bathing beach upriver from the
city is a little island, the sandy
beach area completely inundated, The boats from tho munici-

I

120 Youths Volunteer

An appeal for volunteer sandbaggers brought a turnout of 120
recruits this morning, according
to City Manager Carroll J. Fry.
The volunteers, mostly high
school and college students,
were referred to street department headquarters by the Minnesota Employment Service.
Fry praised the effectiveness of
the office staff and E. H. Brown,
office manager, in the recruitment effort.
Three crews of sandbaggers

have been organized. One crew,
supervised by Robert Welch, director of parks and recreation ,
is filling bags at the Stone Street
department garage. Another
was sent to the dike near Winona Industries Inc., to install
polyethylene sheeting for protection of dikes against wave wash.
A third will form a mobile
squad , ready to go to any point
where extra manpower is
needed.
According to Street Commis-
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sioner Arthur Brom, an effort is
being made to build up stockpiles of sandbags today. If
enough are accumulated , he
said, it will not be necessary to
run a night shift of bag fillers.
A. system of electric lights has
been installed along dikes east
of Johnson Street. Under general
direction of Councilman Gaylord
Fox and City Electrical Inspector George Jessen, the work
was completed Monday night by
three contractors.

National Guard troops patrolling dikes now are being interspersed by civilian volunteers.
Pry said. Eventually, volunteers
are expected to take over the
entire patrol responsibility and
thus free guaradsmen for other
work. The Guard will oversea
evacuation, if that becomes necessary, and will provide security
against trespassers in evacuated
areas. Guardsmen also will ba
available to assist in other police and traffic control work asr
needed.

w*mn

SANDBAGGERS TO RESCUE . . . A crew of youthful volunteers works to contain a sand boil near Bay State Milling
Co. Most of the volunteers are high school or college stu-

dents. Sand boils occur behind dikes as a result ot unstame
subsoil which allows water to seep beneath dikes and burst
out at weak points. (Daily News photo)

By C. GORDON HOLTE
Daiily News Staff Writer
A Mississippi River crest a half a foot — and possibly,
even a foot — higher than had been forecast recently can
now be expected here Saturday, the Twin Cities Weather
Bureau announced today.
The revised forecast anticipates a Saturday crest of
19 feet—€ feet over flood stage at Winona and 1.4 feet higher

than the stage at which the river was measured here this
morning. The 1965 crest was 20.75..

Crest Moved Up to 79-/9.5
tional Guard , said Zwonitzer.
The Red Cross then will take
care of the affected families
by providing food, shelter,
nursing and medical needs at
evacuation centers.
In case of disaster, the Red
Cross will aid families in rehabilitation. Of allocated Red
Cross funds, 7 percent are
spent on emergency operations
and 93 percent on rehabilitation requirements, said Fred
Naas, Red Cross disaster chairman.
The Red Cross and the Salvation Army are currently providing canteen service to the
volunteer sandbaggers and
those patrolling the dikes
throughout the city. In the
event that large numbers of
volunteers are required the
Red Cross will bring in professional canteen units from
other areas to assist.
pal harbor have been moved to
higher ground. John Effa , harbormaster, continues living on
the little island, however, coming into town by boat because
the road is under water.
Jerome Becker's Standard Oil
tanks near the highway to the
boat harbor are sitting in water.
If there is such a thing as a
pretty sight during flooding, it's
at Rieck's Lake Park where the
Rod & Gun Club holds its annual festivals. The park tables
have been piled along Highway
35; to the north stretches a
greatly enlarged Rieck's Lake
due to the backwater from the
great river.
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Partly submerged at lower right is nn anti que army mortnr that normally occupies ground above the flood stage elevation . (Daily News photo)

Call 3306
With Rumor
On Flood

Heard any good flood rumors lately?
If so, the place to check
them out is the Civil Defense informiatidn center in
City Hall, according to Roy
Evett, Civil Defense direc' ¦; . ¦ ' ¦
tor. ¦ '

The center also makes it
a business to have the answers to routine questions.
If the information isn't at
hand, Evett said, the center will take the caller 's
phone number, find the answers and call back.
Mayor Norman E. Indall
directed the center to handle
all such calls in an effort to
provide an orderly system of
public information distribution .
Formerly on the same line
with the city park - recreation department, the center
Monday got a separate telephone number. The number
is 3306.

Rollingstone Man
Forfeits $50 on
Stolen Goods Count
Michael Welcome, 23, Rollingstone, forfeited $50 in municipal court this morning on
a charge of receiving stolen
goods; He was represented by
attorney Dennis A. Challeen.
Welcome was arrested on the
charge and pleaded not guilty
last Nov. 13. He was accused
of taking a radio from a truck
owned by Leonard Greden ,
Minneiska.
Paul Brewer, assistant county attorney , represented tho
state In the matter. Judge Loren W. Torgerfcon presided.

IN ANNOUNCING the revised forecast the bureau 's chief
meteorologist, Joseph H. Strub Jr., acknowledged that in
developing his previous forecasts he had neglected to take
into consideration a 1965 development which inhibited the
river's crest in that 20.75-foot record high year.
That spring, while the river was moving up toward crest,
a break at Winona Junction caused the river to flood extensively across low lying adjacent areas and resulted in a sudden
half-foot drop in the river stage here.
Strub said that , taking into consideration existing conditions and , now, the 1965 development, he was prompted to
raise the most recent forecast of a Saturday crest of 18.5
feet to 19f eet.
.
HE SAID THAT it is possible that another upward revision in the crest forecast may be forthcoming.
Strub said there was a possibility that the crest might go
as high as 19.5 feet but that he won't be in a position to determine this until Wednesday.
On the basis of present conditions he expects an 18.2-foot
stage here Wednesday, 18.5 Thursday, 18.8 feet Friday and
19 feet Saturday.
Asked abou t the .22 of an inch of precipitation that fell
here in intermittent showers and drizzle during the past 24
hours, Strub said he didn 't think this would have an appreciable effect on the river stages.
He emphasized , nevertheless, that this is an extremely
critical period as far as precipitation is concerned.
UNUSUALLY heavy precipitation daring the period the
river is rising toward or reaching crest could result in another upward revision in stage forecasts.
The river today was cresting at St. Paul .
Strub's first forecast of the season March 13 alerted
Winona to prepare for a possible crest of between 19.5 feet—
resulting from then-existing snow conditions—and 21 feet,
in the event of 1.5 inches of precipitation during the runoff
period.
Later this forecast was revised in anticipation of a crest
of between 18.5 and 19.5 feet as a consequence of the
unusually small amount of precipitation during late February
and March and virtually ideal melt conditions.
Earlier this month an 18.5-foot crest was predicted for
Winona April 23 and the anticipated crest date was moved
ahead to Saturday in Monday's advisory.
THE RIVEJR here was at 16.72 feet Monday morning,
reached the 17-foot mark in the afternoon and had gone up
to 17.6 by this morning.
Strub said this morning that no revisions were bein g
made in previously forecast crests elsewhere along the
Mississippi in this area .
Rises from Red Wing to La Crosse during the 24hour period ending this morning ranged from .5 to 1.2 feet.
Today 's weather forecast , meanwhile, anticipates only
a chance of more rain during the next two days.
Temperatures ranged from a Monday afternoon high of
60 to an overnight low of 49 early this morning.
IT WAS 54 at noon today, a low of 40 to 48 Is predicted
for tonight and a high of 58-65 Wednesday.
Variable cloudiness will continue through Wednesday
with a chance of rain holding until lnte Wednesday.
Thursday temperatures will be a little above normal
with little or no precipitation .

EAGLE CONTROL . . . Shown operating
communications equipment in Civil Defense
headquarters in the bascmont of City Hall
this morning nre , from left , Ers. Graco Bavd ,

Mrs . Roy Evett , Mrs. Hannah Toyo and
George Jessen, Director of communications
for tho CD operation Is Richard Koltcr. (Dally
News photo )

MARK TRAIL

By Ed Dodd
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Flood Safety
Too much stress cannot be
put on water safety during a
big flood such as the one currently moving down the river.
Floods like this one are killers.
They take a heavy toll of
human lives, plus wildlife.
Right now, we recall at least
a dozen people who paid with
their lives for carelessness during a flood. :
There is no use in enumerating the accidents but
most of our readers can recall at least one drowning
during the high waters of
the past. Many others can
remember close calls they
may have experienced .
Not realizing the strength of
the current that floods carry,
probably is to blame most often. A step too far forward, a
slip and one is in the powerful ,
pulling water. No swimmer can
light such a current very l°ng.
The victims are swept downriver rapidly out into the
stream, and to almost certain
death.
So the warning is to play
it safe, take every precaution and don't take chances.
It might have looked funny
to see two high school boys
tied together walking the
dikes at Wabasha; but the
action was an excellent precaution. They did not know
when the fill might give
way, and tied together
there were four legs instead of two. Other communities should fellow this
example.
The Moods of Fish
If you knew how a fish felt
when he got out of bed you'd
have a better chance of catching him !
The problem , of course, is to
diagnose fish moods. Since most
anglers can't converse with
them (although some claim this
distinction) it's difficult to learn
how fish greet the day.
Knowing what factors inluence fish behavior can
add to your angling success.
Sky condition , water temperature and water color all determine a fish's
disposition . Successful anglers read this mood and
match it with the correct
casting technique.
In muddied or brown water
fish are less likely to venture
from their normal lies. They're
reluctant to move any distance
to investigate a lure or bait.
This means an angler must
cast almost directly over the
fish to get his attention. Casts
should be more frequent with
less distance between them .
In clear water fish are
more eager and will travel
farther seeking food. Therefore, fewer casts are needed, and the fisherman can
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work a larger territory.
Warm water is the result
of hot weather, and fish
aren't much differnt from
fishermen at this time.
They're lethargic and won't
move about any more than
is necessary. Again, this
calls for more frequent
casts to place the lure near
enough, to excite the fish.
Cool water stimulates fish ,

.
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WHITE SULPHUR SPRINGS,
W. Va. m — The administration sent its top economic policymakers before the AFL-CIO's
leaders today to give assurances that President Nixon's
three-way squeeze on inflation
won't put millions out of work.
Chairman Paul W. McCracken of the Council Economic Advisers, Secretary of
the Treasury David M. Kennedy
and Arthur M. Burns, counselor
to the President , were on the
agenda of the extraordinary
closed-door meeting at the luxurious Greenbrier Hotel.
Despite a tight curtain of silence, AFL-CIO sources have
disclosed that labor officials are

Conveniently located in
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RICE SAID the committee's
action, unless overruled by the
full legislature , would reduce
the average AFDC payment to
$46 a month, about $16 less than
the average currently paid in
Milwaukee County.
Joseph E. Baldwin, county
welfare director , said the reduction would jeopardize welfare recipients ' ability to meet
rent.

Decatur 's 'Old Grouch'
Remains Unidentified

DECATUR, HI. (AP) - Signs
8 feet high and 5 feet wide were
placed on all roads leading into
Decatur Sunday by the Jaycees.
They read: "The Jaycees welcome you to Decatur, ' home of
89,999 friendly people and one
old grouch."
The old grouch was not identified.
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figured the vast number of eggs sh ould be
preserved. With a warden's approval , he took
the fish to Lake Winona and released it to
spawn there. (Daily News photo)

causing them to move more.
Anglers get by with fewer
casts covering more water
with each.
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hint of light showers, fish will [ANDY'S

often feed on through the rain.
Consequently, fewer casts are
needed to connect with these
Sky conditions, particularly carefree ramblers.
during warm months, also influence how fish act. If the sun
Practice a little fish psycomes up hot, fish stop moving
at dawn, holding in one lie until chology next time you're on
evening. More casts are needed the lake. Who knows, mayto put the lure in favorable be one of these days you'll
areas . However, if dawn arrives learn to think like they do.

Assure Union Leaders No
Great Unemployrrienf
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SPAWN-LOADED WALLEYE RELEASED
. . , This 13-pound walleye, heavily loaded
with eggs, was caught below the Winon a dam
Saturday in the flood waters. Virgil C. Stinocher, Red Top Cabins, who caught the fish.,
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nated from a record $1.6 billion
in budget requests.
Doyne said he wants to dis«
cuss with Knowles the committee's action concerning aid to
iependent children (AFDC) and
others programs financed with
state and federal assistance.
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MILWAUKEE W .-. Milwaukee County officials are taking
steps to swing the weight of
their legislative bloc against
reductions which the Joint Finance Committee has proposed
for the state's welfare budget.
George E. Rice, chief lobbyist
for the Milwauke County Board
of Supervisors, said Monday
that if the legislature upholds
the committee's cutbacks in the
1969-71 budget, the county might
have to pay $10 million more a
year just to keep existing welfare programs in good health.
THE BOARD'S legislative
committee called for a meeting
with Milwaukee County 's 34
state legislators, who represent
nearly 25 percent of the membership of the Wisconsin Legis^
lature;
Meanwhile, County Executive
John Doyne said he would help
arrange a meeting with the
county's 25 assemblymen and
nine senators, and that he plans
to be in Madison to confer
Wednesday with Gov. Warren
P. Knowles.
The Republican governor remarked Monday he is not eager
to fight legislators for restoration of funds which the Joint
Finance Committee wants elimi-
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Take Steps to
Block Reduction
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By EARL WILSON
Broadway
and Times Square will become the
NEW YORK —
gecretaries' and stenographers ' paradise where they work and
hunt husbands.
Red, the newsdealer with the kiosk outside the Hotel Americana at 53d and 7th, pointed to one new skyscraper already up,
and another going up.
"There's gonna be 20,000 more people working around this
corner. And" — he jerked his thumb toward the subway —
"they 're all gonna be trying to get down in that little hole."
But Red understated it. Within three years, new skyscrap—
ers between 44th and 59th Sts.
on B'way & 7th will not only their minds, there's a lot of
drive out the honkytonk porno- hands reaching out to grab the
graphy parlors and taxi dance
halls but will bring the total things that I consider mine. . ."
new Times Sq. office population She packs up, I gather, and
to a startling 200,000 (mostly goes home to Garden City, Kan .
young females).
The new skyscraper Brdadway
"We have a rule of thumb should be more fascinating —
that you have one person for and prettier — than the one we
every 100 . sq. ft. of space,"
Jerry Cohen, president of Wil- have now.
The Duke and Duchess of
liams Real Estate, says.
So ydu can figure it. New Windsor and the Winston
J700 B'way Bldg. across from Guests had dinner in the bar at
Ed Sullivan Theater — 5,400 21 and the Duchess exclaimed
workers. Upgoing 810 7th Av. how wonderful ic was to be
— 6,000. Planned 888 7th Av. back . ' - . . Rumors flying about
— 8,000.
a splitup of a famous B'way
But the new Uris Bldg. show couple . . . Sergio Franacross from Iindy's where the chi, introducing his sister at the
Capitol Theater stood will teem Plaza , said "She sings beauwith 20,000 or as many as work tifully — I'm ncft bad either."
in the Pan-Am Bldg.
Crowded as B'way of 1972 THE LAMBS' "roast" for
big sucwill be, it won't be as packed as Rocky Marciano was a one
who
cess; about the only
the Grand Central Area.
didn 't show up was Rocky MarBROADWAY is just in Its In- ciano . . . Sidney Lumet's film
fancy," Jerry Cohen said. God version of "Seven Descents of
help it when it grows up. To Myrtle" got a tffie change, to
think, the Uris Bldg. will house "Myrtle — Upstairs and Down"
20 times as many office slaves . . . Sammy Davis, his Copa
as lived in my entire home stint ended , will vacation at
Sidney Poitier 's home in the Batown of Rockford , Ohio.
But I thought computers were hamas .:. . Kay Stevens'!! give
taking the place of office gals. a "pot party " im her new L.A.
"Forget computers!" scoffs pad — inviting friends to help
Bob Tiseh of Loews Hotels. her plant 70 pots of geraniums
"With shorter hours and 12 va- on the patio . ' . . Debbie Reycation days, it now takes two. nolds' Filmways-TV series next
people to do what one used to season'll pay Eier $25,000 a
week (highest paid ga! in TV?)
do."
It may not be quite right to . , . Lionel Bart's screening
gay the secretaries will have a tapes of Flip Wilson's appearparadise.
ances with Johnny Carson (tor
Sergio Franchi's lovely sister a "Ruggles of Red Gap" film
Dana Vallery, opening delight- role).
fully at the Plaza Persian Retain, Mamie Van Doren's 12-yearsang a song more or less titled old son (father Ray Anthony)
•'Mr. Walker. It's All Over , I slipped and crashed down a
Don't Like The New York Sec- stairs 15 feet h5gb at Newport
Beach, Calif., suffered a brain
retary's Life."
"In this building," she says, concussion, but has recovered .
"there's a crowd of guys with It resulted from slippery¦ soles
the old familiar thoughts, upon on some new shoes ' .. ' ,' ' . Arthur Treacher's; Fish & Chips
store is opening in
Winona Daily News franchised
Columbus . . . Russell Edwards,
society editor of the N. Y.
TUESDAY- APR IL 15, 1W?
Times, won a car at a SalvaVOLUME 113, NO. 123
tion Army ball at the Plaza but
Published dally except Saturday end Hol- declined it because he's of the
idays by Republican and Herald Publishing Company, 601 Franklin St., Winona, press.
Winn. SSW.
.
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH:
Don't blame your wife when
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Single Copy — 10c Dally, 20c Sunday things get messed up around
Delivered by Carrlsr—Per Week 50 cents the house. After all, what can
52 weeks S25.50 you expect from a girl raised
26 weeks $12.75
By mall strictly In advance* paper itop- by ycfur mother-in-law.
ped on expiration date:
REMEMBERED Q U O T E :
In Fillmore , Houston, Olmsted, Wabasha,
is something you
and Winona counties In Minnesota ,- Buf- "Influence
falo, Jackson, Pepin, and Trempealeau think, you have, until you try
counties In Wisconsin! and to military,
personnel with military addresses In the to use it ."
continental United States and overseas
EARL'S PEARLS: Rodney
with APO or FPO addresses .
{16.00 3 months
$5,00 Dangeriield recalls his parents
1 year
i months
J9.00 1 month
$2.00 never had much respect for
him: "On Hall oween they used
Elsewhere —
In United States and Canad a
to send me out as is."
1 year
$22.00 3 months
$7.00
A middle-aged man said he
6 months
$12.00 1 month
$2.50
Sunday News only, I year
57.50 keeps hearing
about the New
are they
Send change of address, notices, undeliv- Generation: ""When
ered copies , subscription orders and olhcr gonna start paying attention to
mall Items to Winona Dally News, P.O.
my group — The Now-andi
Box 70, Winona , Minn. 5S9B7 .
Then Generati on?" . . . That's
Second class postage paid at Winona
carl, brother.
Minn.
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disturbed by Nixon's planned
cutback in domestic spending
and fear that some of his lieutenants would be willing to permit a painful rise in unemployment to insure that inflation is
quashed.
Nixon's anti-inflation strategy
—extension of the surtax, cutbacks in federal spending and a
^
tight rein on credit—was endorsed at Monday's opening session by the top economist of the
Johnson administration , Dr. Arthur Okun,
"The No. 1 economic problem
remains that of restraining inflation without endangering our
economic prosperity in the process," said Okun , who headed the
President's Economic Council
until the White House changed
hands.
With the present package of
anti-inflation tools, Okun added ,
"I am optimistic that it can be
done."
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Okun's endorsement was not
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surprising, because the Nixon B
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us
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program is essentially the same
one he helped to prepare for former President Lyndon B. John- BjW18
i
p8WWHBB |[|JM5BW^^S^^
son. It has been adopted by Nixon, but reinforced with an additional $2.4 billion reduction in
the federal budget for fiscal
1970.
55
The union chiefs , including
AFL-CIO President G e o r g e
Meany, declined to comment on
the newly-pared Nixon budget ,
ACADEMY AWARD WINNER — BEST ACTOR
which reportedly will cut deeply
into some programs fa vored by
labor. They were similarly
mum on Okun 's defense of
the Nixon policy of "gradual but
persistent" restraint Under the rules set for the
three-day conference at this luxurious resort, the AFL-CIO not
only has barred reporters from
fa^^^^XVv ^'lrfr^(P^\VVt f ^B
Iflf^wvr^vx&^Mv^^&xV^&O' ^^^^K .dtaa' a4A^^^ ^t%& AVar^
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fused to provide briefings or
prepared statements.
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Junior High School Auditorium

Ht COMPLETE SHOW 7:20

"FROM RUSSIA,
WITH LOVE"

STARTS WEDN ESDAY

ALL THESE STARS: Tox Rltter and Ihe Bollweavile,Sherwln
Linton and the Cotton Kings,Ernla Aihworth and Mlas Cleo Bae.

see the actual moment of conception-,
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TOMORROW NITE!

SOHCERT! DANCE! LIGHT SHOW!
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T. C ATLANTIC

WINONA JUNIOR HIGH AUDITORIUM 8:00 P.M.
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RETARDED CHILDREN BENEFIT

Advances Tickets: $2.50 and $3.00. Available at Hardt'a Muilc
Store or ordor by mall to P.O. Box 767,Winonn. Ticket! «»
door: 50* extra. (Children at door $1.00.)
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Rain, Wa ves Cause
Worry Along River

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Western Wisconsin river
towns, h a v i n g brushed
aside the heavy hand of
flood disaster, settled down
today to worry ahout the
light touch.
Officials said more than
a month of levee preparation, and precautionary
evacuation of an estimated
150 low-land dwellings, will
save Mississippi R i v e r
communities f r o m other
than n o r m a l springtime
flood discomfort.
The concern . now until
the weekend . cresting is
with rain, -which could
raise river levels unexpectedly if d o w n pours get
severe.
And there is concern over
the otherwise unimportant
touch of a motorboat's
wake. Temporary earthen
levees, holding back swollen waters that are already pouring through the
Genoa Dam at ahout 130,000 cubic feet a second —
approximately two and a
half times greater than
normal, can be badly damaged by the sudden pressure of even small waves.
La Crosse has told boaters to stay off the Black
River, a swollen tributary
of the Mississippi. The
Coast Guard cutter Pern

is patrolling the Mississippi,
as much to warn motor
vessels away from levees
as to watch for.levee seepage..;. ' Barring rain and waves.
La Crosse expects to survive the weekend flood
crests in good condition.
La Crosse's crest is to be
two feet below the rims of
seven miles of earthen
dikes.
At Prairie du Chien ,
where s p r i n g evacuation
for 4th Ward residents is
virtually a routine matter,
Mayor Edward Farreli. declared an emergency situation, and asked the state
to qualify his community
for disaster aid.
the Weather Bureau has
revised its high water
forecasts.
La Crosse will get its
c r e s t Saturday, earlier
than anticipated, the bureau said. But the predicted
high-water mark remains
at a well-prepared-fof 16
feet.
Prairie du Chien, however, is to get a crest April
25 of 22 feet, more than a
foot above previous forecasts and about 5% feet
above flood stage.
Hudson, on the St. Croix
River, similarly is to have
a crest 2% feet higher than
expected by the time that

LeVander Has 'Sympathy for
take Gitian Held
In Burglary of Tax Protest/ But No Answer
Red Wing Store

Mississippi tributary crests
Sunday.
Seven miles upstream,
the crest at Stillwater,
Minn., is tb be SV4 feet
above flood stage.
The river rose to 91
feet Monday night at Hudson with about 18 inches
left to go to the anticipated
crest level.
Hudson officials said levees were holding, but that
the St. Croix flood waters
insisted en getting into
town through storm sewers
despite sandbag barricades
at pipe openings.
High school students volunteered to reseal unplugged sewers, and they
set up corps of their own
to reinforce weak points in
levees.
Monday's 91-foot level
put about half a foot of
water across Highway 35
near the Interstate 94
bridge to Minnesota, and
traffic was halted for the
duration on the lesser
road.
Water also was surrounding Hudson's sewage treatment plant. But a plant
official said dikes were
holding, pumps were handling flood waters leaking
into the compound , and
that the situation was under control.

LAKE CITY, Minn. — A Lake
City man charged with the
March 1 shotgun robbery of the
Red Wing liquor store has been
apprehended in Flagstaff, Ariz.
William Edward Ziebell, 24, is
in the custody of Flagstaff police.
Goodhue County Sheriff Paul
Zillgitt said his office is negotiating to determine if Ziebell
will waive extradition proceedings or request a hearing in
Arizona. A warrant- for his arrest has been out for more
than a month.
The charge stems from a holdup when a man walked into the
liquor store, pointed a sawedoff shotgun at the store owner's
wife, and demanded she open
the cash register. The robber
got away with $300 in checks and
cash.
Ziebell also is charged with
a Bay City holdup and may be
charged with the March robbery of a Winona service station. His wife lives at Lake
city. . ;¦' :
Ziebell was taken into custody as the result of information
from the National Crime Information Center. Data on Ziebell
was fed into the center's computers last month by Sheriff
Zillgitt.
a

Move to ShoreUp GOP
Support for ABM Plan

"WASHINGTON (AP) -The
administration has moved to
shore up Republican congressional strength behind President
Nixon's Safeguard defense program even as a top GOP official
says the antimissile system
should not be a political issue.
A White House conference
was called today for Republican
leaders to produce a party strategy for getting approval of the
embattled Safeguard system,
which has been under strong attack in the Senate by members
of both parties.
Sen. John G. Tower of Texas,
one of those attending the White
House session, said in an interview, "I think all of the party
resources will be mustered on
this issue. There will be a campaign for popular support of the
President's decision and an effort to line up congressional
backing for it."
Maryland Rep. Rogers C. B.
Morton, new Republican national chairman, said Monday the
national committee will assemble background information and
prepare speeches in support of
Safeguard.
But, he said, he hoped the system can be eliminated as a political issue.
How could it escape becoming
political if the Republican National Committee supplied supporters with ammunition? he
was asked.
"We are going to furnish nonpolitical background and use it
for political purposes," he replied with a grin.
Morton also indicated that if
the missile system becomes the
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subject of a partisan fight it
would be mostly the fault of the
Democrats.
Mike Mansfield, Senate Democratic Leader, admitted Monday some of his party members
want .to turn the Safeguard dispute into a partisan struggle.
•But, he said, most of the critics,
Republican and Democratic,
are opposing Safeguard for national security reasons.
One GOP Safeguard opponent,
Sen. John Sherman Cooper of
Kentucky, also urged that the
fight should not become a political dispute. Safeguard "should
be removed from the arena of
partisan politics as far as is possible," he said.
Mansfield said he had received "disturbing reports of
outside efforts to synthesize a
political partisanship where, in
fact , none has existed and
where none should exist."
Morton shrugged off sugges-

Cease-Fire ¦
Line Along
Suez Restored

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
United Nations observers restored the cease-fire along the
Suez Canal Monday night after
Israel and Egypt dueled with
jets , artillery and tanks for the
eighth straight day.
Israel reported two of its soldiers were killed and two
wounded. Egypt said one of its
soldiers and a civilian wqre
wounded.
Both nations also claimed
they downed a fighter-bomber.
It was the first time in more
than a month that aircraft had
been used in the hostilities
across the 103-mile waterway.
Israel denied that any of its
planes had boon lost but said an
Egyptian MIG21 «vas seen going
down and the pilot arachuting.
Egypt acknowledged that one of
its MIGs made a forced landing
and claimed its pilots downed
an Israeli Mirage jet and damaged another.
In New York , the chief U.N.
delegates of the Big Four powers held the longest of thoir
three meetings since they began
Middle East talks April 3, but ae
usual there was no disclosure of
what was said in the meeting
that lasted nearly four hours.
An Announcement after the
meeting said the r.mbassadors,
from the United States, the Soviet Union , Britain nnd France,
will meet again Thursday.
Before thoir meeting', the
delegates talked Informally with
King Hussein of Jordan, who
visited U.N. headquarters for a
luncheon given by SecretaryGoneral U Thant.
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Guardsmen Authorized
For Flood Emergencies

tions that the administration is
pressuring Republican opponents to get in line, although
some GOP Safeguard critics
have confirmed privately they
have been feeling a squeeze on
the issue.

ST. PAUL (AP)^Gov. Harold
LeVander said Monday he has
authorized the use of National
Guardsmen wherever necessary
in flood emergencies.
LeVander said he had given
blanket authority to Maj. Gen .
Chester J. Moeglein , the state
adjutant general, to call out
guardsmen when needed.
Some guardsmen were sent to
St. Croix Beach Monday, the
governor said.

ST. PAUL (AP)-Gov. Harold
LeVander says he "has great
sympathy" for a growing tax
protest on the Iron Range—but
he offered no plans to end rapidly rising property taxes.
The problem exists all over
the state and hopefuly something can de done va the current
legislative session, the governor
said Monday. But there has
never been an in-depth study of
property taxes in the state, he
added.

LeVander spoke after the Senate killed one attempt to ease
the tax situation of Iron Range
residents by increasing the tax
on taconite production.
A similar bill in the House
may never get to the floor, according to its sponsor. Rep. Roy

Coombe, a Biwabik DFLer, said
he has no present plans to push
for a committee hearing of his
bill.
He said Iron Range legislators
may have to switch efforts to
some radically new approachlike a tax on water. Coombe
noted that the taconite industry
uses some 30 to 40 million gallons of water a day.
And a downstate lawmaker
suggested still another possibility. Rep. John Kozlak of Columbia Heights introduced a bill
that would put a 10-cent a ton
tax on taconite waste dumped
into Lake Superior — which he
said runs to thousands of tons
a day.
While the governor was declining to spell out tax relief

plans for Iron Range residents,
he did say he wasn't yet ready
to support a proposal by Senate
Majority Leader Stanley Holmquist.
This plan would limit property
tax increases to 5 per cent a
year.

But LeVander said this could
create problems where one taxing unit has been levying high
taxes while another has been
thrifty. Such a ceiling could unduly hurt a district that kept
taxes down, he said.
LeVander said he would meet
with a group of tax protesters
from the Iron Range, if he has
time next Saturday.
The governor added , however,
that a tax protest march "does
nothing more than dramatize"
the problem.

LeVander Rejects 'Lack
Of Leadership' Charqes
ST. PAUL (AP)-Gov. Harold
LeVander rejected "lack of
leadership" charges raised by
DFL leaders Monday and said
his relations with the legislature
were fine.
LeVander told a news conference he has been assured by
legislative leaders that much of
his program will pass.
"I have no cause for alarm ,"
LeVander said.
The governor disowned a
"suggested editorial" mailed
out by Republican party headquarters in which newspapers
were encouraged to prod the
legislature into quick action on
the LeVander program.
"I had not seen the document
and it had not received my approval," LeVander said.
The editorial , one of a series
mailed to Minnesota newspapers, said most of the governor's 11-point program has been
dormant since January.

LeVander indicated his only
concern was that lawmakers begin to pump out some major
legislation soon, to avoid a pUeup at the end of the session.
Rep. Earl Gustafson, Duluth ,
an assistant DFL leader , said
earlier Monday that the governor's "lack of leadership"
would ine-vitably lead to a logjam at the end of the session.

ers space out their big bills
than to pile them up at the end
of the session and chance a
repeat.
"I think the time has come
when we ought to see some of
that come out," he said, referring to major legislation.
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LeVander bad these comments on other subjects:
—The decision on granting a
permit for an atomic generating
plant sought by Northern States
Power Co. will be left to the
state Pollution Control Agency.
The governor declined to state
a position on the controversial
plant at Monticello.
—He has "grave concern"
about increasing borrowing
costs such as proposed in the
"Uniform Consumer Credit
Code," and said he may have
to be convinced of the bill's
merits.
Meanwhile, 26 farmers from
Cottonwood County—also protesting high taxes— met with
LeVander 's staff aides and with
the state Tax Department.

The group is protesting rising
real estate taxes on farm lands
in southwestern Minnesota.
W. G. Rohlfsen, Windom, a
leader of the group, said its aim
is to see a property tax limit of
1.5 per cent of market value.
The group said rulings by the
state Board of Education ,
matching fund programs and
general increases in local government spending have forced
taxes out of reason .
"Farming is taxes as a business when it's really a hobby,"
said Don Wiese, Comfrey, a
member of the protest group, in
a dig at recent legislative comments on the matter.
In a position paper, the Cot.
tonwooa County group said any
increase in salary for government personnel should be ac
companied by "a corresponding
increase in work and-or responsibility."

To vary beef stew, vary the
cdoking liquid. You may use
LeVander s a i d he'd be btfuillon, tomato sauce, canned
agreeable to having a debate on or fresh tomatoes, vegetable
cocktail beverage, tomato juice,
the subject "sometime."
beer or wine.
Of the governor's 11 points,
the only one written into law
thus far is extra tax relief for
low income senior citizens. The
lir WEST THIRD STREET
legislature is nearing the threeWINONA, MINNESOTA 55987
quarter mark of its session.
"TELEPHONE 8-4648
LeVander told a conservative
caucus last December that acDR. C. R. KOLLOFSKI
.
complishments of 1967 were
DR. M. L. DeBOLT
9 a.m. through 5 p.m.
overshadowed by news coverage
DR. R. C. McMAHON
Saturday 9 to 12:30
given to the bitter fight over the
OPTOMETRISTS
sales tax.
Better, he said, that lawmak-

OPTOMETRIC OFFICES
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Profile of Vietnam
Gl By Gl Squad
JUST WHAT IS th* Gl in Vietnam
like? There have heen several versions and
much has been 'written about this young
American, hut w« thought you'd be interested in a profile of the Vietnam soldier
prepared by * group of Vietnam GI's
themselves.
Five members of a squad of eight,
nearing the completion of their Southeast
Asia tour, put together the following article. In the squad was Pfc. Vernon Splittstoesser, son of Mr. and Mrs . Leland
Splittstoesser, St. Charles Rt, 1, Minn .
THE FEELING in Vietnam is that
most people back home, including our lawmakers, do not understand or accept the
truth that the conflict is war. Too many
Americans look upon Southeast Asia with
confusion and contempt.
Many soldiers returning home find that
people can 't yet point the country out on
a map, don 't realize the number of weekly
casualties, "can't figure out who the enemy is and don't understand what it's all
about except they think perhaps freedom
is involved .
. . . "You think -Vietnam, is bad ," a statesider will grin, "Brother, you should have
been in New York during the blackout. "
'Too bad you're home," another adds
grimly, "traffic is terrible."
"Da Nang?" a third will say, "You
should have been in the Battle of the Bulge
— that was a real war."
VIETNAM IS STILL a pop art oddity
12,000 miles away. The public worries
more about living with a possible tax increase; official s worry about living with
world opinion; the Gl worries only about
living.
His world there is the nightly blackout
and mortar traffic. It's alive with booby
traps that can blow his legs or his life to
shreds. It's occupied with an enemy and
an ally that look exactly alike. He would
give a month's pay for a sound night's
sleep and ten years of his life for a night
at home.
He is not a hit player in a comic opera
conflict, not the trump in an international
card game and not 12,000 miles away, but
as near as the muddy and bloody pictures
in the newspapers. Moreover, he is usually a very young American citizen in a hell
of a fix. The average age of combat Gl
in Vietnam is 38% years . But what a man
he is!
A PINK

CHEEKED, tousled-haired,

tight-muscled fellow who, under normal
circumstances would be considered by society as half-inan half-boy, hot yet dry behind the ears, and a pain in the employment chart. But right now he is the hope
of free men; He is, for most part unmarried and without material possessions, except for possibly an old car, a home and a
transistor radio here . He listens to "Soul"
and howitzer.

He has learned to like beer now because it is cold and because it is the thing
to do . He smokes because he gets free cigarettes and because — "it helps." He never cared much for work, preferred waxing
his own car to washing his father 's, but he
is now 10 or 20 pounds lighter than before
because he is working or fightin g from
dawn to dark — often longer . He still has
trouble spelling, and writing letters home
is a painful process. But he can break a
rifle down in 30 seconds and put it back
together in 29. He can describe the nomenclature of a fragmentation grenade , explain how a machine gun operates and
utilize either if need arises.
HE OBEYS NOW without hesitation,
but he is not broken. He has seen more
suffering than he should have in his short
life . He has stood among hills of bodies ,
and he has hel ped to construct those hills.
He has wept in public and in private and
is not ashamed because his pals have fallen in battle and he has come close to joining them . He has become more self sufficient . If he is fortunate enough to have
two pairs of fatigues to call his own he
wears one and washes the other.
He sometimes forgets to brush his teeth
but not his rifle . He keeps his canteen
full , but has almost given up .trying to
keep his socks dry. He can cook his own
meals, fix his own hurts , mend his own
rips — material and mental . He will
share his water with you if you are thirsty,
br«ak his ration in half if you are hungry,
split his ammunition with you if you are
fighting for your life. He can do the work
of two civilians , draw half the pay of one
and find ironic humor in it all. He has
learned to use his hand as a weapon and
his weapon as his hand. He can save a
lire or most assuredly, take one.
Eighteen and a half years old,
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NATO, Warsaw
Pad Necessary?
By DAVID LAWRENCE
WASHINGTON — It might have been a forward step toward world peace if last week —
which was the 20th anniversary of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization — could have
been made the occasion for self-examination
by both the West and the East. For unless
aggression is still considered to be a threat,
there is no reason for NATO to continue, and
no justification either for the Warsaw Pact alliance which was forced upon countries of East•
ern Europe by the Soviet Union.
The 15 foreign ministers of NATO, who were
her e to discuss the future of the organization,
were addressed by President Nixon, who spoke
of the need to create "new machinery for western political consultation, as well as to make
greater use of the process that already exists."
MOSCOW, ON THE other hand, had previously urged the NATO members and the Warsaw Pact countries to meet together and try
to end the "cold war." No reference to this
suggestion was made by Mr. Nixon in his
speech.
But why is there a NATO in western Europe,
and why is a Warsaw Pact deemed necessary
in Eastern Europe? When World War II ended, the peace treaty divided Germany into two
parts. This put an end to any militaristic power in that country capable of threatening the
peace of Europe. But something else took its
place — the Soviet assumption of control over
the countries of East Europe. They became
satellite states, and have been required to obey
the Kremlin ideologically and otherwise.
Nothing in any peace agreement or treaty
consummated at the close of World War II bestowed upon the Soviet government any authority over the small nations of Eastern Europe. The Soviets theorized that , as a precaution against an imaginary attack from Germany, they should be able to station armies in
countries like Poland , Bulgaria , Rumania, Hun.S§?y...Md .^
threat of war would come from the West. But
it hasn 't. France has established a "detente"
with the Soviet government, and the NAO army
itself is relatively small compared to the 5,000,0O0 troops in Russia 's standing army.
The Moscow regime, however , hasn't been
content merely to mobilize conventional forces
on land. It has sent a big fleet of naval vessels into the Mediterranean as well as into the
Indian Ocean and the Pacific; Scores of Soviet
submarines equipped with missiles are moving
constantly in all the oceans.
PLAINLY, World War II wasn't ended la
1945. For, in place of the Nazi dictatorship,
an authoritarian government in Moscow arouses
the fears' of the West that the communists
might suddenly seize Western Europe. NATO
was formed as a defense measure, and the
United States played a leading role in setting
up a military plan, including the possible use
of tactical nuclear weapons.
All these facts have been officially publicized many times in the last 20 years. So the
big question is whether the free nations now
have the courage to speak out and tell the world
a third major war could occur any day that the
Moscow dictatorship chooses to exercise its power. ;
Unfortunately, when the Soviets sent an
army into Czech oslovakia last August , the West
did not react as it might well have done. Although a few words of protest were spoken
here and there in diplomatic circles in Europe,
the opportunity to point out in a formal way
the illegality of the Russian action was missI
ed.
It isn't loo late for the West to ask' that
the status of the Warsaw Pact countries be
clearly defined. Are they puppets and stooges
of the Soviet government in a zone of military
occupation? When will the people of each country be allowed to determine for themselves
what form of government they shall have?
CONFERENCES are scheduled to take
place soon between the United States and the
Soviet Union to discuss arms limitations and
to find ways to put into effect the new treaty
which is designed to halt the spread of nuclear weapons. But such talks would be of
secondary importance if NATO and a Warsaw
Pact alliance were no longer considered necessary and the East and West were to 'agree to
respect the sovereignty of independent countries on all continents.

IN YEARS GONE BY
Ten Years Ago . . . 1959

Brother H. Maurice Azarius , head of the
education departmen t at St. Mary 's College,
was elected president of the Winona Schoolmen 's Club to succeed Fred A. Jederman.
A scholarshi p for study at the University
of North Dakota has been awarded by the National Science Foundation to Cyril S. Erpelding, a 1950 grnduate of St. Mary 's College and
son of Mrs, Edward Erpelding. He will do graduate work at the university.

Twenty-Five Years Ago . . . 1944

Dr. and Mrs. E, G. Thomssen have returned
from Brndenton , i?la,, where they have been
since Dec. 1.
P. S. Johnson who left here a year ago to
work on a construction project at Whitehorse,
Yukon Territory, Canada , returned and will resume his law practice.

WHAT A MAN h« itl
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ON THE RIGHT

'Don't Take It So Hard—It Only Hurts for a Little While!'

Fifty Years Ago . . . 1919

Frank Tooke, son of Mr . and Mrs. George
Tooke, hns returned from active service in the
Old Hickory division . His outfit was under the
command of Marshall Haig of tho English army.
He fought in the battle of Ypres.
Harold Olson, a student nt Carleton
College, Northfield , came to Winona to visit
his parents , Mr. nnd Mrs. O, A, Olson.

$~„o n*.._Fjve YearrAqo . . . 1894

Mr. and Mrs. W. II. Gnrlock returned from
Chicago where they attended the grand opera.
II. W. Edgerton will go to Owatonna to take
the position of .cashier of tho North Western
rood there . He 1ms for the past three years
filled the position of car accountant here .

Onn Hundred Yenrs Aqo . . . 1869

Fellow Townsman Robert P, Hunter , who
has been editoriall y employed on the St . Paul
Dispatch , \snti in town.
115

Depart (from inn , ye evildoers.—I'snlm 111)

By WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY Jr.
Although it will be another month before the Senate «>nsiders the proposals of Richard Nixon ior a modified AntiBallistic Missile System, the pressures are hard under way to
affect the Congressional decision . The perplexity of many
legislators derives from , on the one hand, the general public
acquiescence (to which the polls attest) on -the necessity to
adopt ABM, and on the other hand the surprising ratio of antiABM mail over pro-ABM mail. One senator advises that the
ratio is an extraordinary 15 to one. Why? The answer, one
must assume, is that the anti-Vietnam apparatus has elided
easily and naturally into anuABM.
To Your Good Health But there is no necessary connection between opposition to the Vietnam war and
opposition to the deployment
of ABM missiles. In fact the
man who is against the former is almost .certainly against
the latter, for reasons which
are less interesting logically
than sociologically.

Deciding on
Hemorrhoid
Surgery

By G. C. THOSTESON, M.D
Dear Dr. Thosteson: You
say hemorrhoids can be
cured. I'm beginning to
think surgery is the only
remedy. My husband has
been troubled for oy er a
year. They are very sore
and even bleed. We have
tried most everything. I
wish we could heal those
hemorrhoids. — Mrs. F. K.
¦

Letters to the Editor
Writer Asks What
"Modern Techniques" Are
To the Editor:
A recent letter in this column by Charles Evans was
very critical of the Winona
police for the methods they
used in attempting to apprehend-the occupants of a car
containing stolen beer. Mr.
Evans does not think the
severity of the alleged violation warranted a chase
through the city, since the
chase endangered not only
those involved but other people as well.
I think the major flaw in
Mr. Evans' argument is that
he assumes the accident involving the six men would
not have happened if the police had not given chase. I
don't see how he can make
this assumption. After the police tried to stop them , the
men knew the police were
after them. Knowing this, I
doubt that they would have
observed the speed limits,
eVen if they saw no red lights
flashing behind them, There
is no way of knowing what
would have happened if the
police had not given chase.
But Mr. Evans suggests
there is a better way of handling these situations: The police should have, in his words,
"cooled it" and "radioed the
license n u m b er around.'*
Would that have worked?
How would the police have
known , if they had not given
chase, which direction the car
went after it was out of sight?
Also,' what good would it have
done to radio the license number around? Does Mr. Evans
mean it would be permissible
for the squad cars which received the radio message to
give chase? Then why not the
squad car that spotted the
car?
Ot course the car must
stop eventually, and the license number will identify
the\ owner. But what if the
car had been stolen? Wouldn't
the police look silly if they
let a cor get away because
they had the license number
and it turned out to be a
stolen car? It pan get very
complicated when we try to
tell the police when they
should or should not chase
suspects.
What Mr. Evans calls "intelligent judgment" is really
nothing more than hindsight.
Hindsight is a nice hobby,
but it is useless when it
comes to supplying rules of
behavior for future events.
For example , what should the
police do :if somebody steals
a car and uses, it as a getaway car? If we try to install
general rules for police behavior , we must be able to apply them in this situation also. There aren 't enough police
in Winona to block off every
street; so somebody, soonor
or Inter, will have to chase
THE WIZARD OF ID

the car. This, of course, will
endanger lives.
Mr. Evans seems to think
he knows a way of capturing
chasing
suspects
without
them. He claims there are
•"modern techniques " that will
do the job, though he doesn't
explain what these techniques
are. I don't think he can.
Richard <J. Davis
607 Wilson St.
There Was JVo
Alternative Decision
To the Editor :
The tragic events of a week
ago Thursday night involving
a police car and a high-speed
chase through Winona have
stirred me to an investigation
resulting in this letter. Hopefully, this will not "be the end
result.
Mr. Rpnnenberg and Mr.
Schafer have been trained
to use sound judgment and
to instantly evaluate situations, conditions and peopleall the while working within
the framework of the restrictive law briefly stating: "If a
person is not caught' with his
hand in the cookie jar he cannot be conclusively convicted." Also, there 'were, as is
the usual case, only two squad
cars in operation that night.
To whom were the policemen
to radio an intercepting message? As far as I can determine there was no alternative
decision.
The residents of Winona are
not fully aware nor fully appreciative of our policemen .
They are decent , hard-working
human beings, taxpaying citizens, underpaid servants of
the community working with
too few on the force and with
inadequate , antiquated equipment. They ate unjustly
maligned, misunderstood , and
truly deserve more respect
than that which is afforded
them. They find! dignity in
their work and self-respect
against immense odds, and
where other men would falter ,
they remain steadfast.
Each day they work , the
policeman 's family lives with
the thought and fear that
their husband and father
may be hurt or fatally injured. The compensation provided in either case is minimal or non-existent. How
shameful !
For the. past two weeks, the
police force wages and berttefits have been discussed and
dismissed as "preposterous."
Following are some factsand figures worthy of close
scrutiny:
1. In La Crosse, a city of
nearly twice our population , a
first class patrolman is paid
about $650 per month after
three years of service.
2. Austin , the snme size as
Winona , pnys their first class
patrolmen nearly $750 per
month after three years of

service.
3. Winona policemen receive nearly $550 per month,
also after three years of service.
We, the residents of Winona , expect these men to be at
our beck and call within minutes to handle every and all
emergencies and annoyances.
We should be sorely ashamed
to have their salary figures
known ! Ninety percent of the
men have to carry a second
job, and several of their
wives also work.
Many loud complaints and
critical remarks center around
our policemen being unintelligent and not reacting correctly in certain situations.
Did you know they are required to attend and satisfactorily ¦complete a rigid training
program (financed by the local taxpayers) and that they
are engaged in continual learning about the law, procedures
and methods of investigation?
How many of you realize the
strict requirements to become
a policeman? When there is
a vacancy on the force,
where are the applicants?
How many of you could' pass
the requirements, or are willing to try?
To retain the force of men
we now have and to attract
more men , we must assure
them more rtioney and benefits. The job absolutely requires an adequate salary :At
least that to meet an average
standard of living; at least
that to keep pace with the
ever-rising cost of living. If
the salary were attractive
enough, it would be possible
to even raise the requirements
to become a policeman and
hire even better qualified men.
Funds were allocated (?28,000) by the previous council
to allow each policeman $100
more each month. This figure was also approved by the
present council. However , the
city manager , in his fervent
efforts to cut as many corners
as possible,, has cut this figure. This same city manager
is known for turning down requests from the police department for squad cars , up-dated
equipment , repairs and replacements of materials needed for properly operating the
department.
As the deadline for approval
of this pay raise is April 21
(the new budget goes into effect May 1), any of you with
strong feelings on' these matters are requested—urged ,
even !—to write your newspaper, your councilman , or the
city manager's office and
voice your opinions. But , most
of all, because time is of the
essence, do something ! t
I'm proud to call some of
"Winona 's Finest" my friends;
I salute them ! !
Mrs, Muriel Baker
1734 Krncmer Drive

¦
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To speak bluntly, you've
evidently reached the point at
which you are ready to accept the one positive cure"fof
hemorrhoids — removal of
them.
I've left out the details of
the emulsions,"ointments, sitz
baths, and other things your
husband has tried , but he
pretty obviously has gone the
whole unhappy route.
There are, really, only two
things you can do about hemorrhoids, or "piles." If you
can keep them from being,too
annoying, fine. When you
can't, remove them.
With mild cases, it often is
possible to prevent them
from getting worse and from
causing too much discomfort.
(One of the most important
things is not medication, but
preventing constipation, and
straining. Too many people
do not realize the importance
of that and hope that salves
or ointments will do the job
for them.)
It is fruitless to think you
can "heal those hemorrhoids"
other than temporarily. Why?
Because hemorrhoids are
varicose veins, veins that
have been stretched to the
extent that they no longer
can return to original size.
There is no known way to
make them resume their former conditions.
Proper bowel habits, and
the help of medications in
some cases, may prevent
enough irritation so that milder cases will not bleed or be
too painful. But that is as far
as you can go toward "healing" the problem .
When they have passed a
certain stage , the sooner you
have surgery, the more misery you will avoid. The operation is not exactly fun , a
subject on which I can speak
with both authority and sympathy , since I've experienced
it. The soreness may be considerable for several days ,
but after that you begin to
realize that you are beginning to feel better after ail.
There are two ways of deciding when to have surgery :
Either when life otherwise
has become completely unbearable , or when the doctor ,
after examining you , tells you
that you are going to go on
suffering until you decide on
the operation.
After the operation , dilation (to prevent adhesions)
and care to avoid constipation are essential if you want
to avoid having new rectal
trouble start. That's importhat , so don 't neglect itl
1 suppose the biggest problem involving hemorrhoids
is to get the patient to realize that it's time for surgery,
He keeps hoping that some
patent medicine or salve will
stall off the inevitable. They
say hopo springs eternal in
the human breast. It also
seems to in the human sittingdown place. But the truth is
that, once hemorrhoids havo
reached a certain stage , tho
.sooner you have them removed, the better off you'll be.

PEOPLE WHO oppose ABM
do so for very different reasons. But the mass of thosa
who oppose ABM emotionally
are directly descended from
those who opposed America's
development of a hydrogen
bomb. Next they joined with
others in opposition to nuclear testing. After that they
voted (again, with others)
in favor of the nuclear testban treaty and most recently,
in favor of the anti-proliferation treaty.
It is wrong to suggest that
those .who adopted these positions are forlorn of logic and
sophistication. But it is quite
correct to suggest that the
emotional inertia that drives
the majority of the disarmament types has led them
from one to the other position. So that those who believe that Vietnam should be
abandoned tend to do so because they also believe that
the East-West confrontation
is a synthetic problem ; That
the communists do not represent a genuine threat to the
security of Ihe United States.
Under the circumstances
they reason that the installation of ABM is a way of saying at very considerable exr
pense that we actually believe
in the possibility that the Soviet Union would be capable
of initiating a nuclear strike
against us. They go on to say
that the institutionalization of
that suspicion via ABM has
the perverse effect of giving
that suspicion concrete expression: AJid that to do that
is precisely to encourage the
enemy to live up to the worst
expectations of him. It is as
though Father Spencer Tracy
at Boys' Town had said to
young Johnny, "Johnny, I
think you are a wretched little boy," — who, under the
circumstances, Would expect
other than that Johnny would
then behave wretchedly?
IT SOUOTS naive and simplistic. Butt of course many
human emotions are , most
particularly those which vest
confidence in the behavior
of the Soviet Union . Mrs. Joseph Alsop, quoting Senator
Robert Kennedy and , through
him , President John Kennedy,
remarks that even though the
odds were overwhelmingly
against the Soviet Union during the great confrontation of
October, 1962, a significant
minority of the Soviet General Staff counseled Khrushchev to call the U.S. challenge
—to refuse to withdraw their
missiles.
Congress has, in the past ,
proved singularly immune to
such seniimentalizations of
military problems as are implicit in the anti-ABM talk
(or , rather , most of it). But
Congress is hungry for support from Americans who ,
presumably not realizing the
pressure that is coming in
from the other side , have
neglected to make their views
known. In other words, your
senator would be grateful for
hearing from you thnt you
endorse the call by the commander-in-chief to provide
the .United States with the
limited but in his judgm ent
essential protection which a
limited ABM system would
provide . Address: Washingto n,
D.C. The Postmaster will
take it from there.

By Parker and Hart
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Mondovi Honor
Society Inducts

Fillmore Co.
Jury Hearing
Sale Dispute

State Traffic
Toll Now 150,
94 Under '68

MONDOVI, Wis. CSpecial ) The National Honor Society at
Mondovi High School inducted
10 candidates: Carol Bergb,
Bonnie Crowell, Karmen Eide,
PRESTON, Minn. (Special) ¦—
Shelley Glanzman, Patricia
Judge O. Russell Olson called
Hougen, James Miles, Sandra
the calendar for the general
Ness, Carol Quarberg, Julie
term of District Court for FillRud and James Schroeder.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
more County here Monday
The welcome was given by
The 1969 traffic death toll on
morning, drew the jury for two
Donn Moe, president. A clarinet
cases, and began hearing one,
Minnesota
roads stands at 150
Suartet , consisting of Bonnie
according to Clerk of Court
today with the death in separata
Karmen Eide, Nancy
rowell,
George H. Milne.
accidents Monday of a young
Kisselburg and Sandra Ness
One case was settled out of;
played. Guest speaker was
suburban
Minneapolis man and
NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY . . . N e w Mondovi (Wis.)
count: Kim Skaar, minor by
Richard Putzier, music direca
central
Minnesota bicyclists
Carol
QuarMerlin Skaar, parent , representtor, whose subject was "Quest High School members are, from left, front row,
On
this
date
last year, 244 perJulie
Carol
Bergh.
and
ed by Paul B. Cross, Price &
Karmen
Eide,
Bonnie
Crowell,
berg,
for Meaning."
punlap, and Richard W. Towey,
sons had been killed.
Induction ceremonies were Rud, and back row, left to right, James Schroeder, Patricia
against Independent School Disconducted by President Donn Hougen, Shelley Glanzman, Sandra Ness and James Miles.
Douglas Potter, 22, St. Louis
trict 2S7, Spring Valley, and
Moe. The Tiistory was given by
Park , was killed early Monday
Leonard Olson. The district was
Mark Phillips. The emblem was
when he apparently fell from his
represented by Baudler & Baudexplained by Christine Ness;
car as it was crossing the Interler and Olson by Mordaunt , Wafcharacter, Cheri W«ber; scholstate 35W bridge over Minnehastad,- Cousineau & McGuire. It
arship, Patricia Schlosser; leadha Creek in Minneapolis. He
D.C
with
the
Capitol
steps
in
Washington,
,
RUSHFORDITES
IN
WASHINGTON
.
.
.
and
ership, J ames Forster,
involved ah accident in the gymwas a former Paynesville resiRushford (Minn.) High School senion pose on Cong. ATQuie.
serivce, Scott Glanzman. Bonnie
nasium.
ARKANSAW, Wis. - A team dent.
Hagness, secretary, took part.
from the Arkansaw High School
The Highway Patrol said RonOPENING was the case
Other chapter members are
agricultural classes tied for ald Sandmen, 7, was killed Monto
Stage
USS
Ozark
brought by Torres K. and BevKathy Berger, Iinda Brenner,
first place in the farm man- day afternoon in a crash inerly Stole against Blenda Life,
Floyd Brion, James Forster,
agement event in the annual volving his bike and a car drivRehearsal
Recovery
Bonnie
HagInc., Glerinys Tblle/srud and
Scott Glanzman,
state high school agricultural en by Joyce Rae Reese, 19, also
)
(AP
NimWASHINGTON
Arthur R. White. Plaintiffs are
team judging contest at the Uni- North Branch.
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP ) - ness, Nancy Kisselburg, Myron
charging defendants with misETTRICK, Wis. (Special) — The USS Ozark will stage a re- Larson, Ann Luedtke, Donn bus 3, the first nuclear-powered versity of Wisconsin , Madison , The accident happened 4%
Moe, Christine N ess, Steven
representation of their products.
miles east of Cambridge on
Attendance was poor at the hearsal off Charleston Wednes- Olbert , Mark Phillips, Patricia weather satellite, has started Monday.
Drawn to hear it were Mrs.
sending pictures of the earth's
Highway 95.
free
tetanus
clinic
sponsored
Stanton,
Gerald
Gary
Schlosser,
Apollo
10
asday for recovery of
the earth's weather .
Gerald Johnson, Clarence QuanRonald was the son of Mr. and
by the Ettrick Lions Club at the tronauts and their command Tande, Bobbi Tiegs and Cheri cloud cover and it is expected to The mission was described as Mrs.
rud, Harland Schoppers and
Milo Sandeen, North .
more
than
a
Weber. Miss Charlotte Quarberg continue operating
Community Hall Saturday ; not
the first civilian use of nuclear Branch ; ,
Alice Vitse, Preston ; Morris Anmodule,
is
adviser
.
more
than
about
60
received
the
year.
¦
energy in space.
dersen and Adolph Dahl, RushNimbus,
1,269-pound
The Goddard Space Flight The
ford ; Janet Durbahn, Spring Transfer of full control and injections. The poor attendance The Ozark is a mine couft- FU AT SPRING GHOVE
'IT'S THERE'
Valley; Mrs. Henry Christenson, financing of the Winona Coun- was said to have been due to termeasures support ship based SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spe- Center at Greenbelt, Md., re- heaviest yet in the weather proTOKYO (AP)
- Canadian
the
in
Charleston.
She
will
be
conflicting
events
in
the
Vanarea.
was
launched
from
gram,
Nimbus
3
ported
Monday
that
Harmony; Mildred Higgins, Ste- ty Veterans Service Center to
cial) — Mrs. Maxine GunderForeign
Secretary
Mitchellparticifirst
ship
of
her
class
to
At
the
first
clinic
in
Caliheld
a
month
denberg
Air
Force
Base
,
satellite
were
wartville; Marjorie Manahan, county jurisdiction was directson, delegate to the National and a companion
Sharp
said
today
his
governago,
pate
in
the
mid-South
Atlantic
more than 125 received
Farmers Union Convention, will in good orbit 676 to 703 miles fornia Sunday night. The piggy- ment wants, to establish diploChatfield; Donald R. Kimball, ed in a resolution passed by the
treatment
a
contingency
recovery
ship
which
was
sent
.
Dr.
C.
0.
Rogne
back
satellite
loasnorth
,
above
the
earth
over
the
speak at the meeting of the
Canton, ana Mrs . Walter Ner- City Council Monday afternoon.
cal health officer
astronauts be forced Spring Grove Farmers Union and south poles.
into orbit near the Nimbus is matic relations with Red China
stad, Mabel.
The council met in recon- and Ed BreckHn was in charge, should the
to
land
in
that
area
rather
than
made
the
arthe
13th in the Army's Second "because it. is there" and has
Its
polar
orbit
enables
the
Local
at
4:15
p.m.
in
the
town
This case was expected to vened session at the call of rangements;
existed for almost 20 years.
series.
mapping-spacecraft
all
in
the
Pacific
landing
area.
camera
to
scan
satellite's
hall.
continue today.
Mayor Norman E; Indall to
Scheduled for Thursday is Al- hahdle routine business and relied Mills Inc., against Ben and ports bearing on the current
Hildegard Ryan, a dispute over flood emergency.
a bill. Drawn as jurors were
Merton L. Hedland, Ostrander ; ALSO PRESENT were four
David C. Whitcomb, Chatfield ; members of the Winona CounClarence Quanrud, Mrs. Gerald ty Board of Commissioners.
Johnson, Orval Amdahl, Mrs. Board members raised no obWaldo Marzolf and Harland jections to the council's proposal. Councilman Barry Nelson,
Schoppers, Preston; Donald R.
who
moved for adoption of the
Canton;
Janet
DurKimball,
resolution, hailed it as a "step
bahn and Venita Thompson, toward modernization of
local
Spring Valley; Patricia Elliott, government."
Fountain, and Mrs. Bill Ullom, The council's resolution calls
LeRoy.
for transfer of all records and
ONE JURY case , Loren T. control relating to the office efJeche against Sharon J . Gusa fective July 1. The city will turn
and Dennis D. Cox, is held over over xo the ccfnnty at that time
all unexpended funds budgeted
tor the return of a witness.
Two criminal cases are listed for the center for .1969.
on the calendar: State against Under the present arrangeRobert Nash and Donald Henry ment, the county contributes
Ranzenberger. Other cases list- $10,000 a year and the city $5,OOO a year to the center 's opered for the jury are:
Amos' Thoen versus Lanesboro ation. In addition to its contriPublic School and Lemoine Hol- bution, Nelson said, the city has
been responsible for bookkeep*
tan, also listed for the court.
ing. The city alsd has paid the
Glenn
F.
McDonald
versus
.
employer's share of Public EmBuell G. Johnson.
Pendle-Hansen-Bagne Inc., ployes Retirement Association
versus George Heidtke and Ger- contributions for office pen on
ald ¦,G. -Meske, defendants and nel the council was told lby City
third party plaintiffs, and Al- Clerk John S. Carter.
lied. Mutual Insurance Co.
SINCE 62 percent of Winona
J. Ivan- Sample and others County veterans live in the
versus T. D. Differt and others. c i t y , Nelson observed, the
transfer to county financing
NEW COURT CASES:
Bureau of Credit Control Inc., means the city's share of costs
assignee of Mayo Clinic versus will be more nearly equitable
About 64 percent of the coun
Virgil J. Henry and his wife .
KFIL Radio Station versus ty's tax revenue comes from
the cicy. In the past , city obGeorge VanRhee.
W. C. Bicknese doing business jections to the shared financing
as Bicknese Elevator & Mill plan were that city taxpayers
were assessed twice for the fa
versus Roy Schmidt .
Grain Terminal Association cility — both in their city and
Employes Credit Union versus their county tax levies,
Carter's revelation that the
Ray E. Erdman.
Southern Minnesota Broad- city had furnished the PER A
casting Co., appellant , versus contribution since 1945 di ew
several raised eyebrows among
State of Minnesota, appellee.
council
members. •
In the matter of the estate of
Lottie I . Hess, Jay Tebay, ap- Nelson asked whether the
pellant, versus Thelma Conway county intends to retain the
as executrix of the Estats of service center 's lay advisory
Lottie I. Hess, deceased, Thel- board. Count y Commissioner
ma Conway individually and all Len Merchlewitz said the coun
•other parties in interest ad- ty has no plans to dissolve the
verse to appellant, respondents. board. The board — and the
arrange
Court cases carried over from previous financing
ment
—
is
provided
by the
the previous term are J. Ivan
Sample versus T. D. Differt as special act under which this
trustee of the Eva Sample trust; center operates.
State versus Hubert Hegtvedt FOR THE first ' three months
and others; Donna Eleene Erd- of 1969, reported City Manager
man versus Ray Erdman , and Carroll J. Fry, the city and
Elaine Jeanette Stackhouse ver- county jointly spent $4,152 foi
sus Miles Freeman Stackhouse. center operations. The city has
a balance at present of $2,121
in funds budgeted for the sorv
ice center, Fry told the council
Lincoln Square 10.99 H|fUMagic Island sq. yd. .
Cofne/ see the /a(esf j n f/ne
|
The f o u r commissioners
Fine quality 100% wool pile carpet HMRUHi lLustrous , lacy surface; 70% Cres,.
r. ,
,
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present w e r e Merchlewitz
^^
quality DroaalOOmSlOr y OUr
in a tip-sheared pattern for homes H
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kowski and Paul Bacr.
^Ar
of taste , Deep and lush. 12 colors. KJgflAMgm Ke*eps mill-fresh longer; 12 colors.
Wall- t0- W3>ll installation —
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County Agrees
To Finance
Center 100%

Nimbus 3 Begins
Sending Pictures
Of Cloud Cover

Attendance Poor
At Ettrick Clinic

Arkansaw Team
Ties for First

I Stevens GulislanCarpels Jyst Out
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Former Solon
To File for
Faulty Heating Unit
Special Election Caused Evacuation ,

ST. PAUL (AP) -Former
DFL Congressman Alec G. Olson will file today for a special
state Senate election In the 23rd
district , taking in Swift County
and part of Kandiyohi County.
Olson, Willmar , served two
terms in Congress before losing
to Rep. John M. Zwach in lflfifi.
Four other mon have filed for
the state Senate vacancy created by tlic death of Robert G.
Johnson , a Willmar attorney, on
April 7.
They are :
Howard R. Payne, Willmar ,
Conservative ; manager of a
liquor store.
Tom Wnlsh , Willmar , Conservative ; operator of a supermarket .
C. Howard Peterson , Benson,
Conservative ; funeral director.
Richard E. Holm , Benson,
DFL'or.
Filings close Friday In the
secretary of stntc 's office . A
primary April 25 will cut the
field to two for a special election Mny $>

7 99

B

FARIBAULT, Minn. (AP ) Carbon monoxide from a faulty
hifatlng unit has been i dentil led
ns the source of fumes which
drove about 200 persons from a
mo-vie theater here Friday night
About 150 of the persons,
mostly teen-agers, were treated
at local hospitals after the incident — though none required
overnight hospitalization.
The theater will remain closed |t]
until the heating unit is repaired U\
police said.' ' ¦'

_

NSr-REC CONNECTION
MADISON, »Wls. - The Public Service Commission will investigate without public hearing an appplicntlon by Northern States Power Co. of Enu
Claire to make an additional
closed electric interconnection
of its system with Dairyland
Power Cooperative of La
Crosso in the Town of Alma ,
Clark County, near Humbird .
The Interconnection will provide energy for cooperative
customers .
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70% Creslan ' acrylic/30%inodacrylic fibers in a hefty, buoyant
pile. A billowy beauty in 12 tones ,
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Companion Reductions on
tJit/Xm Carpet Cushioning
Our skilled installation calls for the foremost
in carpet or rug cushioning. For this event , we 've
reduced the price of any Allen Cushion required.

'Call 2871 Our KsUllialol' Will fihldlj brilljj sailiplOS to your hoiUO
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Riskes Honored
At Open House

Artmobile at
Waba sha; Set
For Harmony
HARMONY , Minn . — Harmony High School will become the
site of a temporary art museum
April 21-23 when the Minneapolis Institute of Arts artmobile
will be here, David Schlief, art
instructor at the school, said.
The artmobile was created
under the auspices of the Minneapolis Institute of Art and
Minneapolis School of Art. Four
sponsors have underwritten construction and maintenance of
the traveling gallery. The Minnesota Congress of Parents and
Teachers is helping promote the
mobile unit throughout the state
and has raised funds for equipment.
The exhibit consists of Amer! ¦' ...........xzi&tmmm ¦ ::MWiam%Mmaamaaaaaawmaican paintings and decorative
UCT OFFICERS INSTALLED ... Officers Bergsrud , installing conductress and iastalled arts both from the institute and
as sentinel; Donald Wood, installing officer other museums. While thousands
of Winona Auxiliary .188, United Commercial
and installed as chaplain; Roger Husman , visit the Art Institu te each, year,
Travelers, were installed Saturday evening
nt the Odd Fellows Templ e. From left , the installing secretary; Harold Briesath, senior the mobile unit was created to
counselor, and Hale Stow, junior counselor. enable more citizens to enjoy
Mmes. Herbert Goede, installing chaplain;
important works of art as con(Daily News Photo)
Donald SteacJman , conductress; Morris
veniently as possible in both
large and small outstate communities.
The unit is 58 feet long, 10 feet
wide and over 13 feet high.
The public is invited to tour tlie
Officers of Winon a Auxiliary unit in Harmony.
383, United Commercial TravThe show is now in progress
elers, were installed Saturday at the Wabasha Public Library
evening at the Odd Fellows Tem- and will continue through Wed¦ ¦
ple.
nesday. . . ' ' ¦ '.
The candlelight service was
under the direction of past counselors of the auxiliary. Mrs.
Donald Wood served as installing officer , Mrs. Morris Bergsrud as installing conductress,
Mrs. Roger Husman, installing
The junior past matron , Mrs.
secretary, and Mrs. Herbert Harris Carlson, and junior past
patron, Ralph Bowers, were inMrs. Mabel Gibson, Goede as i nstalling ch aplain.
troduced at the Monday night
Officers
installed
were
Kellogg Women to ^ClujK
the
^rSrthfield , Minn., and Mrs. Mmes. Harold Briesath
of Chapter 141, Order
,
senior
Attend Convention. Evelyn Remberg, St. Paul , counselor; Hale Stow , junior meeting
of Eastern Star , at the Masonic
. district officers will attend.
counselor; Robert Webber, past Temple.
. "KELLOGG , Minn. f.Specialsenior
counselor ; Marvin Meier , Introductions were made by
KELLOGG
CARD
PARTY
Members of the Happy Home
KELLOGG , Minn. (SpeciaD- secretary and treasurer; Don- Mrs. Herbert Schladinske , worRoyal Neighbors have been I The Mmes. Ira Turner , Jennie ald
Stedman , conductress; thy matron , and Robert Bublitz ,
asked to give the retiring Graff , • Thomas McNary, Joe Goodwin Erickson, page ; Bergs- worthy patron.
Committee reports were givmarch at. the Royal Neighbors Thies and Eugene Schurham- rud , sentinel; Wood, chaplain;
convention in Red AVing May mer are in charge of the April Norman Larson, faith ; G. Ver- en by Mrs. Bowers and Mrs .
Mrs.
.
26 card party at the American non Smelser, hope ; Milton Schladinske, good cheer;
. 27.
matron ,
Mrs . John Hafier , recorder ; Legion Club at 2 p.m. Winners Knutson , Peter Kustelski and Carlson, junior past
service; Mrs; Gladys
Announced the convention plans in the recent party were Mrs. Stanley Morcomb, executive central
Anderson
at a meeting of the group at Rhoda Mogren and Mrs. Delia committee. Mrs. Stedman will visitations.and Mrs. Schladinske,
the American Legion Club Tibor. Lunch was served by also serve as organist. Officers
Merrill Holland announcSaturday. Members were urged the Mmes. Earl Timmsen, were presented corsages made edMrs.
that the Minnesota grand
to f ttlenri f t-special ' meeting at Agnes Stamscbror and Jennie by Mrs. Briesath.
chapter session will be held in
7.- .10 p.m. April 2!) at the Legion Graff.
Members of Winona Council 69 Duluth , May 7-9 and the area
were guests at the installation. conference May 24 at Winona .
wmmmmm^m&gmmmmm
A social hour followed with
Star members will hold a
Mrs. Webber and Mrs. Meier in rummage sale on April 28 and
charge of the lunch and refresh- serve the banquet for the Scotments.
tish Rite reunion Saturday.
After the meeting refreshments were served in the ballroom. On the refreshment committee were the Mmes. Harry
S. Johnson Jr. and Gordon L.
Weishorn , co-chairmen, assisted
by the Mmes. Evelyn Dab¦
elstein, Pearl Engstrom, Nettie
"n•- v; v,y\ i-'„-;«r•
wmi-vm
,
•"
¦
>
•
•
«
',. •
t " Y>
Haase, Mildred Gilbertson ,
Myrtle Lacher , Miss Marion
Wheeler and the Messrs, Johnson and Weishorft.

UCT Auxiliary
Installs Heads

Matron, Pat ron
Are Introduced

¦¦: .:, ' ' ¦"
¦
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Rep. " Fraser
, |i To Address
DFL Women
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Rep. Fraser
Rep. Donald Fraaer will h<!
the luncheon speaker for the
statewide spring conference of
the Women 's Federation of the
Democratic-Farmer Labor Party Saturday at Holiday Inn Central , Minneapolis.
Fraser 's address «will keynote
the conference topic: "Crisis
and Response: The DFL Party
Today."
The conference , beginning at
9:30 a .m., will include panels
exploring critical issues in farm
income and the labor movement , in the black community ,
and on college campuses. Panel
members are Vic 3lolst , NFO;
Barry Field , University of Minnesota student leader; Milt
Williams, educational director
of The Way, a Minneapolis inner pity agency; Ed Donahue ,
lithographer 's uniom ; Bill Smith ,
alderman candidate , Minneapolis, and Robert North , legislator from 4BA, St, Paul.
Mrs. Curtis Johnson in In
charge of arrangements for
those plnnning to attend from
the Winona aren.

'Citizens Night '
Delayed to May
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Portia Club
Hears Mrs.
Dresser
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I Adorable Little Boy and Little Girl
I pictures in all wood frame with gold
outline. Overall size 4%['x6 V2"
J

Special $ l"each
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"Citizens NighJ nt City
Hall ," previ ously scheduled for
Friday evening, has been postponed lo May 2 due to the flood
emergency. Hours will he R -.M
to 9 p.m.
The event is being sponsored
by the League of Women Voters
of Winona in cooperation with
city officials and employes.
Tour* of City Hall will be
conducted by league members
and coffee will be served in the
courtroom where citizens will
have an opportunity to ta lk
with Mnyor Norma n Indnl l and
aldermen,
ICAGLES PARTY

The Eagles Auxiliary will
sponsor a public parly Wedj= nesday nt 7:.'I0 p.m. nt 'the Ragles Ilnll , Miu le Diiell man is
ehnirmnn .
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IT'S A
BUNNY , HONEY
It 's a big-earnd , big eyed ,
honey -of-n-biinny, slicichP <1 lazily on a toadstool ,
soaking up I lie .sun. In
Wondcralls ' lovely cuttycure cotton that washes
nnd dries by machine .
Snap cioi ch for easy
chnn fiinK ,
Iiifnnt (il , ls M , I „ XI. in
Ki' con and ccrmiium .. %i

WONDKRALLS DOKS
COTTON . . . KIWM
A T0 Z0°
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balloon? Wondcralls ROM
"-woing in a crisp cott on
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The perfect gift for so many special
3 occasions. Large, new selection of
?
\ charming pieces with heirloom quality.
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the Minneapolis Institute of Art and the
Minneapolis School of Business. The Wabasha show will end Wednesday at Wabasha with
hours from 2 to 5 p.m. and from 7 to 9 p.m.

ST. MARTIN'S CIRCLE
CLOTHING COLLECTION
SPRING GROVE,-Minn; (Spe- The sewing circle of St. Mai- 45TH ANNIVERSARY
cial) — The Future Homemak- tin 's Luthera n Church will meet PLAIIWIEW, Minn. - -M T.
ers of America are collecting Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the and Mrs. Felix Klassen will obclothing for the Dong Jin Or- church social rooms. The Re*v. serve their 45th wedding anniphanage in Korea. Items for Ronald Jansen will lead the versary Sunday with an open
persons less than 5 feet tall devotions. Members will work house at Immanuel Lutheran
may be brought to the school on scrapbooks. Miss Luella Church basement, Plainvew;
Monday. The group will mend Ledebuhr and Mrs. Arthur from 2 to 5 p.m. The couple's
children will be hosts.
Mrs. James Dresser, repre- clothing in need of repair.
Schreiber will be hostesses.
senting the Day Care Center
Committee, spoke of the need
for day care of pre-school children and proposed plans for
the establishment of such a center in "Winona , when the Portia
Club met Monday at the home
of Mrs . S. A. Hammer.
Because 40 percent of the
working population of Winona is
female and those with preschool children usually work
out of necessity, the speaker
said that there is a great need
for good low cost care which
has educational value. That
^^BHH^I^^^K^^K^H^I^^^IHH^I
there he one adult to 10 children and one teacher to 20 are
among the requirements for licensing of such a care, center ,
Mrs. Dresser said.
'iC^^
%
^DST II*" W^Esl;mmmamm\ammmWaWl^ IEBBH
During the business meeting
plans were completed for the
house tour May 3 from 1 to 5
iL
p.m., with nine houses on the
^^nB-^^^i^^^ v H^^MIMff^(^E^s^ ^^B9
^
agenda. Tickets are now available at Williams Book & Sta-.
tionery, Ted Maier Drug Store
and from Portia Club members.
Winona County history will be
the topic of study for the com¦ '
' ¦ .- '
IB;
ing year, with Mrs. S. A. Saw- ft;
yer, program chairman.
At tie conclusion of the meeting, Mrs. James Testor reviewed the book, "Five Smooth
Stones" by Ann Fairbairn, the
story of "a young Negro who |
BUY IN PA IRS OR SEPA RATELY!
j
accepts the "plague" he Is born
,
-who
to
prove
then
goes
on
with,
almost, that he can avoid it for
himself , and finally becomes
completely one of his people."

MISSION SOCIETY
%
ALTURA, Minn. (Special) — }
The Hebron Moravian Missionary Society will meet at. the
HIXTON-TAYLOR AUXILIARY home of Mrs. Leslie Hilke at
TAYLOR , Wis. (Special) — 8 p.m. Thursday for devotions
The Hixton-Taylor American and Bible study.
Legion Auxiliary will meet
Monday at 8 p.m. at the Ray- HELPING HAND CLUB
mond Olson home. Mrs. Orin TA"YLOR, Wis. (Special) —
Olson will be co-hostess. In The Helping Hand Club will
charge of the program will be meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at
Mrs. Alvin Nelson and Mrs. the home of Mrs. Ole GilbertLee Mortiboy.
son.

I fo? that special touch j

! f' f e

ARTMOBILE EXHIBIT . . . Pictured
above is the artmobile which is at the Wabasha public library and will later move to
Harmony for a showing Aprif 21-23 at the
high achool. The artmobile is sponsored by

BETHANY , Minn. (Special)
— . The Rev. and Mrs. Clarence Riske were guests of
honor at an open house in celebration af their 25th wedding
anniversary at the Bethany
Moravian Church Sunday afternoon.
Riske and Miss Anhe Kufirs
were married in the Vancouver, Canada, Moravian Church
April 14th,' 1944, by the Rev.
Samuel Marx. In July of that
year he began his pastorate in
Canada and since then, they
have served at Urichsville,
Ohio and West Salem, Illinois
and in 1962 came to serve the
Bethany and Hebron Moravian
parish, They have two sons,
Glenn, who attends Winona
State College, and Mark, who
will graduate from Lewiston
High School this spring.
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Modern Dance Team
To Give Demonstration
Mary's at 8 .p.m. Wednesday.
The program is called "East
Meets West Through Eance."
The dancers aim at the expression of man 's innate emotions.
Modern dances are executed
by Chester Wolenski, and Manipuri dances are demonstrated
by Thambal . ' Yaima. The
dancers' explorations between
one end of the earth and the
other through dances of the
East and West cover every
form of locomotion known to
man. They illustrate the development of the dancer through
exercises in each technique,
and the uses of props and costumes to reveal characterization. The treatment of rhythms
starts with the use of man's
voice and body to create music.
The lecture - dance demonstration ends with tour complete dances in full regalia. The
narration, by a professional
actress, is on tape, and includes
appropriate musical accompaniment.
Wolenski and Miss Yaima began their collaboration about
two years ago.

A lecture - dance demonstration which compares the diversity and universal connections
of modern dance with the Manipuri dances of India will be
presented at Theatre Saint

Final Concert
Set at Senior
High School
The Winona High School concert band will present its annual spring concert Wednesday
in the gymnasium of the new
senior high school. The program will start at 8 p.m.
Following is the program to
be presented: ,

The K»dWdIehopp«r March—Red SKelton.
Rhapsodic Essay
:... Cacavas
Atropoj, Scherzo for ¦ Band
. . . . . . Welner
¦ ....;...
' ... Cnrrtr
Symphonic overtur* ... .
HIGH SCHOOL CONCERT . BAND
March of tt>» Olympians ... Walker-Linn
..;'Cartir
Overtgr* for Winds
JUNIOR HIGH WIND ENSEMBLE
Janta A Jag
Arr. Maltby
Huckleberry Fluf« ....r
Cot laid
FEATURING THE FLUTB SECTION
Trumpets In Stereo
. • Chrlstensen
FEATURING THE TRUMPET SECTION
Patrol 'ft . . . . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Butts
HIGH SCHOOL CONCERT BOND

Chairs will be provided on
the floor of the gymnasium for
the audience; the bleachers
will not be used.
There is no admission charge
for the concert. Parents were
urged particularly to attend
this last formal concert of the
Winona high band.

HAREM DANCERS . . . Pictured are
the Harem dancers who will appear in the
children's theatre show, c 'Ali Baba And The
Forty Thieves," to be staged at Winona State
College Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Dancers

are, from left , Carrie Nesset, Edina, Minn.;
Arloniai Bradford, Kingstree, S.C. ; Marlene
Moore, New Albin, Iowa, and Helen Talandis,
Chicago. ( Dairy News photo)

Children's Show Indonesia,Topic
Slated for WSC Of Ruskin Club
Exotic harem dancers, a
snake charmer, a donkey, rich Speaker Monday

merchants and thieves against
the background of thematic music accented with gongs and
flutes are in the children's theatre show, "All Baba And The
Forty Thieves" opening with a
matinee in Somsen Auditorium,
Winona State College, Friday
at 1:30 p.m.
From scene designer, Jacque
Reidelberger'8 lamp, comes a
revolving set and forestage built
especially for the play.
Cast members are: Keith Anderson, Ali Baba; Judy Reuter,
Shera; Marcia Fredericison,
Zulahikha; Denny Bell, CasBim; Mark Pint, Hasann; Bruce
Oanielson, Baba Mustapha; Carrie Nesset, Morgiana; Arloniai
Bradford , Marlene Moore, Helen Talandis, Carrie Nesset,
dancers; Bruce Hittner, Omar;
Dan James, Hakim; Larry Shea,
Khaffa; Sue Westlund, Geggar;
Lorna Cooper, fruit vendor; Santha Fusillo, thief ; Wendy Snyder
and Paul Skattum, donieys ;
Betty Hoesley, Shari Fusillo,
Bonnie Hoesley, and Siobhan
Fusillo, village girls, and Daryl
Bronniche, servant to Cassim.
Crew members are: Mary
Fox and Mike 0'Toole, assistants to the director; Arthur
Humphries, publicity and public relations; David "Vieth ,
lights; Terry Wobig, head technician ; Dennis Roemer, box office; Francine Corcoran, Kathleen Russett and Valerie Sanders, musicians; Betty Hoesley
and Bonnie Hoesley, costumes;
Robert Buss, house manager;
Constance Kroeger, props and
June Courteau, make-up.
Reservations may be made by
calling Winona State box office
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. through
Friday. The public is invited to
attend.

Mrs. N. J. Fischer presented
the paper at a meeting of the
Buskin Study Club Monday.
"The setting of Indonesian
life is dramatic. In the dense
green jungles are wild animals, brilliant flowers, ferns as
high, as trees, tremendous banyans and coconuts. Papayas
and bananas are everywhere,"
said Mrs. Fischer, who visited
there recently.
Because of the heavy rainfall and fertile soil, Indonesia
is j ich'in agricultural products.
Beneath the soil is still more
we alth, for oil is tht most important product of the land. In
world terms Indonesian oil is
nofc terribly important, but it is
the most important source in
eastern Asia, the speaker continued.
Indonesia is an ancient country ruled most recently by the
Dutch. On Aug. 17, 1945, Sukarno read Indonesia's declaration of independence. This was
a glowing achievement after 300
ye ars of Dutch rule and the
Japanese take - over during
World War II, said Mrs. Fischer. However, tho country has
had a hard time working out a
stable and effective political
system. Control from above
was a natural way of life for
the Indonesians and tills was a
poor background for national independence.
"When the famous coup was
attempted and failed on. Oct. 1,
1965, the results were far different itrom what anyone had
expected. When General Sukarno and his colleagues took over ,
they started rebuilding the economy, ending the confrontation
with Malaysia and leading the
country back into the society of
nations ," the spenker conRev. Brown Is
cluded.
The meeting was held at the
Diocesan Speaker
KELLOGG, Minn. (Speeial)- home of Mrs. Robert Selover
Tlie Rev. Sylvester Brown , Im- with Mrs. Fred Boughton actmaculate Heart of Mary Semi- ing as assistanta hostess.
nary, Winona , discussed the
changes in the liturgy nt the Area Lutherans
meeting of the diocesan board
of the Diocesan Council of Attend Conference
Catholic Women nt St. Agnos LAKE
CITY, Minn . (Special)
Church hero,
Sevonty-sevon women from
Some of the items covered in —
nTea Lutheran churches
the talk were revisions in the ed tho spring meeting attendof the
first part of the Mass, four new Red WJng Conf erence
Dr,
,
Marcanons , more scriptural read> tin Luther College Auxiliary,
ing covering a thrcc-ycar per- April 0 at St. John 's Lutheran
iod, offertory changes , changes Church , Frontenac.
in ordination rites , nnd n new Congregations belonging to
rito in baptismal and funeral the conference include: St.
iorvlces.
John 's and St. Peter 's, CaleMrs. Joseph Llcktertf, .Austin , donia; Zion , Hokah; First LuWinn., president, urged mem- theran nnd Immanuel , La Cresbora to write to their senator cent ; St. John 's and Trinity
and representatives on the abor- LuthernnX Lake City; Our Retion bill following tho showing dcemcri^Wnbasha; and Grace ,
of the film "The Right to Live." Nelson. Wis . '
>
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Johnton St. Entranci

You can make an excellent
salad from salad greens, grapefruit sections and strips of green
pepper. If you like, you can peel
the green pepper with a swivelblade vegetable peeler.
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ETTRICK , Wis. (Special ) Mr. and Mrs. Ben Redsten,
observing their 50th wedding
anniversary, were honored Sunday by more than 200 friends
and relatives in the dining
room of French Creek Lutheran Church, the party arranged
by the couple's children.
Mrs. Lily Lund, Wausau ,
sister of the bride , and Orton
Anderson, Black River Falls,
attendants at the wedding of
half a century ago, were present.
Ben Redsten and the former
Blanche Ofsdahl were married
April 9, 1919. Their children
are Allen, French Creek; Bernard, Eleva, and Mrs. George
(Carole) Sylvester.

BRIDGE TOURNAMENT
The American Contract Bridge
League will hold a sectional
tournament April 25, 25 and 27
at the Kahler Hotel in Rochester. The tournament is open
to all interested persons in the
surrounding area. More information may be obtained by contacting Paul Stehly, Rochester,
director.
PANCAKE SUPPER
HARMONY, Minn. — A pancake supper will be served at
Greenfield Lutheran Church
Friday. Serving will be from 5
to a."30 p.m. It is being sponsored by the junior class of
Harmony Area Schools .
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HOUSTON, Minn. ( Special)—
Officers of Mystic Circle Chapter 153, Order of E astern Star,
were installed Thursday eveoing by Mrs. Herman Forsyth,
installing officer, assisted by
Mrs. Adolph Olson, Mrs. Alfred
Flatten, installing marshal, assisted by Mrs. S. L. Johnson.
Installing chaplain was Mrs.
John Carson, Dresbach, installing organist, and Mrs. Clarence Wahl and Mrs. William
Webbles, soloists.
Mrs. Anna Weimers was installed worthy matron; Biluo
Joe Eglinton, worthy patron ;
Mrs. Leonard Flatten, associate
matron , and Norman Norris
associate patron.
Other officers installed were
the Mmes. S. L. Johnson, secretary; Adolph Olson, treasurer; Alfred Flatten, conductress;
L. M. Anderson, associate conductress ; Neils Sundsted, chaplain; Leona Moen, marshal; S.
C. Anderson, organist ; Jay
Summers, Ada ; Earl Johnson,
Ruth ; Herman Forsyth, Esther;
Harriet Johnson, Martha; Billie
Joe Eglinton, Electa; Errna
Forsyth, warder, and Mr. Leonard Flatten, sentinel.
Trustees are Leonard Flatten, Herman Forsyth and Lyle
Briggs . Host and hostess for
the installation were Mr. and
Mrs. Norman Norris. Ushers
were Sigurd Vathing and Chris
Westby.
Colors for the year are purple and white, the flower is the
white lily. The station of Esther
will be honored. ¦.. - , ¦ ¦
The matron has chosen
"Bright Is the Guading Star" as
the motto, and "Let the Principles of Our Order Shine With
Undiminished Lustre Through
Our Lives" as the theme.
Refreshments were served by
past matrons. Guests were present from Rushford and Caledonia.
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"'¦ INDEPENDENCE , Wis. (Special) — Independence public
school will hold a kindergarten
Voundup Wednesday at 1:30
p.m. at Elk Creek school. Registration for the Head Start
program also will be held.
To enroll in kindergarten children must be 5 on or before
Sept. 1.. Those with birthdays
in September may attend this
year only if they wish; the
Sept. l deadline will be in effect after this year. Birth certificates must be produced at
registration. Lunch will be served by members of the American Legion Auxiliary.
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Redstens Observe
50th Anniversary

LUTHERAN AID
MINNESOTA CITY, Minn. The Ladies Aid of First Lutheran Church will meet Thursday
at 1:30 p.m. in the social room
of the church. Hostesses will be
Mrs. Larry Zessin and Mrs. Alvin Nuthak.
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The Daily Record
At Community
Memorial Hospital

Winona Dea ths

TUESDAY
APRIL 15, 1969

Two-State Deaths

Woman Dies
Of Injuries

Holy Trinity School Closing

in the Lewiston district.
Rivers, who was accompanj
ied by six other school board
members, the parisbjmert , the
and sevBev. Leland J. Smith, pansn,
eral observers from theservices
referred to educational
already provided by the Winona
district for children or the parish and commented, "We've had
a fine taste of two yews ot
children coming to Winona
schools, have had good comments from the parents and
have appreciated this v e r y
much."
MUCH OF Monday night's
discussion was concerned with
the contemplated mechanics of
transition and, especially, .the
use of present school facilities
' - .- . .,'
at Rollingstone.
president
b
o
a
r
d
Winona
TREMPEALEAU, Wis. — The Frank J. Allen appointed school
Mississippi River here has directors Dr. h. L. Korda and
on
spread inland into the Trempea- Dr. C. R. Kollofskl to serve SuWinona
with
committee
a
forming
a
vast
leau Lakes area,
L.
lake similar to the one in 1965. perintendent of Schools A.with
mil confer
Nelson
which
Sandbagging is completed but
of the state Deextra help is standing by is representatives Education and
partment
of
case it is needed.
members of the RoDingstona
The flow through Trempea- board on matters involved in
leau Dam increased 12,000 cubic the change.
feet per second in the 24 hours Supt. Nelson said that during
ending at 8 a.m. this morning; the past week he and other adthe water was up 6% niches.
ministrative officials had visited
the Rollingstone school and
found that the building—originally erected in 1928 with a
gymnasium built in the 1940s
— would present no problems
as far as space is concerned
should a program of instruction through the sixth grade be
maintained.
HE SAID that It was felt that
certain
renovation and plant
(AP)-A
bill
exST. PAUL
improvements
might be necespanding the jurisdiction of the
Minnesota Highway Patrol to all sary, . .
Asked by Allen whether the
areas of the state was approved
by the House Highway Commit- Holy Trinity board had distee in a surprise move today cussed disposition of school
after several cdunty sheriffs property, Father Smith replied
said it would lead to creation that the board would prefer ta
sell the building, furnishings
of a state police.
and other property rather than
Under present law, highway entering a rental or leasing
patrolmen have authority to arrangement.
make arrests only on state Fourth District Director Dantrunk highways. The bill would iel S. Sadowski noted thai
permit them to make arrests for Minnesota City and Stockton
crimes committed in their pres- school districts already have
ence anywhere in the state.
consolidated with the Winona
The measure, sponsored by district, that the merger with
Rep. Ernest lindstrom, Rich- the Goodview district appears
field, now gtfes to the House imminent and suggested that
perhaps one solution, with the
floor.
Sheriff Donald Omodt of Hen- addition of the Rollingstone
nepin County and Sheriff Reu- children, might be the construcben F. Granquist of "Washington tion somewhere in a central
County said the move inevitably location of a school facility tc
serve all of these communities.
will lead to a state police.
"I can see nothing but the
ALLEN commented that anj
advent of a state police if we such plan would require an exexpand the jurisdiction of the tended feasibility study and
Highway Patrol," Omodt said. Father Smith observed, "W«
Rep. Charles Weaver, Anoka, have to keep in mind the imangrily denounced the "petty portance to a village of its
jurisdictional differences" of school. People will not go there
the sheriffs and made the mo^ to live if the village doesn't
tion to approve the bill.
have a school."
"What you're really saying is The addition of the Rollingthat you're not interested in law stone school population, AHer
enforcement to the extent that said, "would strengthen the
you want somebody else to whole district. We definltelj
make an arrest," Weaver said. want to work with the RollingThe bill was approved dn a stone people at the fastest pace
voice vote, with one or two dis- to resolve all problems."
sents.
Father Smith was asked
Chairman August Mueller, Ar- whether the Holy Trinity board
lington, said he believed it was had "any dickering price" set
the first time such a bill had for sale of its property.
cleared a legislative committee. "We don't want to hold up
Sheriffs have long opposed people and we don't want to
expansion of Highway Patrol give it up for nothing," Father
powers.
Smith replied. He agreed with
The Lindstrom bill is in direct Nelson that the best course
contradiction of a government would be to have an appraisal
reorganization bill pending in made of the value of the prothe House. In that hill, the pa- perty involved.
trol would become part of a new
ALLEN suggested that the
public safety department but
would be specifically denied ex- study committee as soon as
possible contact the state Depanded powers.
partment of Education for its
reaction to the proposed plan
Arnold J. Toynbee,
and for an appraisal of the proHistorian, Dead at 80 perty.
LONDON (AP) — Arnold J. "Depending on the outcome,
Toynbee, the historian , is '80 it might be that we simply
years old.
don't have the dollars to fiToynbee, whose latest book nance a purchase and it might
"Experiences" was published be we would have to lease the
last week, suffered a coronary facilities for a while ," Allen
attack March 26 and has snee noted.
been stayng n bed ln his home The committee agreed that
here. His wife said on his birth- it would begin its study of all
day Monday he was recovering matters involved as soon as
slowly and was in good spirits. possible.

anticipated closing of the school
was the consequence of financial factors; specifically, the
absence of state or federal aids
for parochial school operation
and lack of financial assistance
for student transportation.
"THIS HAS been talked over
by the board," Rivers explained, "and it was the unanimous
feeling of the board and the
people alike that the parochial
system be discontinued and the
students become a part of Dis-

trict 861. We'd urge that if possible the first through sixth
grades be maintained at Rollingstone if this can be arranged.
About 140 children living within what now is a part of
the independent district would
be involved immediately. Some
23 of thepe are kindergarten
children who now are being
transported to Madison School
in Winona. There are about 30
or so others whose homes are

Lake City Adds
2 More Dikes

Vast Lake
Created at
Trempealeau

Contemplating the closing of
Holy Trinity School at Rollingstone, Minn., possibly at tbe
end of the current school year,
members of the Holy Trinity
Board of Education met Monday night with the Winona
School Board to discuss factors
involved in the absorption of the
school's student population by
Winona Independent District
86i.
Holy Trinity board chairman
Al Rivers explained that the

Edward Eido
Mrs. Christina Rjchter
DURAM),
Wis. - Edward
81,
Mrs.
Christina
Richter,
VIsllnB hours! Medical and turglcal
Ohio, died
Dayton,
60,
('
Eide,
i
at
pm
died
8:30
Sauer
Memorial
Home,
patients: 2 to 4 and 7 to
thlWnn undtr 12.)
Saturday in Dayton, where he
12:15
p.m.
Monday
at
the
home
to
Maternity patlentit 1 10 J:H> «nd 7
had lived 25 years.
Mrs. Helen Bosenow, 74, 217
following a long illness.
1:30 p.m. (Adults only.)
.
He was born March 18, 1909, Chestnut St., who received mulVisitors to a patient limited to two
The
former
Christina
Knoll,
at one tints.
in the Town of Canton, Buffalo
she was born Jan. 29, 1888, in County, to Andrew and Chris- tiple fractures in a two-car acMONDAY
Pleasant Hill Township, Winona tine Eide. . ": "
cident here Thursday, died early
ADMISSIONS
County, to Henry and Susan
at St. Marys HosIsaae DeBoer, 373 E. 5th St. Stahr Knoll and lived here all Surviving are: Two brothers, this morning
and
a
Nelson,
Edner
and
Sig,
pital)
Rochester.
Jamie Halverson, Galesville, her life. She was married to
sister, Mrs. Emma Amundson, Her death is the fifth traffic
Wis.
Edward Richter. He died in Dayton.
Pamela Todd; Winona Rt. 3. 1966.
fatality in Winona County this
Steven Schqtt , Fountain City, She was a member of Faith Funeral services will be Wed- year.
nesday at 2 p.m. at Lyster Lu- The former Helen Zellmer,
Wis.
Lutheran Church and the WoChris Stiever, 153 St. Charles man's Benefit Association of theran ' Church, Dr. J. C. she was born March 20, 1895, in
Thompson officiating. Burial Waupaca County Wisconsin to
St.
Maccabees.
will be in the church cemetery. August and Augusta Zellmer
Cindy Brink, 367 Grand St.
Surviving are: A son, Harold, Friends may call at Goodrich and had lived in Winona since
Mrs. Frederick Eide, PeterWinona; two daughters , Mrs. Jo- Funeral Home today and at the 1914. She was married to Irvin
¦on , Minn,
Andrew Rozek, 663 E. Broad- seph (Viola) Streiff , Rochester, church after noon Wednesday. A. Rosenow April 22, 1933 and
and Mrs. Michael (Cleora ) Ginwas a member of Immanuel
way.
Mrs. Gordon Loberg
United Methodist Chilrch.
' Mrs. John Lehnertz, Minne- za, Los Molenos, Calif.; five MONDOVI,
Wis. (Special) — Survivors are: One son, Syl- LAKE CITY, Minn. - The river came up .7 of a foot tograndchildren;
13
great-grand¦ota City.
Mississippi River stood at 19.7 day over Monday.
children; two brothers, Charles Mrs. Gordon Loberg, 53, Port- vester M. Sikorski, Los Angeles, feet this morning — three feet Water was almost covering
MinnMrs. Alvin Whetstone,
Knoll, Winona , and Arthur land, Ore., died at her home Calif.; one stepdaughter, Mrs.
and more above 16-foot flood the government pier this mornesota City.
Knoll, Horner, and four sisters, Saturday.
Albert (Orphie) Benusa, Wau- stage, according to Merlyn ing, and was about 8 inches
Mrs. Grace Deering, Watkins Mrs. Anna Brown, St. Peters- The former Gertrude Fim- mandee, Wis.; seven grandchilLake City Point
chief of police.
Home.
burg, Fla.; Mrs. Lillian Iver- reite, she was born April 30, dren, 11 great - grandchildren ; Brunkow, of 20.5 feet is pre- from the top ofAll the trailers
A
crest
in
mid-town.
1915,
in
the
Town
of
Dover,
three brothers, William, RhineMrs. Alice Grapentine , 163 son, Conrad. Mont.; Mrs . Alma
Friday.
have been moved from the point
Twining, Winona , and Mrs. Cle- Buffalo County, to Hans and lander, Wis.; Garrison, Cleve- dicted for
Vine St.
Mary
Killness
Fimreite.
land , Ga., and Adolph, Milwau- THE DAILY rise has slowed to the marina parking lot on
Kenneth R i c e, Lamoille, ora Ruehmann , Winona. Two
kee, and two sisters, Mrs. Syl- from 1.2-feet on Friday. The higher ground.
husband;
Surviving
are
:
Her
brothers
and two sisters have
Minn.
The lake cruisers are riding
a son, Allen Holmes, Missoula, vester (Emma) Helt, MilwauMrs. Harry Jessie, Minnesota died.
out
the flood in the well prokee,
(Mayme)
and
Mrs.
Edward
Mrs.
David
a
daughter,
Funeral
Mont.,
services
will be
City.
tected
marina, the smaller
'
Thews,
)
Menomonee
Falls
, Wis.
Floyd Ch adbourn, Red Top Thursday at 2 p.nu at Faith (Marie Kent, New Richland ,
boats having, as usual, been
Lutheran Church , the Rev. Gor- Wis.; three grandchildren ; four Her husband , a sister and a
Trailer Court.
moved out last fall.
don Arneberg officiating. Burial brothers, Haley, Elvin and brother have died.
DISCHARGES
Eldcn Steffenhageh , Lake will be in Woodlawn Cemetery. Clayton, Mondovi, and Minor, Funeral services will be FriTWO MORE dikes have been
Friends may call at Fawcett Independence, and a sister , day at 1:30 p.m. at BreitlowCity, Minn.
built: A 200-foot dike between
Martin
Funeral
Home.
Burial
William Griffon , Lamoille, Funeral Home Wednesday from Mrs. Emery (Hazel) Bielefeldt.
Highway 61 and Lake Pepin at
will be in St. Boniface Ceme7 to 9 p.m. and at the church Strum, Wis.
Minn.
Miller's Creek just below town
tery, Waumandee.
Daniel Zwonitzer, Gilmore after 1 p.m.
Funeral services will be Fri- Friends may call at the
to
prevent backwater from overfuValley.
A memorial is being arrang- day at 11 a.m, at Evanger Luthand a dike some 1,200
flowing,
neral home Thursday after 3
Archie Trimra, 61fr Grand ed.
eran Church, the Rev. David p.m.
feet long between the highway
St. .
Rinden officiating. Burial will
ahd the lake at Maple Springs
Mrs. Efhef Melfon
Kimberly Boynton, Lewiston,
GALESVILLE, Wis. (Special) tavern about five miles downbe in the church cemetery.
:
Mrs.
Ethel
(Ehmcke)
Nelton , Friends may call at the Kjent- lene) Shardeohl, ' Red Wing; — A fire at 8:45 aitn. this mornMinn.
Both are five feet high
Hugo) Haack , 168 Grand St. 77, Sarona, Wis., formerly of vet and Son Funeral Home aft- Mrs. Ted (Zeda) Sarazin and ing caused extensive smoke river.
and are repeats of structures
Richard Montgomery, Lewis- Winona, died this morning at er 7 p.m. Thursday and at the Mrs. Gordon <Rosetta) Head, damage to the Schilling Indus- protecting these iareas in 1965.
Shell Lake Memorial Hospital
ton, Minn.
, Wash.; Mrs. Gary tries, Inc., building here.
church after 10 a.m. Friday. Marysville
(Marcene) Johnson , Lonsdale, The fire resulted from a small Reflectors have been placed
Sean Lee, 215 W. Broadway. following an illness of three
Minn., and Mrs. Curtis (Char- explosion in the paint shop at on the sides of Highway 61 beSheldon Nelson, 411 Hamil- weeks.
Arnold H. Schneider
The former Ethel , 'Stapf , she PLAINVIEW, Minn. — Arn- lotte) Zeimer, LeSueur, Minn. the far side of the building. A tween Lake City and Frontenac,
ton St.
Louis S t « p h a n, Minnesota was born Oct. 23, 1891, to Aug- old H. Schneider, 79, Plainview, Funeral services are being solvent was being used to clean and trucks will be escorted
through there if the road is.covust and Amelia Schmidt Stapf died this morning at St. Eliza- completed at Abbot-Wise FuCity.
and lived in the Winona area beth's Hospital , W a b a s h a , neral Home, Wabasha. Services the floor and a welding machine ered, Brunkow said. Passenger
was being started. It 5 believed
on a
most of her life.
where he had been a patient for Copley will be in Montana. a spark from the machine vehicles will be detoured
BIRTHS ELSEWHERE
town road In West Florence
Surviving are: A son, Ervin three weeks. He was a farmer.
reached the solvent and started through the golf course area.
Even Matson
ROCHESTER, Minn. — Mr. Benson , Winona; three daugh- He was born April 8, 1890,
' (Special) the fire.
HARMONY
,
Minn.
Larson,
and Mrs. James E.
ters, Mrs. Garnett Muras, St. at Lewiston, to Michael and
Brunkow said he heard this
Rochester, a daughter, Sunday. Paul; Mrs. Opal Kohner, Saro- Bertha Schneider and married — Even Matson, 82, a retired A sprinkler system was set morning that HIGHWAY 63 had
Grandparents are: Mr. and na, and Mrs. William (Mildred) Irene Schouweiler May 24, 1920. laborer, died this morning at in motion and the fire was out been closed from Red Wing
4:45 at Harmony Community before the fire department arMrs. Ed Larson, 511 E. 5th St., Schwanke. Albion, Iowa; nine She died in 1933.
ihto Wisconsin.
and Mr. and Mrs. M. R. Son- grandchildren and eight great- He was a member of the Hospital where he had been a rived.
salla, 664 Harriet St., Winona. grandchildren. Two sons, Henry Plainview Knights of Colum- patient two months.
He was born Nov. 28, 1886, in There were 50 employes in
C. and G. O. (Bud) Ehmcke, bus, Council 1781.
the building at the time of the
Surviving are : Two sons, Ar- Fillmore County to* Mathias and fire, about half of the normal
have died.
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY
thur and Francis, Plainview; Inger Matson. A lifelong area crew because the mower assemFuneral arrangements are
Joel Frederick Kurth, 720 E. ing completed by Fawcett be- five daughters, Mrs. Lawrence resident, he was a member of bly has been completed and the
Fu(Dorothy) Kennebeck, Waba< Greenfield Lutheran Church.
Srd St., 3.
neral Home.
place is being cleaned and readsha; Mrs. Martin (Delores) Mel- Survivors are nieces and ied for camper production.
vin, Rochester; Mrs. Arnold nephews. Five brothers and two There is no estimate of damWilliam E. Holz
WINONA DAM LOCKAGE
sisters have died.
Flow — 183,000 cubic feet per William Ernest Holz, 74, 370 (Patricia) Shea, La Crescent; Funeral services "will
the building
be age or how long
E: Broadway, died at 12:25 a.m. Mrs. Leslie (Mary) Boie, Plainwill be closed.*
Thursday
at
2
p.m.
at
Abraham
view,
and
Mrs.
Layne
(Irene)
aecond at 8 a.m. "today.
today at his home. He farmed
in Hart Township until retiring Buckingham, Kenyon; 38 grand- Funeral Home here, the Rev.
and mtfving to Winona in 1960. children; two brothers, Law- I. C. Gronneberg, Greenfield
FIRE CALLS
j He was born Oct.
ST. PAUL (AP)—Preliminary
18, 1894, in rence, St. Charles, and Ed- Lutheran Church, officiating.
approval for Gov. Harold LeMonday
Hart Township, Winona County, ward, Rochester, and two sis- Burial will be in Greenfield
Vander's tax payment postpone7:30 p.m. — East 3rd and to Emil and Mathilda Will Holz ters, Mrs. Will Diedrich and Cemetery.
ment plan has been given by the
Mrs.
Christy
Schad,
Rochester.
carburetor
Friends
may
call
at
the
fuFranklin streets,
and married Adeline Trester
House of Representatives.
fire in auto*, owned by LeRoy June 7, 1916, in Hart. He was Funeral services will be neral home Wednesday afterAfter nearly twd hours of deDecker, 1080 E. 5th St., extin- a member of St. Martin's Lu- Thursday at 11 a.m. at St. noon and evening and Thursday
Joachim Church, the Rt, Rev. until time of services.
guished by owner.
bate Monday, House members
theran Church .
gave voice vote approval to the
Surviving are : His wife; two Msgr. Leo Neudecker, StewDaniel T. Harmon
plan to put off certain state paysons, Lester C. and Wayne E., artville, officiating. Burial will
DURAND, Wis. (Special) - MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (AP) ments to local governments.
Municipal Court
Winona; a daughter , Mrs. Da- be in the church cemetery.
Pallbearers
will
be
grandsons
Daniel
Thomas Harmon, 2, — An increase of 31 per cent in House DFL leader Martin
,
vid (Lucille) Mueller, Madison ,
WINONA
stfn of Mr. and earnings and sales 13 per cent
Gary
and
Steven
Schneider
Minneapolis,
,
Harold A. Rossin, 36, 1629 W. Wis.; 14 grandchildren; a David Kennebeck, Michael Mel- Mrs. Thomas Harmon, former higher compared with the previ- Sabo, Majority Leader Aubrey
Bth St., was brought into court brother, Emil, Winona , and a vin, Samuel Shea and Dennis area residents, died suddenly ous period were reported Mon- Dirlam and Rep. Al France, a
Conservative, dominaton a warrant charging him with sister, Mrs. Henry (Frieda) Boie.
Sunday evening in a Minneap- day for the first quarter by Hon- Duluth
ed most of the debate.
nonsupport of sue minor chil- Cordes, Rushford , Minn. A son Friends may call at Johnson olis hospital. An autopsy was eywell Inc.
dren. Judge John D. McGill sus- has died.
& Schriver Funeral Home aft- performed to determine cause James H. Binger, board chair- Tax payments due In June
pended sentence when Rossin Funeral services will be Fri- er 3:30 p.m. Wednesday. Bos- of death.
man of the Minneapolis-based
delayed one month
made up his arrears of $100 for day at 2 p.m. at St. Martin's. aries will be said at 4 and 8 He was born May 19, 1966, automation company, reported would be
under the plan. By making the
two weeks. Rossin was arrested Burial will be in Wotfdlawn p.m.
in Minneapolis to Thomas and earnings of $11.9 million or 80 July payment permanent, this
at 5:30 p.m. Monday at police Cemetery.
cents per share, ccftmpared with would free up to $98 million for
Ruth Brantner Harmon.
Friends may call at Fawcett
Mrs. Minnie Olson
headquarters.
$9.1 million or 61 cents per share
Survivors
are
:
His
parents
;
FORFEITURES: (All arrests Funeral Home Thursday from GALESVILLE, Wis . - Mrs. one brother, James, at hdme; in the same period a year ago. use in the biennum beginning
by Minnesota Highway Patrol.) 7 to 9 p.m . and at the church Minnie Olson, 97, Galesville , paternal grandparents, Mr. and Sales and rental -values were July 1.
died Sunday at a La Crosse
DFL'ers have argued that the
LeRoy W. Stenner, Fenni- Friday after 1 p.m.
Mrs. Carl Harmon , Arkansaw ; $325 million compared with $296 postponement will work only
more, Wis., $100, over single A memorial is being arrang- hospital.
million
for
the
first
quarter
oi
The former Minnie Anderson , maternal grandparents , Mr.
once and will result in a deficit
axle weight, 6:30 p.m. Wednes- ed.
she was born Aug. 8, 1871, In and Mrs. Herman Brantner , 1968.
be met with
day, Highway 61 scale.
Binger attributed the improve- that will have to 1971 LegislaArcadia Township to Mr . and rural Durand , and great-grandnew
taxes
in
the
Merle E. Harness , Red Wing,
Winona Funerals
Mrs. Andrew Anderson and was mothers, Mrs. William Har- ment to "strong performances in ture.
Minn., $30, speeding 76 m.p.h.
married in 1908 to John A. Ol- mon, Arkansaw, and Mrs . Ed the computer and temperature "This doesn't go on and on,"
William J. Rother
in a 55 zone, 4:49 p.m., March
control areas of the business
Graveside
29, Highway 61,.
services will be son who died in 1924. She had Traun and Mrs. William B au- and an upturn in industrial
er,
con- Sabo said. "It just comes home
Durand.
lived
at
the
Bethany
Home
in
Albert J. Appenzeller, Shako- conducted for the cremains of
to rdost in this legislature two
i
trdls.
"
La
Crosse
Funeral
services
will
be
since 1961.
at
pee, Minn,, $20, no light on William J. Rother at 3:30 p.m .
years from now."
projecting load over four feet , Friday in Woodlawn Cemetery. Survivors are: One son , Clar- 10 a.m. Wednesday at Holy "While we have started 1969 Dirlam said the dates for tax:
ence
with
a
solid
increase
in
,
Kirkland,
the
Rosary
Catholic
Church
Wash.;
Lima
,
three
,
8:50 p.m. April 7, Highway 61 Dr. Edward S. Martin , Cen; 11 great-grand- the Rev. Raymond Schultz of- building markets," Binger said, payments to counties, cities and
scale.
tral United Methodist Church , grandchildren
children , and four sisters , Mrs. ficiating. Burial will be in the "it must i>e recognized that the school districts were "purely
Ben A. Agborbesong, Minne- will conduct the committal.
Perkins , Mrs. Amelia church cemetery.
current tight-money policy and arbitrary " when written into the
apolis , $30, speeding 71 m.p.h. Friends attending the service Anna
Gnrlick and Mrs. Lena Larson , Friends may call at Rhlel other anti-inflationary measures sales tax law two years ago.
Jn a 55 zone, 5:11 p.m. March 29, havo been asked to wait at the all of Minneapolis
, and Mrs Funeral Home, Durand , this which we fully support , may He and Conservatives say the
Highway 61.
cemetery entrance until 3:30 Julia Twinde , La Crosse.
cause a slowing in these areas change will make little differWalter A. Schultz, Mazeppa , and then proceed to the family brothers and two sisters Three evening after 7.
have
of the business."
ence to local governments. The
Minn ., $30, no cab card display- plot.
died.
gain at the state level,, occurs
Funerals
Two-State
ed, 11:30 a.m. April 1, Highway Rother, a native of Winona , Funeral services will be
Wedbecause the state moves into a
61 scale.
lived here until 3943 when he nesday at 2 p.m . at Zion LuClaude A. Williams
new fiscal year July 1.
Gerald R. Leary, St. Paul moved to Seattle, lie died there theran Church , Galesville , (ho
Park, Minn., $15, over tandem March 2. He is survived by his Rev. Milford Pnrkhurst offici- LANESBORO, Minn. (Special)
The alternative, Conservatives
axl e weight; $60, over maximum wife , Mildred ; two daughters , ating. Burial will be in Tama- — Funeral services for Claude
is td irnposo new taxes that
say,
will
be
Lanesboro,
A. Williams,
weight , and $75, over registered Dorothy and Margaret , nnd a rack Cemetery.
are not really needed as long as
at
Richland
p.m.
Thursday
at
2
gross weight, 9 p.rh. March 31, son, John.
Friends may call at Smith
tho date change works.
Highway 61 scale.
Mortuary, Galesville, today Prairie (Scotland) Church, Ru"It seemstoT me the minority
from 7 to 9 p.m. and at the part E. Lapthorn officiating. Bu- ST. CLOUD, Minn. (AP)-A leader
Frank N. W /chgratn
(Sabo) should be on top
Funeral services for Frank church Wednesday after 12:30 rial will bo in Lanesboro Ceme- former U.S. Ambassador to the of his desk, dancing with joy
United
Nations
said
Monday
tery.
N. Wychgram , 610 W. Waba- p.m.
Pallbearers will be Hot Sor- night the mdst important prob- that we don't have to saddle the
D»AILY IUVEIt BULLETIN sha St., were held today at the
Mrs.
Ardcna
Guorrera
um
, Walter Mills, Aldin Stor- lem in the nation now is do- people of Minnesota with anothCathedral of
Sacred Heart ,
er $100 million in taxes," Dirlam
Flood Stage 24-hr. tho Rt. Rev.the
Msgr, Harold J . WABASHA , Minn . (Special) - hoff , Arthur Milne, Earl Turner mestic affairs.
said.
Stage Today dig. Dittman officiating. Burial
Mrs.
Ardena
Arthur
Goldberg,
Guerrera
named
AmFlnby.
.14
and
Jerry
,
,
Zumwas
Re<i Wing
M m.o -\- .9 in Woodlawn Cemetery.
bro Falls, and her brother , Friends may call at Johnson erican U .N. Ambassador by Tlio proposal was unveiled by
LaJce City
19.5 -|- .6 Pallbearers were: W. J Delano Copley, Broadus , Mont., Funeral Homo Wednesday after- President Johnson , said three LeVander March 21 after hlghWabasha
12 16.8 -|- .7 Thurow , John Wineski , Jerome. were killed in an automobile noon and evening and at the other priorities for tho nation at er-thnn-cxpected local taxes had
Alma Dam. T .W. ,.. 16.6 -|- .7 Fakler , Eugene
Ervin So- accident in Broadus , Monday. church after 1 p.m. Thursday. A present are bringing tho Viet- unbalanced his proposed budget .
Whitman Dam .. .. 14.7 -j-1.1 beck and Harry and
The former Ardena Copley, special service for relatives and nam war to a speedy conclu- Part of the state payments go to
Strelow
.
Winona D., T.W. .. 17.0 -|-1.2
she was born Sept. 27, 1934, in frloncfs will bo held nt the funer- sion, ending tho nuclear arms reimburse local governments
B
Kellogg, Minn ., to Mr. and Mrs . al home at 7:30 p.m . Wednes- race and reviewing the militnry for the 35 per cont tax cut
WINONA
13 17.6 -|- .9
Trempealeau P. .. ]5 .4 -|- .7 Verkins Recommended George Copley and was mar- day , the Rev. Leon Holtan of- establishment and world-wide granted homeowners two years
ried to John Keating in 1957. ficiating.
Trempealeau D. ., 14.4 -|- .6
commitments of the United ago.
As Official Bugler
They were divorced in 19R2. She The American Legion will con- States.
Dakota
M
Dresbach Pool .. 13.5 -|- .6 Sylvester Verkins , commander was married to Daniel Guerrera duct military services.
Tho former associate ju stice
1963. Thoy were divorced in
Dresbach Dam .. M
oi tho U ,S. Supremo Court
of the Winona Baxrncks of Vet- in
Due to a Death
Jan Wnuk
La Crosso
12 14.2 -|- .5 erans of Worl d War I, has been IWitt,
spoke to 200 students , faculty
Surviving are: Her parents , TREMPEALEAU , Wis. - Fu- and citizens
Tributary Streams
recommended /or official bugler
at St. Cloud State
In the Famil y
Chippewa at Durnnci B,l —.7 of tho nationa l convention in Zumbro Falls; three sons, dry nernl services for Jan Wnuk , College.
WE
W/ILL BE CLOSED
Keating
and
and
Daniel
Michael
Trempealeau , who died Monday
Zumbro at Theilmnn 31,9 — Milwaukee next summer.
ALL DAY
Trcrnpenlenu nt D. 3,0 — l .R Tho action was taken nt a dis- Guerrera ; five brothers, Curtis , following n tractor accident, will You can re use a
Dunne nnd Vlryle, Zumbrotn; be Wednesday at 9 a.m. nt
cinnamon
Black at Gnlesvillo 5.3 —1.4 trict meeting nt Owatonna Sat- Harold,
Red Wing, and Rocky,
Funeral Home, Wi- stick just ns you would a vanilla
Wed., April 16
La Crosse at W. S.
4.0
0 urday. A total of lfiO attended Zumbro Falls; eight sisters , Watkowski
and
nt
10 at Sacred Heart bean. Remove the cinnamon
nonn
,
Root at Houston
7.1 —.2 tho VWWI and auxiliary meet- Mrs, Robert (Gernldinc) Ward , Church , Pine Creek, the Rev. stick from the mixtui o in which
RIVER FORICTAKT
ings,
Goodhue, Minn.; Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Sullk officiating. Burin! it was heated , rinse ln water
Wed. 1'lmrs. Frl. Albert Bnird , Ownlonnn , was Robert "(Mnnnie) Shcppnrd , will be in tho church cemetery. and allow to dry. Wrap it tiffhtly
SALES & SERVICE
Red Wing ...lfl.3
M.5 lfl.fi elected district commander . It. Apache Junction , Ariz. ; Mr.s. Friends may call at tho fu- in plastic wrap and it will ho
"Sine* lt«"
Pltona JSS5
Winona
18.2
111.5 UU) W. Sparrow , Winona , was install- Donna Male Bender , New Med- neral home after 7 today. Tbe ready for another round of serv- 40} MBiikilo P,vt.
ing.
Ln Crosso ...14.8
15.4 15.(1 ing officer .
ford , Conn.; Mrs. Alan (Dnr- Rosary will bo snid at 8.
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Will Ba at Soart— WINONA
On Thursday, April 17th—1 to 5 p.m.
Nex» Visit Will Bo Thuriday, April 24th
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FountainCify
Sits and Waifs
On River Crest

FOUNTAIN CITY,; Wis. —
All ready for the crest, Foiiatain Citians are "sitting ahd
waiting,'.' Mayor Lull Tamke
said this morning,
He was waiting Inside the
sandbagged Fountain City Mutual Insurance Co. building,
which is in the block of Shore
Drive now closed to traffic.
WATER IN the center of the
street in this block was already
10 inches high this mtfrting,
and according to forecasts ,
may go 12 to 16 inches higher.
Tamke's office is on the east
side of the street, across from
Wally's and the half-dozen*other business places and residences on the -river side that
are battened down for the onslaught.
This block of Shore Drive Is
closed off to Highway 35. Motorists still may drive a block
north from the southerly intersection with this low area, turn
left and get back on Highway
35 at the corner oi the Golden
Frog. In 1965, flooiwaters. crept
up and past the entrance to, the
Frog, which is on the northeast
corner of the Highway 85-35 intersection.

states: "Fill Her Up Here." Note 1965 water
marker to left of Wally's entrance door (white
spot). The Anticipated level will cover 18
inches of the door. Sandbags are around the
building. (La Croix Johnson photo)

CONTROLS TRAFFIC . .. A CochraneFountain City High School student flags
traffic near Wally's Supper Club at Fountain
City-j Wis., while sandbag trailers cross the
street. The Mississippi River is slowly obeying the sign at . the left (on tree ) which

V^abasha Raising
Dikes Two Feet

WABASHA, Minn. (Special)
— Wabasha residents now are
receiving daily flood bulletins,
informing them that a crest of
18 feet — one foot higher than
originally predicted — will be
here this weekend, that the
dikes are being raised two feet;
and more manpower is needed
to fill sandbags.
/;¦ Nick Kenitz and Don Costello
are in charge of sandbagging.
All men are to report immediately should sirens sound an
emergency five-minute civil defense signal.

one in the lower Lawrence
Boulevard area and two are
pumping water from the harbor
back into the river. James Arnoldy- is in charge.
Six basements have been reported to have received seepage on lower Lawrence Boulevard and lower Main Street.
Lawrence Boulevard now is
closed to traffic at both south
and north ends, and lower Main
Street is blocked off so workers wonlt be hampered.
Y Water Is running over Lawrence Boulevard at the mill.

GIRL SCOUTS are answering
telephones and questions at
Civil Defense headquarters at
the city ' hall fr&n 4 to 10 p.m.;
men from the Chamber of Commerce are on duty from 10
p.m. to 8 a.m., and women of
the Civic League from i) a.m.
to 4 p.m.
,
Dikes are being patrolled 24
hours a day; Eugene Stroot is
in charge. This is a project of
the fire department.
Three pumps are operating,

WABASHA COUNTY 24 on
Sand Prairie below Wabasha
nqw is blocked^off at both ends,
with four feet of water inundating it at the north end and
two feet on the south. Robert
Pdssee, mall carrier' and assistant county civil defense director, was delivering mail by
boat this morning; Lloyd Wilcox -was the pilot Sand Prairie is virtually cut off; town
roads also are inundated.
Heiry Barton on the Prairie
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IF THAT intersection is COTered again this year, motorists
can continue north another block
on Main Street and then turn
left to return td Highway 35 —
only to be confronted about a
mile north of town by backwater which is expected to close
the highway by tonight .
Fountain City then will be
closed off to all incoming traffic except from Arcadia way via
Highway 95 to the east; the
state Highway Department expects to close it off from the
south also because of high water near Midway Tavern.

PUMPS IN ACTION . . . Clem Herold, Cochrane, Wis.
village trustee in charge of pumps and motors, left , shows
Cochrane Village President Vernon Florin the head the dike
will hold and pump against (5 to 6 feet) at the Cochrane dike

site. The dike, which is below Cochrane, was built to keep the
water out of Cochrane that backs from the Winona Dam Pool
through a drainage ditch. (La Croix Johnson photo)

PROTECTED DAM ... ; Alma Lock & Dam 4 is well
protected against the approaching high water. Sandbags are
piled high on the lock wall, around the central control sta-

tion and along the lawn. The dty, left, will remain high and
dry except for basements and a few houses on River Street.
(La Croix Johnson photo)

3 Minnesotans
Dead in Action

In Vietnam

WASHINGTON (AP) - The
Pentagon released the names
Monday of three Minnesotans
and two North Dafeotans that
have died as the result of hostile action in Vietnam.
Killed in action were: .
Army Spec. 5 Thomas G. Manderfeld, husband' of Mrs. Victoria L. Manderfeld , Fairmont,
Minn.
Army Sgt. Gerald A. Decker,
son of Mr. and Irs. Gregory A.
Decker, Sentinel Butte, N.D.
Army Spec, i Stanley J. Ottman, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
H. Ottman, Burt , N.D.
Marine Lance Cpl. Johnnie L.
Anderson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Anderson, St. Paul.
Dead from wounds was Marine Pfc Steven B. Wettergren,
son of Mr. .and Mrs'. Clarence
"E. Wettergren, St. Peter, Miam.

moved his 106 milk cows and
80 calves to higher ground at
the Darrell Gusa farm Monday.
Of the approximately 400
homes on the prairie , 75 are
occupied the year around.
Many of the 40 children from
the Prairie who attend Wabasha public school were absent
this morning.
A U.S. Army "duck" was
secured for transportation in
this flooded area four years
ago. Attempts are being made
to secure one this year.
Pinsonneault said flooding on
the ZUMBRO RIVER , which
occurred earlier, d a m a g e d
bridges at Tlieilman and Millville and the Spooner bridge
near Dumfries. He estimated
$5,000 damage to these bridg- MINNEAPOLIS (AP)-A local
man who stood up and spoke
es and $50,000 to the roads.
during services at a Catholic
church last fall was fined $100
SERVES HIM KIGHT
Monday for breach of the peace.
'
BILLINGS, Mont. (AP) - A The incident was part of a
thief entered Jim Stone's hotel series of "dialogues" attempted
room in Billings and stole some by .a group of young people in
personalized checks in Stone's arai Catholic churches.
name after vandalizing the Donald Olson , 25, said he is
rcfom.
not Catholic and did not know
However, the thief is out of he was standing during a very
luck.
holy portion of die mass. Olson's
Stone previously had changed actions did not constitute crimihis name to McComhs and can- nal activity under the statute,
celed the checking account.
said his attorney Douglas Hall.

Man Who $poke
At Church Service
Is Fined $1 00

Eagle Control Screams Again

Winona Civil Defense headquarters is on around-the-clock
emergency flood duty — for the
thirci "time 'in four years.
"Eagle Control," the CD radio net control station in the
headquarters in the basement
police pistol range in City Hall,
went on the air on Channel 11 of
the citizen's band radio network
at 8 p.m. Sunday and will remain , in 24-hour service until the
emergency is over.
ROY EVETT, city- county CD
director, explairted that CD
headquarters is the "clearinghouse" for all emergency flood
operations and will be in almost
instant communication with all
agencies concerned.
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Evett said the city has been
divided into seven areas and
that mobile radio units have
been placed in each area. In addition, he said, the Army National Guard has four mobile
and several "walkie talkie"
units available which do not net
with the CD radio frequency.
Communication between the
National Guard and CD headquarters, Evett said, is handled
by * "hot line," a direct telephone hook-up, between Eagle
Control and the National Guard
radio net control station in the
armory.
An additional hot line, said
Evett, has heen installed between Winona CD headquarters
and area CD headquarters ln
Rochester and the state headquarters in St. Paul.

T3IE GOODVIEW CD operation , said Evett, is being supervised by Director Victor Ronnenherg and has responsibility
for Prairio Island and the Min-

Registered Nursing
Training Session
To Beg in Thursday
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A training session for registered nurses to become Red
Cross home nursing instructors
has. been announced by Mrs.
It. J. Harkenrlder , nursing
chairman for the local Red
Cross chapter.
Tho course will start Thursday at 1 p.m . and will continue
for four \veeks. Meetings will'
be held nt the Red Cross Chapter House, 5th and Huff streets,
on Thursday, April 24, May I
and May fl , from 1 to 4 p.m.
Teaching
the instructors'
course will be Mrs. Jean Meyer ,
director of nursing programs
for tho St. Paul Red Cross
Chapter .
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FLOODED STREETS . . . Protectlvo
measures against a flood ato being taken nt
the intersection of Highways 35 and 05 in
Fountain City, Wis. Tills scene , taken from
tlio Burlington Itnllrond tracks looking up

Highway -J15 nnd leading post the Golden Frog
Supper Club, shows the sandbags , polyethylene
nnd plyboard around the Fountain City Meat
Mnrkct , l«ft foreground. (Mrs. Albinn Foegen
photo)

IWttGEWAY PATIENTS
RIDGEWAY , Minn , (Special)
— Area people in hospitals nre
Mrs. Evelyn Lngcson at a Rochester hospital for car surgery
and Mrs, George Brow n and
Mrs. Wilmcr Gilo at Community Memorial , Winona. Mrs.
Rrown injured her back in a
car accident.

nesota City dike road.
By switching trf another channel, Eagle Control can also contact mobile units of the city
street department, the city engineer and city manager.
In addition , Evett said, a 2,000-watt transmitter has been
set up for amateur or "ham"

radio operation with Richard
Kolter, CD communications
chief, in charge. By Thursday,
Evett expects that an audio-visual transformer will be installed
in the headquarters which would
be capable of cutting In on all
cable TV in the area if the need
arises.
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APRIL 13-20 1969
Family Want Ads
Placed This Week Only

1/2

PRICE

Ads must be ordered for not less than 3
d ays to be eligible. Place as many ads as
you wish- Offer does not include commercial accounts.

Phone 3321

Co unty Planning to Resume

Board Splits
On Salaries
At La Crescent

LA CRESCENT, Minn, (Speelal) — The La Crescent Board
of Education met until 3:30 a.m.
one night last week but failed
to reach a definite agreement
on a salary schedule, although
Supt. William Stetzler was asked to set one up with a tentative
base of $6,300 providing that
the total raises be limited to
from $45,000 to $50,000.
Greg Abnet suggested a $6,500
base but it failed to pass when
he and John Poelllnger abstained from voting. John Kathan
and Victor Leidfel voted for Abnet's proposal and Al Wieser
and James Howarth against it.
When he has cornpleted the
tew proposal Supt. Stetzler is
to try to arrange a meeting
with the teachers.
The board accepted the resignations of Laury LePage, Ernest Blel, Leonard Idstrom ,
Rosemary Klein, Jack Radar
and Alyce Grove.
Approval was given the
course offerings for the Bummer
program with the exoeption of
remedial mathematics at the
elementary school, which will
be investigated further. The
board refused to underwrite a
summer recreation program unless the village council agrees
to pay half the cost. One of
the board members said the
program benefits only the village child, because children in
the rural area don 't have time
toj >artlclpate.
Terms of James Howarth and
John Poellinger expire on the
board Julie 30. Filings will be
open until April 29 with John
Kathan , clerk.

$2,508.34. The state and fed- ning commission is expected to
eral participation will be $29,- present its views at the hear400.
ing at- .1:30 p,m, at the YMCA.
The second half of the program involves the actual planning andZoning. The first half £iizabeih Ashley,
included the interim, zoning' ordinance and sttidles of the George Peppard
present land uses,
Planning under the 701 pro- Announce Breakup
gram started ih Winona Coun- LOS ANGELES (AP) - Acty a year ago when a grant of tress Elizabeth Ashley and acabout $10,000 for the first half
was made through HUD. Ap- tor George Peppard have an<
plication for the original grant nounced thei breakup of their
was made in 1966.
marriage.
THE COUNTY planning com- "We ha-ve some problems we
mission fc scheduled to meet cannot solve at this time," 29at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday in the year-old Miss Ashley and Pepcourthouse, but the meeting pard, 37, said in a joint statedate may be changed to Wed- ment Monday.
nesday morning to coincide They were married April 17,
with the hearing on the pro- 1960, each for the second time,
posed routing of Highway 45 and have a son,
¦ Christian, one
through the county. The plan- year old. ' - , • . . '

Planning and zoning program
for Winona County wiH 'contimie
after a delay of about a month
because of a lag in advance*
merit of planning funds by
Housing and Urban Development (HUD.)
Funds were released late
last week and Saturday the
Winona County Board signed
an amended contract for plan*
ning assistance with the Minn*
esota Planning Agency an4
Nason, Wehrman, Knight &
Chapman, Inc., Minneapolis,
for the second half pf the plantiing program.
THE PROGRAM was halted
at the end of the first'half
contract last month because tbe
funds had not been released.
The amount of funds available te the county has doubled,
and the county will increase
its participation from $2,301 to
aaaaaiiaaiaiaalllHaiaia>iiaiaiMl
^^

Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Wedul, 418 Grand St. Another Oslo student, here this year is Gunnar Apeland who also is teaching
Norwegian. In Norway this year from Winona State are
Norman Ellingson, Spring Grove, and Catherine Pellowski,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund R. Pellowski, 209 W. 5 th
St. (Sunday News photo)

TALKING IT OUT . \ . Inger Kristine Oegrey of Oslo,
Norway, helps three Winona State Cbllege students With Norwegian. They'll be attending Oslo College next September.
From left , Miss Oegrey; Diane Mager, Le Center, Minn.;
Linda Arnberg, daughter of the Rev. and Mrs. Gordon R;
Arneberg, 707 W . Howard St., and Lita Wedul, daughter of

OSLO N I GH T PLANNE D

Norwegian Consul
Here Nexfr Sunday

The Norwegian consul-general for the Upper Midwest will
be honored at Oslo Night at
Winona State College at 5:3C
p.m. next Sunday,
The consul-general is Oyvind
Scott-Hansen, who has been in
the Norwegian foreign service
since 1933 except for a leave,
1048-1963, to serve shipping in-

Too Broke to Pay?
File Now , Pay Later
WASHINGTON (AP) _ The
Internal Revenue Service has a
"file now, pay later" plan for
citizens who are too broke to
pay their income taxes due today.
It Winona County \J
Those who can't pay the tax
at
this time should send in a
'
Abstract " Co.,
3t
^> completed form anyway, the
IRS says, Interest on the
amount due runs only t per cent
per year until the tax is paid.
For those who don't file any
form, there is a hefty penalty of
PHONE 8-2987
five per cent interest every
535 Junction St.
month.

terests in Washington .

DR. NELS Minne, chairman
for 'the Oslo Night , said that
any Interested persons may attend by making a reservation
for the dinner with him. Particularly invited are friends of
the Winona State-Oslo College
exchange program which he
founded . ¦• ¦ ¦• '
un me program with the
consul - general will be four
exchange students who will
present a program of slides
of Norway and
folk
dances.
They are Inger
Kristine Oegrev and Gunn a
Apeland, w h o Scott-Hansen
are here this year from Oslo,
and Elaine Lea and Duane Lee,
Winona State students, who
were in Oslo last year. •
The dinner and program will
be in Kryzsko Commons.
THE CONSUL-eeneral's lath-

Colombian
Planelands
In Cuba
HAVANA (AP)

Fred Naai

Dick Horst

IT TAKtS
BOTH
TO DO THE JOB

A hijacked

—
er was once the deputy direc- Colombian airliner landed in
tor for Norway 's now biggest Havana Monday night after a
industrial combine, Norsk Hy- stopover in Cartagena where
refused to refuel the
dro, from its start in 1905; his authorities
plane for three hours.
grandfather was the first Nor- The Seciedad Aeronautic a de
wegian seamen's pastor at Medellin (SAM) aifliner was
Leith in Scotland more than carrying 25 passengers and four
100 years ago, and his mother crewmen on a flight from Mewas an opera and concert sing- dellin to Barranquilla. There
was no immediate word*when
er. .
Would
ScotWlansen married Peggy the plane and passengers
~ .
Humphrey in 1936, whose fath- be released.
er, George A. Humphrey,, is a . Authorities said there were
well know industrialist in Kal- three hijackers, one of them a
young man who held a knife to
amazoo, Mich.
Two sons, Andreas and Pet- the pilot's throat and ordered
er, are In business in New him to fly to Cuba. The pilot reYork, they - are.both married; died he did not have enough
uel for the DC4 to make the
one to a French girl, the other !
flight and would have
to an Italian girl. The daught- 650-mile
land at Cartagena, on the
er, Linda, 16, who is presently to
coast oi Colombia.
at boarding school in Norway, Caribbean
Squads
of
Colombian marines
will be joining her patents in stood by near
the plane while
Minneapolis in September.
debated whether to
Miss Amanda Aarestad is authorities
they
, ,:
chairman of the Interinstltu- refuel the aircraft. Finally
tional affiliation committee at relented.
Winona State.
An upright freezer will occupy
She said that housing is need- approximately half the floor
ed for one or two Norwegian space required by a chest type,
students who will be in Winona according to household equipnext year.
ment specialists.

Jim Seholn

Dick Theurer
I
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N. Wisconsin Job Corps Center Survives i
BLACKWELL, Wis. (AP)
— A late memo from fhe
Potest County backwoods:
The Blackwell Job Corps
center has weathered another bureaucratic storm and
remains under full steam.
Thomas A. Fulk, director of the job-training facility in Nicolet National Forest, said Ms trainees' "spirits were as high as kites"
after learning the Blackwell center is not among
the 53 or more Job Corps
centers which the Nixon administration plans to ' close.
"It is a vote of confidence for our excellent staff
and for the people of the
community who have given
us their support," Fulk
said.
The camp has never gotten widespread publicity,
Fulk said, adding that center officials are probably to
blame. When news of the
center closings was announced last week, Blackwell officials tended to

think their center would be
high on the list.
But the ax fell instead on
Wisconsin's other Jol) Corps
conservation center — at
Clam Lake.
Sen. Gaylord Nelson, DWis., quickly protested to the
Nixon administration, Other
congressmen said Milwaukee may be in line for one
of 30 urban training centers
with which Nixon wants to
replace 5fc rural conservation centers, and that the
Milwaukee and BlackweU
units would represent the
state's role in Job Corps —
Ske operations under revised
antipoverty programs.
Fulk, a forest ranger in
Upper Michigan before being
named dbrector at Blackwell in July, 1967, said the
public has not been kept
adequately informed of the
progress being made at the
centers,, and that the centers themselves often have
trouble keeping track of the
young trainees they gradu-

tune, and currently has an
enrollment of about 195.
About 1,300 trainees have
passed through its gates for
academic and vocational education.
Much of the academic
training involves schooling
at the elementary levels.

ate.
"The public generally
does not know what conservation centers have done,"
he said. "We still ha-ve a
continuing jeb of selling to
do, convincing the government and the public that
we are doing something
worthwhile."
"We believe we have prepared several hundred boys
for useful occupations," he
said. "Most of them were
school dropouts and were
headed for nowhere."
Programs are already underway to link Blackwell
more closely with Milwaukee's school dropouts. Fulk
said the city's dropouts will
be encouraged to enroll at
Blackwell.
The Forest County center opened in December
1965 at what was once a
Civilian Conservation Corps
camp dating from the Depression era.
It was designed to accommodate 20O trainees at a

Youth, 15, Admits
Lake City Thefts

LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special}
—Lake City Chief of Police Merlyn Brunkow announced apprehension and conviction of a 15year-old juvenile for the burglary of the North Star Service
Station in. Lake City on April 4.
According to Chief Brunkow
other local burglaries also have
been resolved as a result of evidence obtained by Lake City
police or by admission of the
youth. The juvenile has been
remanded to the Minnesota
Youth Commission.

Fulk said ab-ut "30 percent
check in as illiterates —
or non-readers, as we prefer to call them."
Most emerge reading. And
Fulk said he recently received word that one has
enrolled in college in California.

Suggest Total
Attack on
U.S. Hunger
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WASHINGTON W — Only
a total attack, with cash as the
major weapon, can solve America's problems of hunger and
poverty, the head of a presidential commission has told Con- 9 lEAN LUSCIOUS
f
gress.'
Industrialist Ben Heineman,
chairman of the President's
Commission on Income Mainte:
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Heineman said reliance on job
programs to solve the poverty
problem "will be a snare and a
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LA CROSSE, Wis. — David D.
Osborn, 20, Galesville, who escaped from custody while serving a sentence in the La Crosse
ORANGES
County jail under the Huber
law, surrendered himself to
Sheriff James McHugh Friday
5'T $1.00
night.
He was sentenced March 31 in
Trempealeau County Court to a
fine of $117 or 60 days in jail
following a conviction for theft .
He was transferred to La Crosse
County to serve the sentence because he had a job in La
Crosse.
When he failed to return to I IHSl ^i^H
the jail Thursday night , the sher^gggm ^aWngggg
iff checked with Osborn's employer and learned he had been
discharged the previous day.
Osborn gave himself up at
the sheriff' s residence.
BARKLEY MONUMENT
PADUCAIi, Ky. Ml - Tho
monument erected here in honor of Alben W. Barkley contains
a likeness of the late Vice PresSAVE 20(«
ident and his last words spoken
to an audience at the moment
of his death : "I would rather
bo a servant in the houso of the
Lord than to sit in the seats of
the mighty. "
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Alien s Homer
No Surprise,
But Hat-Tip Is

in the inning.
Deron Johnson 's second - inning homer had given the Phils
a 1-1 tic before Allen cracked a
Jim McAndrew pitch over a 10ftiot high sign atop the left field
roof for his first home run of
the year. .
Woody Fryman got the vic tory as he scattered four hits as
the Mets lost their fourth
straight .
After Ihe game Allen was
asked why he tipped his hat: "If
I told you why, they'd shoot me
in the morning," Allen said.
"I'm not Woking to change
my image . around here," he
said. I don't care a thing about
the crowd."
Allen hasn't changed his attitude against the Mets, either . It
was hfs 26th home run against
them and he has a .330 lifetime
average against New Y"ork
pitching.
I'm a mistake hitter and the
Met pitcher must make a lot of
mistakes," Allen -said.
Doug Rader and John Edwards Icnocked in two runs
apiece in a seven-run third inning in the Astro's victory.
Houston right-hander Larry
Dierker blanked The Dodgers on
two hits until the eighth when
Wes Parker crashed a two-run
homer .
Ken Holtzman stopped the Pirates on seven hits and the victory moved the Cubs into lirst
place in the East Division.
The Cubs shelled Pirates '
starter Bob Yeale for two runs
in each of the first two innings
as Billy Williams doubled in one
run and Randy Hundley singled
in another in the opening inning.
Don Kessingcr ad Glenn Beckert knocked in the Cubs' secondinning runs.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Dan McGinn and the Montreal
Expos were upset winners as
major league baseball came to
Canada for the first time ever.
Back in the United States Richie
Allen came up with a surprise,
too.
The Expos won a wild home
opener 8-7 Monday over St.
Louis before a standing room
crowd of 29,184 on Coco Laboy's
double and run-scoring sLngle by
winning pitcher McGinn in the
seventh inning.
And in Philadelphia , Allen
crashed a 500-focrt; two-run homer that helped the PhDs to a
5-1 victory over the New York
Mets. The tape-measure blast of
Allen's conies as no surprise
though , but what he did after it
certainly rates a double-take.

Allen, trotting to his first base
position after the third-inning
cloiit, tipped his hat to the apt
plauding home opener crdwd of
13,070. It was the first time in
years he had acknowledged tho
cheers of the fans who have
booed him in the past.
In other National League
games, Chicago swept to its
sixth victory in seven games,
stopping Pittsburgh 4-0 and
Houston bombed Los Angeles
11-5. The San Francisco at Cincinnati game was rained out Jn
the only other scheduled game.
McGinn , a fircballtag lefthander , earned his first major
league victory with 5 1-3 scoreless innings of relief , allowing
only three hits.
McGinn, drafted by the Expos
from the Cincinnati Reds, said
he was getting even with the
Cardinals. "They beat rne in my
first major league game last
year in 11 innings." :
The Exptfs had blown a " 6-0
lead as Mack Jones drove in
five runs with a three-run homer and two-run triple in the
first two innings but t!he Cards
came back with a seven-run
fourth inning.
The Expos contributed five errors and Dal Maxvill sliced a
grand slam homer to right field
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Monday's Results
Boston 5, Baltimore J.
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Kansas City 1, Seattle 1.
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Today 's Games
. Washington al NaW York.
Minnesota at Oakland.
DefrWt at Cleveland.
Baltimore at Boston.
Only games scheduled.
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California at Oakland, N.
Minnesota at Seattle, N.
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Detroit at Cleveland , N .
Washington at New York.
Baltimore et Boston.
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Chicago 4, Pittsburgh o.
Montreal l> SI. Louis 7.
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Houston 11/ Los Angeles 5.
Sin Francisco at Cincinnati, rain.
Only games scheduled.
Today 's Games
New York at PMlaatlphia, N,
St. Louis at Montreal.
Pittsburgh at Chttago.
San Francisco at Cincinnati, N.
Atlanta at Houston, M,
Sin Diego at Lot Angeles, N.
Wednesday 'i Games
Montreal at Philadelphia, N.
New York at Pittsburgh, N.
Chicago at St. Louis, N.
Atlanta at Houston. N.
Sin. Diego al Les Asigeles, N.
Only oimes ecfteduled.
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Hawks Edge Central,
LA CROSSE, Wis. - Winon a
High went hitless after the first
inning, and La Crosse Central
managed only one safety after
the initial frame but the Hawks
turned into hitless wonders Monday as they edged Central's
Red Raiders 1-0 in the baseball season opener fdr both
teams.
Mark Patterson hit the sec
ond pitch of the game on the
line into right field for the only
Winona High hit of the game,
but the Hawks pushed across
a run in the second inning to
win the contest.
Meanwhile Patterson was sailing toward a three-hit shutout.
threat
CENTRALS LONE
came Jn the first inning when

the Red Raiders managed two
of their three hits and worfeed
Patterson for a walk to fill, the
bases. But the senior righthander got the final pin) and
wasn't troubled the rest Of the
way.
In the second inniiig.'it was
Bruce Bauer's speeed on the
basepaths and some early season jitters that produced the
Hawks' first run of ,1969.
Bauer reached first / on an error leading off the inning. He
swiped second and , one out later, added third to his basepath
thievery.
WITH second baseman'' Denny Allen at the plate the Ha-wks
tried/ a squeeze on a 1-1 pitch
but the attempted bunt #as

fouled off. But even with two
strikes on Allen the Hawks attempted to squeeze. Caught by
surprise, Central pitcher Tom
Schmidt fired a wild pitch and
Bauer scored easily.
The throw from the catcher
to Schmdt covering htftne hit
the Central hurler in tbe eye
and he was removed from the
game .
That didn't turn out to be any
break for the Hawks as reliever Ron . Rechgelt pitched 5 2-3
innings of hitless ball. But it
was all in vain as the Red
Raiders couldn 't muster a run
off Patterson who was backed
by errorless play from his teammates,
IT WAS A very well-played

CONFUSION SURROUNDS MONTR EAL'S MAIDEN EFFORT IN MAJORS

game for an opener," said
Hawk coach Ed Spencer. "We
ldoked good defensively but
didn't impress anyone with the
bat, although we hit the ball."
The Hawks did hit the ball
(only six went down on strikes )
but the only ball to get out of the infield was Patterson's line
drive single. Central's iniielders
had 13: assists.
Spencer was keeping lis fingers crossed that the Hawks
would be able to get in today's
scheduled home opener against
La Crosse Logan at Jefferson
Field.
The game was slated to get
under way at 4:30 p.nu Southpaw Steve Holmay and righthander Perry Henderson, both
seniors, were expected;td pitch.
V« cross* Cw. »>
winona O)
PattersM.p '
Ronnenbnrg.lf,
Fix.js
Holmay.rf
Bauer.cl
Ciaplewikl.c
Allen.Jh
Feathrstne.lb
Rlvori,2b
Hansonjb
Holubar/ph
Souor.ph
Gchlhaart
Albrccht

More to Success!han Justy\linning

MONTREAL (AP) — "There
is," said the voice booming over
the
loudspeaker, "nothing
wrong with this game."
"We won."
The voice was partl y correct.
The Montreal Expos had won,
edging the St. Louis Cardinals
8-7 Monday in the first major
league baseball game ever
played outside the United
States.
But there were things wrong.
The voice over the loudspeaker was trying to explain one of
them to many in the ¦ standing
room only crowd of 29,184 who
stayed after the game to witness the curious ceremony taking place between home plate
and the pitcher's mound.
There, kneeling, were the um-

pires, measuring distances to
see that everything was in order
— a routine that should have
been finished prior to the game
but couldn't be accomplished
because of the confusion surrounding Montreal's maiden effort in the majors.
General Manager Jim Fanning, who had started the day
by helping install folding chairs
in sun-drenched Jarry Park
ended it by calling a staff meeting to iron out the list of 22
"Bugs" he had scribbled on an
envelope during the opening day
operation.
But while Fanning could do
something about the groundskeepers not wearing their hats,
the
mini-skirted usherettes
gathering in knots and the organ music not being jazzy

1-0

.

enough there wasn 't much he
could do about the condition of
the playing iield.
And that had been blasted by
Curt Flood, the all-star St. Louis
center fielder.
"The officials went through so
much pain for the fans it's a
shame they didn't take the players into consideration," Flood
said. "I've played on some bad
diamonds, but this is the worst.
I pray I don't get killed out
there."
Flood's complaint concerned
the condition of the field, which
was soggy and lumpy from the
thawing frost pushing up from
underneath. It was so soft that
plate umpire Mel Steiner was
standing anile deep in the turi
behind home by the end of the
;
game.

'They're going to work on
things," Steiner said. "There's
a problem because the ground is
soft. I've told them to try and
pack it down.
Besides the condition of the
field — which naturally enough
will Improve as the weather
gets better later in the yearthere were only minor problems
on opening day, such as too
many dignitaries and not
enough chairs.
The dignitaries were headed
by Jean-Jacques Bertrand , the
Premier of Quebec, and ran the
gamut through the mayor and
the club's board of directors and
from baseball people such as
Commissioner Bowie Kuhn to
San (the Man ) Musial.
There were so many of them ,
in fact, that the game started
about 15 minutes late, which
helped the workmen complete
the installation of the 6,000 folding chairs that had to be used

because there was no time to
bolt the permanent seats into
place,
Then , in two languages,
French and English, and with
two national anthems, U.S. and
Canadian, baseball was ushered
into Montreal in this unique setting with its international flavor. ;
In any language it was a difficult game to explain.
The. Expos pulled out to a 6-0
lead . Mack Jones driving in five
of the runs with a homer and
triple, tien the Cardinals pulled
ahead with a seven-run outburst
in the fourth inning built around
fiv errors and Dal Maxvill's
grand slam homer.
The Expbs tied it in their half
of the fourth , then pushed
across the winning run in the
seventh on a double by third
baseman Coco Laboy and a Single by pitcher Dan McGinn for a
truly international ending.
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PITCHING SUMMARY
IP H H.EK BB JO
Patterson (W) ..:.7 3 0 0 * «
Schmidt (Ll
1V4 1 1 « 0 3
Rechqelt ,... . . . . . Vh 0' . 'ft • 4 3
HPB—T. ScJmidt ft Brudos (by Patterson).
.
WP—Schmidt.
PB—Claolewskl i> D. Schmidt 1.

Goldstrand Ties for
6th in Maqnolia Golf
HATTIESBURG, Miss. (AP>Joel Goldstrand of Worthington,
Minn., finished in a sixth place
tie in the Magnolia -GolC tourney
here Monday.
Goldstrand picked up $1,450
for his 275 finish, three strokes
behind the winning effort of Larry Mowry.

Best Time To Buy Is RIGHT NOW!

Hawks to Play
l.G. Central in
Grid Opener

Hawk Golfers
Fall; Neffers
Rained Out

The schedule for the 1969 Winona High School football season has been released by Athletic Director Vic Gislason.
The Hawks open their season
with a nonconference game on
the road against La Crosse Central on Sept. 5, The other nonBig Nine game on the schedule
is a home contest Oct. 10
against Minneapolis Henry.
All games will be played on
Friday evenings except for a
Wednesday, Oct. 15, game at
Rochester Mayo . That game is
played at midweek because of
the Minnesota Education Association annual state meeting.
Following is the schedule;

IA CROSSE, Wis. - Winona
High School's golf team dropped
its season opener by. a stroke
a hole to La Crosse Central
Monday, but the Hawk tennis
squad had to wait until today
FIRST GRAN& SIAM IN CANADA . . . came with the Cardinals
trailing 6-0. The to get its season under way.
Dal Maxvill is greeted at home plate after
The netters, scheduled to playExpos went on to win the first regular season
today
3 p.m. against La
slamming a low pitch into the bleachers by
Sept. 3-al La Croiu Conlral.
major league game in Canada , 8-7. (AP Crosse at
Logan on the Jefferson
Sept. l2-Rocli««ler John Marahall.
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Photofax)
Sep). If-at Albert Lta.
Field courts, were forced to
sept, ji-Mainka lo (homo-coming).
p o s t p o n e Monday's match
Oct. »-M Auitln.
Oct. 10—Mlntioapolla Henry.
against Central because of wet
Oct. IS—at Rochoslcr Mayo.
courts. Coach Jerry Gilbert
Oct. 24-Owalonna.
said it was unlikely that the
Oct. 31—at Red Wlnj.
B
meet would be rescheduled.
The golfers, .on the other
Pro Basketball Playoffs
hand , were a 161-170 victim of
Centr al's linksters in a nineBy THE ASSOCIATED PRESl
NBA
hole match at the La Crosse
Monday 's Result
MILWAUKEE l/D - BecomCountry Club.
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Richard Fischer , head basketin every my imaglnnblc. "
ball coach nt Alma Center LinA nntivc of New York City , kind of hope for advancing coln High School for the past
the 7-foot-Hl' Alcindor said he themselves — better housing several years, has resigned for
hns been doing some work in and better education and mdrc health reasons . He will remain
tho black community, but he Jobs."
at the school as an instructor
now "would like to change the "I doubt very much that in biology and physlcnl educadirection" of his involvement. black people like to live on re- tion.
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bo to upgrade the (juailly of the wltli the San Diego Ilocket.s, as race on Long Island .Sound MonTel: 612/ 331-5773
pcopJc so Ihey would Imve .someI two of the top players he faced day.
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AMERICAN LEAGUE ROUNDUP

Pete Wa rd, Roy aIs Pocket
Pair of Prized Keepsakes

Pete Ward and the Kansas Kennedy would like to forget
City Royals have pocketed a his first 1869 start. The Seattle
pair of prized keepsakes—reluc- glove man misplayed a sixth-intantly gift-wrapped by Hoyt Wil- ning grounder before Joe Foy's
checked-swing single tied the
helm ahd John Kennedy.
Ward's two. - run double off game 1-1, and booted Jerry
knuckleballer Wilhelm climaxed Adair's smash in the eighth as
a four-run eighth inning rally i?oy raced home fr. •»• second
that swept the Chicago White with the winning run.
Sox past the California Angels In the only other game on the
4-3 Monday night.
AL schedule, Boston tapped BalKansas City capitalized on timore 5-3, Tony Conigliaro detwo errors by Seattle shortstop livering the deciding run with
Kennedy and nipped the Pilots an infield single in his first Fen2-1 in the season's first meeting way Park appearance since he
of American League expansion suffered a serious .eye injury
fpfljflft
two years ago. '
"It's so difficult to hit Wil- The White Sox went into the
helm, I'm gonna clip out the box eighth trailing 3-0, with just one
score and frame it," Ward said hit off Jim McGlothlin. But
after bringing the White Sox successive singles by Gail Hopfrom behind against the 45- kins, Buddy Bradford and pinch
year-old relief specialist, who hitter Walt Williains produced
pitched for Chicago last season. one rim and chased the Angels

THAT'S THE SPOT,., . Joe Loshek, one of eight Cotter
High School baseb all lettermen, indicates to some of his teammates that where he is pointing is exactly the spot ^here
the bat and 'the., ball are supposed to connect. Pictured are

(kneeling from left): Paul Stiever, Mike Schultz and Boh McGill. Standing : Chris Matlotka , Steve Stockhausen , Loshek,
Dennis Grandl, Steve Wiltgen and Ray Bonine. (Dally News
Sports photo)

EIGHT LETTERMEN RETURN

RamblersOpenWednesday

Four 600 Sets
Steal Show in
City League

starter.
Wilhelm came on and fanned
Duane Josephson, but Carlos
May doubled home another run
and Ward stroked his go-ahead
double one out later.
Dick Stuart homered for the
Angels off winner Tommy John,
Foy poked four hits for the
Royals, who remained atop tbe
league's West Division , reliever
Dave Wickersharn rescued winning pitcher Roger Nelson from
a bases-loaded jam in the ninth.
Tommy Harper doubled off
Nelson in the first and moved
around to score on two groundouts, hut the Kansas City righthander allowed only five more
hits before filling the bases on
three walks in the ninth. Wickersharn came out of the bullpen
and retired Mike Hegan on a
foul pop for the last out.

Tomorrow Still
To Come For
Knicks ' Celtics

Conigliaro, who sat out the
1968 season after being hit in the
eye by a Jack Hamilton pitch on
Aug. 18, 1967, broke a 3-3 tie in
the fourth by beating out a
baseloaded roller down the
third base line.
The Red Sox banged out 14
Iiits on the way to their fifth victory in six games, "Winner Ray
Culp allowed five hits, including
E 1 r o d Hendricks;1 three-run
homer, before giving way to reliever Sparky Lyle in the eighth.

Elgin Captures
Quadrangular
Track Meet

ELGIN, Minn. — Elgin posted its second track victory of
the season Monday, capturing
a quadrangular meet on its
own track after downing St.
Charles 78 2-3 - 39 1-3 last week
in a dual. meet.
Monday it was the Watchmen's dominance in the running events that paid off as
they compiled 79 points to 57
for Alma , 51 for Peterson and
23 for Dover-Eyota.
Although it didn't win a field
event, Elgin piled up six firsts
in the running events. The only
double winners of the meet
were Peterson's Dale Hegland
in the weights and Gale Wald
of Alma who took the long jump
and pole vault.

NEW YORK (AP) - With day night to cut their deficit to
That torrid City League at their backs against the wall, the 3-2 in the best-of-7 series,
"But we still have to get that
Hal-Rod Lanes was back at it New York Knicks have reagain Monday sight, slamming sorted to thievery to make sure game back we lost here," said
four 600s to steal the show on their no tomorrow wasn't today Dick Barnett , thinking ahead to
Browne
who
what was a pretty workman- in the National Basketball Asso- the Knicks' next all-or-nothing
w-graduated
Tim
battery
was
the
n
end of the
By BOB JUNGHANS
test in- Friday 's sixth game in HIGH HURDLES: 1. Bradley Erwln
like night on the city pin front. ciation playoffs.
hit .353 and led the team in slug >ing with a .589 mark,
Daily News Sports Writer
Stealing
time
by
swiping
the
Bdston while looking back to <E), a. D. Ruff (A), J. Mark Levin (P),
the
Ramblers
In
all,
there
were
seven
600s
eight
lettermen,
in
spite
of
the
return
o
< T. Hutbntr (A). I. John Brnit IB},
Cotter High School graduated only four seniors off last haveSo,
the
Knicks
fought
off
elimiseries opening Joss in New T-:1M.
ball,
their
in three different leagues and
some big holes to fill.
the
nation
in
their
Eastern
Division
York
which
cost
them
year's baseball team which compiled a 13-5 season record and
100-YARD DASHl 1. Krtlblch (A), J.
Pitching, of course , will be the biggest problem. The only some big women's 500s ta two
Ouana Agrlmson (P). a. Brewlngten
by
made it to the state tournament.
final
series
against
Boston
home-court
advantage.
separate
circuits.
two players on the roster who pitched at all last season are
(DEI, 4. Ron Kuril! IE), S. Mlk* Olari
But the graduations complicated things more than that senior Steve Stockhausen and ophomore Paul Stiever. Stock- Curt Peters' 246-636 which led beating the Celtics 112-104 Mon- Boston still needs only one (P). T-:11-4.
MILEi I. Dave Phlpps <H), }. D. Nlgon
to
eliminate
the
Knicks
victory
¦
¦¦ ;- ——•--* ¦
number would ordinarily merit. Gone are last season's top hausen pitched only fbur inning and Stiever one and one-third, A&D Bootery to 1,029-2,980 was ui... i.i - i ->
¦
-¦-¦-"""j
(DE), 3. Data Dick (6), 4. Paul Hanson
final
NBA
and
advance
to
the
three hitters and top two pitchers. So coach Joe Gerlach
(B),
5, Paul Lovan (P), T—5:11.
"I guess the crux of the n atter is pitching," agreed Ger- the biggest the City loague had
"Western Division ISO-YARD RELAYi I. Elgin (Tarry
the
against
is going to have to rely on some young battery talent.
]
fortunes,
elm
o£
Cotter
baseball
in
his
second
year
at
the
la ch,
to offer. Hal Biltgen had 240(Bon Kurlh, Larry Brown, Frtd
winner—Los Angeles or Atlanta . Wallman,
Lorentjon), I. Alma, 3. Palarscn, T—
Chief loss from a year ago is Bob Gieden, the team's leading "Stiever and (Steve) Wiltgen 1 ave been throwing and Stock- 609, Leo Johnson 246-607 and
lead
The
Lakers
take
their
2-0
liJI.l.
hitter with a .400 average and top pitcher with a 7*0 record and hausen may have to do some thro ving."
Vince Suchomel a 603 to round
440-YARft DASH: 1. R. BraWlMJtOli
into the third game of that best- (Dei,
5. Brad Erwln (E), 1. Kralblch
1.49 earned run average. Then comes hurler Pat Wiltgen, now
Stockhausen , a lanky, 6-4 si nior, pitched a good deal ns a out the honor counts. Irv Praxwhich
continues
tonight
,
cf-7
set
(A),
4. Curt Clonna <P), 5. Jim WaKrs
playing with St. Mary's College. Wiltgen was 6-4 on the mound sophomore but retired to the i utfield last year where he led el had a 553-errorless, and John
(E).
T-l:O0.S.
in Atlanta ,
TODAY
for the Ramblers -with a 1.76 BRA. He also hit .328. When not the team in rbi's with 14 althe igh he had only a .205 batting Walski had a 503 of the. same
HO-YARD LOW HURDLES:. 1. Mark
Despite the figures which Loven (P), 5. Terry HlgHum (P>. 3.
pitching Wiltgen and Greden played first base. At the other average. This year Gerlach w uld like to move him to first vintage.
La Crosst L»gan at Winona W9h. 4:so
(A), 4. D. Rulf (A), J. Joint
Wald
show only an eight-point victory Ernst (E)r
p.m. ."'
base.
T-:15.3.
In the Monday loop at the
the
outshooting
and
Boston
ISO-YARD
RUN. 1. Ron Rahman (E),
~
Stiever and Wiltgen are both Winona Athletic Club Rich
La cTossa Logan at Winona High, 4
(A),
3. Whltcomo (DE), 4.
1
.
Oium
52.5
per
Knicks
from
the
field,
'
pitched
on
.
sophomores and both
p.m.'
Larry Brovm IE), J. Huebntr (A), T—
Chuchna turned the irick, hit GOLF
New
York
reboundcent
to
44.3,
—
l-.it.i.
the VFW level last summer. ting 223-616 for Quality. Sheet . La Cross* Logan at Winona High. 4
110-YARD DASHi 1. Fred Lerentson
ed from a one-point loss Sunday (E),
Both are righthanders, and both Metal. Team honors, meanp.m.
J. T«rry HlBlrnm (P), 3. Krelblth
victory
in
Boston
for
an
easy
(A),
WEDNESDAY
4. Brad Erwln (El, 5. Oary Brown
lettered last year as infielders. while, went to Joswick's Fuel
(E),
T—i H.I.
BASEBALL—
Monday.
Wiltgen hit only .189 and Stiever & Oil with 1,008 and Bunke's . parlliavilt »A at Cotter, «:}0,. p.m.
MILE RBLAY: 1. Elgin (Jim Wthrs,
to
Boston
The
Knicks
forced
Jim Ernst, Duant Kavh, Ron Rahman).
.150, however.
Apco with 2,800.
WahTsha aY St. Charles at winima give:up the ball 17 times in the I. Alma, 1. Dover-E-yela, T—4:19.9.
'
High, 4:30 P.m. v
The- heir to the backstop The other two 600s came from
SHOT: 1. Dale Hegland (P), ]. Terry
York
first half—when New
Highum (P), 3. Roil Kurtft fB), 4. Fred
THURSDAY
chores is another sophomore, Hal-Rod's VFW league. Bill Boadvantage—
surged
into
a
60-46
Lorention
(E), 5. Val Qudmundson (P),
—
Bob McGill, a non-letterman. now socked 234-611 to pace his BASEBALL
D-41-1.
Faribault- at Winona High , 4:30 p.m. and 25 for the game.
DISCUS:
l. Dale Hegland (P), 2.
He will be backstopped by Wilt- Winona Excavating team to 1,FRIDAY
"You can't pinpoint one Tarry Highum (P), J. Wald (A), 4. Dave
BASEBALL—
„
gen and possibly another sen- 012-2,941. Gary Schossow had
(E), 5. Huobn«r (A), D-110-2.
Winona Stata at Mankato, 3:00 p.m:. man ," said Sam Jones of the Phlpps
HIQH JUMP: 1. Ran Ololler (A), t,
ior, Tom Riska.
a 604 for the same quintet.
TftACKwell. Dcmolllng
"They
all
played
Celtics.
(DE), J. Ron Kurth (B).
Wing
at
Wlnons
Rochcslar JM & Red
Riska lettered in centerfield The top distaff series came
They had a job to do and they 4. John Ernst (H), 5. Mark Loven <P)>
Hlglv 4:30 p.m.
HBI.M
.
Sdid it. They knew if they didn 't LONG JUMP: 1, Sale Wald (A), 1.
last season and that is where from the Alley Gaters loop at TENNI
La Cross* at Winona Slate, i:M p.m.
Gerlach would like to keep him Westgate Bowl where Jan WieWinona High at Red Wing, 4:30 p.m. win there would be nd tomor- Ran Rahman (E), t. curt Olenna (P),
4. Jim Bruit (El, 5, Ruff (A), D—17-r.
because of his defensive ability. czorek hammered 216-3G8 for OOLProw."
POLE VAULT: 1. Gala Wald (A), t.
Wlnona High at Red Wing, 4 a.m.
Fenske
Body
Larry
DonaShop.
Player-Coach Bill Russell of Jim Wehra (B), l, Oary Brown (E)»
He hit .250 last season.
SATURDAY
4.
Demiilltro (DB), 5, Paul Hanson (B),
the Celtics, who had only six re—
The Ramblers appear well set hue had a 516, and Economy BASeBALL
Winona Stata at Mankato (1), nonn. bounds and six points when the Hgt.-9-O.
Plumbing
registered
879-2,582.
in the infield if Stockhausen
St. Mary'e at St. Thomas (1), 1 p.m.
Knicks took control in the first
goes to first. Joe Loshek, who Helen Englerth fasir.oned a TRACKWinona Stata In University of Month, also gave New York credit.
hit .226 last season; will move 237-571 for Main Tavern in the'
em Iowa Relays, "Cedar Palls, (ova. half
Cotter In Knights at Columbus Hilars,
"We took only 80 shots and
from second to shortstop, team- Pin Toppler? league at Westgate
Auston, 11 a.m.
threw the ball away 25 times,"
ing with veteran Ray Bonine on but Sue Glowczewski wasn't far TENNISbehind
with
her
201-5C9.
he said. "Sloppy, but New
Stout at Winona Slate, 11 a.m.
the left side of the infield. BoCotter al Austin Pacelli, ll a.m,
York's defense contributed to
nine batted .245 last year es the Lakeside Gulf hit 940 and Watit."
Ramblers' regular third-sacker . kins Cosmetics 2,644.
"I don't remember getting
Moving in to the vacated sec- Other 500s were collected by
many free shots," agreed John
ond base job is sophomore Mike Irene Pozanc, 541; Marge MorfHavlicek, whose 29 points led
Schultz. As a freshman Schultz vec, 227-530; Yvonne Ccrpenter,
Boston.
hit only .115 while toiling in the 537; Vivian E. Brown, 515, and
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - IndiIrlene Trimmer,, 514.
"When you get 17 more shots
outfield ,
Betty'
than a team, you should beat ana center Mel Daniels missed
That leaves only lcttcrman ATHLETIC CLUB:
Kramer
led
Steve's
Lounge
to
them, 1' said Willis Reed , who by just two ballots of becoming
(Special)
GALESVILLE, Wis.
Denny Grandl , a .250 hitter last
offense a unanimous selection on the
921-2,572
in
the
Go
Getters
loop
fourth inning of Monday night's Mets-Phils year, to join Riska in the outDON'T STOMP HIM . . . The spikes of
former led the Knicks' balanced
Dennis
Raarup,
American Basketball Associa—
24 points.
game in Philadelphia . Harrelson took the field. Either Stiever or Wiltgen with her 195-488.
New York Mets' shortstop Bud Harrelson
Gale-Ettrick High School foot- with
tion All-Star team announced toWESTGATE
:
Team
honors
in
as
usual,
the
thieves,
Leading
throw from catcher Jqrry Grote. The Phils might move into the third pasbarely cloar the head of sliding Deron Johnnow
an
asball
coach
who
is
day.
ture post when not on t h e the Community loop went to sistant gridiron coach at Gusta- was quick-handed Walt Frazier,
won, 5-1. (AP photofax)
son, Philadelphia Phillies infielder, as JohnDaniels received 965 points
*
Happy
Chef
and
Gibson's
with
also
scored
23
points
and
who
mound. There is also a possivus Adolphus College, will be
son was out trying to steal second base in the
bility that someone may emerge 1,016 and 2,936, respectively, guest speaker at the annual led the Knicks with 12 rebounds out of a possible 1,000 in the vot«
ing by a panel of sports writers
from the nonletterman group while Mel Benter jolted 232-698 Gale Ettrick athletic banquet and nine assists.
"Aggressive defense," he and broadcasters covering the
which Gerlach has not yet had for Sunbeam.
In the Ladles loop Alice Spald- Wednesday, April 23.
called it. "We knew we had to league. Joining Daniels on the
a full chance to evaluate.
Tho banquet, sponsored by go out and win and we knew we first team wore guards Larry
ing socked 208-516 to pace WiThere arc a total of 34 candi- nona Typewriter to 904. Peg the Ettrick and Galesville Lions had to do It with defense."
Jones of Denver and James
dates working out for Wednes- Jacobson had a 519 to boost clubs, will get under way at The Knicks opened a 54-36 Jones of New Orleans, and forday 's season opener against Midland Co-op to 2,543. Leona 7:30 p.m, in the high sch ool lead and then increased it lo 81- wards Rick Barry of Oakland
Faribault Bethlehem Academy Lubinski hit 508 and Mary Em- gymnasium.
57 before the Celtics came on in and Connie Hawkins of Minnesoat 4:15 p.m. in Gabrybh. Park . mons 505.
Donald P. Hendrlckson is in the final minutes to make the ta.
"Defensively wo should be HAL-ROD: Vicki Schultz fired charge of arrangements. Tick- score respectable .
The Jones boys, first in ABA
strong in the infield , but we'll 153-292 for Knock Outs in the ets may be purchased at the "Now it's time for us to win history to score more than 2,000
owned
by
quick
service
eatery
MIAMI (AP ) - Super Bowl get my driver 's license. In
lack a little speed in the out- Park-Rec Jr. Girls loop. Sockit- high school office, from any ono up there (In Boston ) ," said points in a single season , refield ," summed up Gerlach. tomes and Spares fired 637 and high school athlete and will be Reed , already thinking aboMt ceived an identical number of
hero Joe Namath admits he Pennsylvania they give a porson Nnmath.
De SantiB reportod when he
40 hours to do that. I could have
another no tomorrow.
available at the door.
"cussed the cop out" after his done it in 10 minutes,'' he said. stopped the car, Namath said "We may not have many big 1,193, respectively.
points—895.(1.
batting
averages,
but
ve
got
we'
driving
arrest on a drunken
Barry recoived B7G.7 and
Namath 's residence is on the "You know me. You know who I some good clutch hitters in LoHawkins 073.,1,
charge, but contends he hadn 't mainland end of the cauBoway am,"
,
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a
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Wrong to Cuss Cop
Out ' Declares Namath

Indiana, Dallas
Stay Alive in ABA

Mel Daniels
Leads ABA's
All-Star Team

By Bud B!ak«
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Want Ads
Start Here
NOTICE
Thil newspaper will bt responslbli
for onl-y one Incorrect Insertion ot
any classified advertisement published tn 1h» Wanl M section . Check
your ad and call 3321 If a correction
must be- made.
BLIND ADS UNCALLED FOR—
B-3, 5, 21. 23, 32, 3», 41, 41, 4S.

Card of Thank*

1 p.m. New York
Stock Prices

Busing Bill
Approved by
Committee

ST. PAUL CAP) - The Senate
Education Committee today recommended for passage a school
busing bill which would provide
transportation for private and
parochial students.
At the same time, the bill was
referred to the Senate Finance
Cdrarnittee. State Department of
Education spokesmen peg the
cost at about $1,077,000 a year.
The measure, approved by
about a 2-to-one margin on voice
vote, would provide such aid in
public elementary and secondary school districts where buses
now operate with the help of
state aid. It would not pioneer
new routes.
The measure, called the "fair
bus bill" by proponents, cleared
the House Education Committee
two years ago but died in another committee.
The bus bill has been a perennial in the legislature, but has
foundered each time in arguments over mixing public
money and church-suppc/rted
schools.
In testimony this session,
backers of the bill have argued
that private schools are in dire
straits but that public funds can
help keep them open and thus
avoid a huge influx of students
Into public schools.
The vote came today after a
short discussion amdhg some
committee members, who'd
heard pros and cons in earlier
bearings.
Sen. Mel Hanse, Minneapolis,
wanted to know why the bill
wasn't being submitted "via the
constitutional
amendment
route." "This raises the question," he said, "of how far does
this go? Do we ultimately pay
teachers' salaries too?"
Sen. Donald Wright , Minneapolis, chairman of the Tax Committee, who said he was going
to vote against the bill, added
that there is another one which
would put the question of busing aid to non-public school students in f orm of a constitutional
amendment , to be approved by
voters in nest year's election.

Local Horsemen
Score Well at
Austin, Albert Lea

Local horsemen picked up a
bevy of honors at a pair of
shows in Albert Lea and Austin last weekend.
Most of the laurels were taken in the appalotfsa class.
Al Goetzman , on Hud , took
first in senior gelding and
grand champion gelding in both
shows.
At Austin Jack Szczepanski
won three firsts on three different horses. He rode Illusion
to first in 1968 stallions , Miss
Cue to first in 1968 mares and
Wapiti' s Love, tfwned by Sharon Seeling, to first in aged
mares and reserve champion
mare. Illusion was also first at
Albert Lea the following day,
while the latter two horses were
fourth. '¦
M inute Maid Bar , with owner Fred Bauer up, was fourth
in 1966 mares at Austin and
third in the same class at Albert Lea with Szczepanski
aboard .
Gayle Przybylski showed Big
Valley Ranch' s Ok y Polky to
the aged mare championship
and fourth in ladies plcasuro at
Albert Lea , after Wendy Woodworth had finished fourth on the
same horse in junior horsemanship at Austin Saturday.
Jerry Stejskal showed BVR's
Hustler Bill to third in the 196ft
stallion class nt both shows. He
also rodo Micro 's Little Miss to
fourth in 1967 marcs at Austin.
Berth horses are owned by Big
Valley Ranch.
In the quarter horse division
Sue Sather aboard Kinker 's
First was second in 1966 mares
at Austin , while Sue Boland' s
Champ 's Tica was fourth in the
aged mare class at A lbert L^a.

Allied Ch 32%' . Inland Stl 36M>
Allis Chal • 29% I B Mach 311
Amerada 114% Intl Harv 32'/4
Am Can 56% Intl Paper 43%
Am Mtr
10% Jns & L .31%
AT&T
S2Va Jostens
32%
Am Tb
35% Kencott
54%
Anconda 54% Loews
47%
ArchDn 56 Minn MM 101%
ArmcOStl 61% MLnn P L 23%
Armow 51% Mobil Oil 63%
Avco Cp 34% Mn Chm 47%
Beth Stl 34: Mont Dak 33%
Boeing • 5oy8 Marcor
57V4
Boise Cas 73. Nt Dairy 44%
Brunswk 21% N Am R 36%
Catpillar 51% N M Gas 54%
Ch MSPP 47% Nor Pac 55%
Chi RIRR, 28% No St Pw 29
Chrysler . 49% Nw Air
68%
Cities Svc 63% Nw Banc —
Com Ed 45% enney
51%
ComSat
45% Pepsi
46%
Con Ed
34 Pips Dge 48%
Cont Can 68 Phillips
72%
Cont Oil
— Polaroid 114%
Cntl Data 132% RCA
43%
Deere
47% Rep Stl
45%
Dow Cm 74% Rexall
47%
du Pont 147% Rey Tb
40%
East Kod 70% Sears R €8%
Firestone 60% Shell Oil 65
Ford Mtr 50% Sinclair
—
Gen Elec 91 Sp Rand 51%
Gen Food 79 St Brands 43%
Gen Mills 32% St Oil Cal 71
Gen Mtr
80% St Oil Ind €0%
Gen Tel 3.7% St Oil NJ 82%
Gillette
52% Swift
29%
Goodrich 45% Texaco
85%
Goodyear 62 Texas Ins 120
Gt No Ry 52% Union Oil 52%
Greyhnd 21% Un Pac
48%
Gulf Oil
47% U S Steel 44%
Homestk 40% Wesg El 63%
Honeywl 127% Wlworth
32%

DENNIS THE MENACE

We wish to txtend our heartfelt thanks
of kind__________
«-aa_______________ »->MB|-v«_pa»»>-v--~a-—>fc-->inand appreciation tor the acts beautiful
ness, messages of lympathy,
floral and spiritual offerings received
from our many friends, neighbors ana
relatives In our isd bereavement, the
loss of our beloved Father. W» especially thank Fattier Dan Dernek for his
words of comfort, fhe choir, the pallbearers and the ladles who nerved the
lunch.
The Children of
Bernard E; (BenJ Kara
'
'
.
KWOSEC—
Our sincere and gra teful thanks ar» extended to all our friends, neighbors and
! relatives for -their various acts of kindness and messages of sympathy shown
us dur ing our recent bereavement* 'fhe
loss of our beloved Husband and Grandfather. V/e especially thank Father
Klein and Father Ciaplewskt, those
who sent floral ofleTfngs, the pallbearers
and those who contributed the use of
their cars.
The Family of toufs Kwosefc

Loit and Found
MM;

BOY'S SEARS Sting Ray bicycle (gold)
missing from St. Martin 's School during
Boy Scout meeting Tues. evening. Reward. Tel. 8-1M2 after 3:30.

Personals

¦
*8UTMV,10U WHT NEED /VWT5 WAWKE YA lOOK SUM! YOU
NEED PANI5THfiTMAKEYAlOOK/0Wy/*
GRIN AND BEAR IT

Horses, Cattle, Stock
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PUPPIES-rreasoriable. RothrWBh Oet.i' PEKINGESE
CAMPER COACH. If enough people want BARTENDER wanted, May
bert Mcintosh, Hokah. Tel. WM1S3, (1
Country
Wlnwia
Mexico
and
Canada,
also
part-time
busboys.
America,
to see
mile W. of Hokah on, 44).
- .
ClJb.
.
. .
would buy a second coach. Senior citizens and families. Til. Fountain City
MAN FOR seasonal tractor epenatlon_ on
687-47M.
.
Tal.
S.W. of Lewiston.
farm. < ¦ miles
¦
¦ ¦. , ¦4742.
.
_ , . URGE UNSHORM .ewes, iOr fo lamb
on Hwy. 52 at
Aor. 25. Lester Finney,
!
BARTEN DER—tulMlme, soma experience
Canton. Tel. ?«^a.
Dally N«w».
but
will
train,
Write
8-44
Arigsl
Motor
RADIATOR REPAIRING
CLOSE SPRINGING, heifers. Robert MeService, 158 Market St. Tel, USit.
FULLTIME BARTENDER - Vic's Bar,
Nally, Rt. 2, Houston, Minn.
115 MaW St. Tel. ?845.
enu SALE—10 Jersey heiferi, -W montht
Surer, CenterCHAUFFEURS-full and part-time want^ld, soma bred. William
ed, niusf ba 21. Apply In person, Royal
vltle, Wis.
'
ROOFING—reasonable. Tel. 9044.
Yellow Cab, aw W. 3rd.
_
PFEDER P1GS-37 , aver«B« Want 35-49
iryiipTREE TRIMMING and removal, also
MANAGER TRAINEES -SHOES
lbs Castrated and vaccinated lor
.Lewisstump removal- Injured for your pro- YOUNG MEN to learn shoe store business
elas. Eugene Markhausen, Tel.
Rushford.
Service,
s
Tree
tection. Earl'
as Manager Trainee. No experience
'.
ton 2773.
Tel. 854-9458.
necessary. Advance to store manager ¦«
you . have ambition and qualify. Paid FOUR SPRINGING HoUfelnJielferj Huj l»
TREES, TREES. TREES - trimming,
vacation, free Insurance benefits and
Mav and June. Wendell Peterson, Maslump remova l, spraying, etc Free
profit-sharing plan. Apply Tradehome y bel. Minn. Tel. 439-5529.
Wi¦
Service,
Tree
Blong's
estimates.
Shoe Store, 52 E. 3rd.
¦
«ach. Marvin
nona. Tel. 8-5311.
.
FEEDER PIGS - 24, $U
Oesau, Tel. Cochrane 241-2230.
LENNOX KEATING SYSTEMS
OH — Gas —Electric
BRED GILTS AND sows, 25; 12 hoa
Cleaning — Repairing — Parts
Allis Chalmew tractor with
eFatesI WC
™
QUALITY SH EET METAL WORKS
Plow and disc, sritaMt for
•Sltlvato
Tel, 8-46U
1151 E. 5th
Howard Williamson,
acreage.
•mailer
Galesville. Tel. 562-2007.
STARK EXCAVATING 8.
TIMBER DOZING
REGISTERED POLLED Here-ford bulla,
Tel. Wlfoka S532
Rt. J, Winona.
2 year olds and yearllnos of Lamplighter and Diamond breeding. John
LAWNS TKATCHED &j RAKED
K Inneberg, Rushford. , Minn.
Tel. 6232 or
8-4132REGISTERED QUARTER how Italllofl.
chestnut, excellent nedlgree; also Palomino stallion, 4 white socks; also black
lo Arabian: due- In April.
¦ mare bred
All broke to ride; also Arabian and
Tennessee Walker stud service; Tel.
ROSSITE TO THE rescue ! Solves sink
B-1273 or write Daniel B romrnerlctv Rt.¦
drainage problems quickly and easily.
¦¦
'
-;¦
1, Winona. '
Wever turns to "cement" in your pipes.
. . s. _ ¦
;
'
COOK FOR 7 day a ; week at private
Argw
Assn.
MINNESOTA
SOUTHEAST
club% Tel, 8-2757. after 5.
PLUMBING & HEATING A
.Sale, 12 noon, Sat., Apr. 19,Fairgrounds,
useful,
or
Minn. Adages
Tef. 2371
751 E. 6th
wdwiEN for part-time dlnlnj room ind Rochester,
quality cattle will be sold. Bred heifers,
kitchen help. Mart or woman part-time
open heifers, Outstanding!
cows
and
Hotel,
Alms,
bartender. Apply Alma ¦
¦
young bulls of all ages. Many of tha
¦¦¦
Wis. ;.. ¦
Tel, 9394
.
;
827 E. 4lh
bulls will have records of rate of gain
from Minn. Beef Improvement program.
with some
ENJOY THE convenience of a flexible WANTED — man or woman
For catalog, write Robert Miller, Mabel,
dairy background. Age up to 50, to In¦. ¦ '
Alson shower. Easily Installed wllh
Minn. . .
;'
. .
dairy
troduce
new
sanitation
program
to
your present bath faucet, see them
Salary,
commission,
brokerfarmers.
. now at
age, car, gas. Expense, health Insurance/ sharing and vacation. Pleasant
year around work, Write, P A R , Box
PLUMB fNG & HEATING
304,
Wauconda, III. 600S4. Attn: Mrs.
Tel. 2737
16! E. 3rd St.
Purdy.
^_
Animal Health Cejiter
Downtown 8. Miracle Mall .

£uto Service, Repairing

10

Business Services

14

MEN WANTED
NO LAY-OFFS

Plumbing, Roofing

If you are ambitious; ever
21 years of age, have a
car and want an oppor- .
tunity to make $130 a week
or better write T. C, Larson,
Box 671, La Crosse, Wis.

21

Help—Male or Female ' 28

Frank O'Laughlin

Jerry's Plumbing Service

COMBIOTIC

SANITARY

100CC.........$2.15
Ted Maier Drugs

F«male —Jobs of Int.—26

Fiberi te .Corp.

CLEANING LADY—must have own transportation. Tel. 7S49.

Poultry, Eggs, Supp)) e$

Has An
Accounts Payable
Position Opening.

IT'S NOT too early to make plans for FULL-TIME AMD PART-TIME waitressthe ANNUAL SPRING DANCE for all
es. Tel. 3J35 or 4002 tor appointment.
Legion Jc Auxiliary members THIS SAT- /Winona Country Club.
URDAY, April l?1h. Old time music
will be furnished by Laverne BIsek & HOUSEKEEPER WANTED — prepare
His Orchestra . . . and all the beer &
meals, laundry work, routine house
pretzels you can drink and eat. LEGION
dusting, on farm. 12 miles S.W. Winona
CLUB.
on JHwy. 43. 3 male adults; 5-day week.
550 per week. Write B-45 Daily Mews.
MEN aren't like peat In a pod; they
grow in all directions. Made-to-measure BEAUTY OPERATOR-experlence prefersuits, W. Betslnger.
red, .guaranteed salary plus, commission, full-time. West End Beauty Shop.
BEST TASTE In town. Comparel Wed.
Special: Barbecue ribs, polatcves, salad, PART-TIME DINING room help wanted.
roll, butter, beverage. 90c, SI DEWALK
Apply Golden Frog, Fountain City. Tel.
CAFE, Miracle Mall.
487-4221.

44

DEKALB CHICKS, Skyline Strain Cross,
California Whites, White Leghorns, or
Meat Type Beefers baby chicks. Order
' now, our Winona office, corner 2nd 8.
Center, open dally 8:30 to- 4:39. Tel.
3910. SPELTZ
CHICK HATCHERY,
Rollingstone, Minn. Tel. 689-2311.

Typing essential, bookkeeping experience preferred.
Pleasant working conditions.

Wanted—Livestock

46

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A REAL GOOD auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
week.
Livestock bought every day.
Trucks availabl e. Sale, Thurs., 1 p.m.
Tel. Lewiston 2«7 or Winona 7614.

Apply In Person
501 W. 3rd, Winona

Situation* Wanted—Fem. 29 Farm Implements
t

w

'

¦

¦ '¦

'

¦

DISCOURAGED, need help? Dial "Your
¦ Family Bible" <M9, for • recorded mej.

-

¦

.

«se.

-EMOTIONAL PROBLEMS? A lot of us
have them, join us weekly. A selfhelp group. Write Box 851.
CREDIT BUREAU of La Crosse-Wlnonj
Inc., Is located at 100 Exchange, Bldg.,
51 E. 4th; W inona, Minn.
DOES ONE . of your loved ones have a
drinking problem? If so, contact the
Winona Alanon Family Group. Write
ttVi VJ. 3rd.

Morning Shift
11:30 to 7:30

Il

GRAFFITI

WINONA MARKETS

by Leary

Swift & Company
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These Rotations apply to hogs deBlvered to the Winona Station by noon today.
HOGS
Hog market: 25 cents higher.
Meat type- 200-230 lbs. . . . . 19.75-20.25
Butchers 200-230 lbs
.' . 19.73
Sows 270-300 lbs
18.00
CATTLE
Cattle market: Steady to 25 lowe-r.
High choice and prima
29.50
24.00.29.00
Choice
Good
24.00-26.00
Standard
20.00-2-4.00
Utility cows
17.00-20.00
Canner and culler
14.00-19.00
VEAL
, Vest market ". Steady.
Top choice
42.00
Good nnd choice
30.00-40.00
Commercial
19,00-29.00
Boners
19.00-down

Bay State Milling Company-

Elevator A Grain Prlcti
One hundred bushels of grain will be
the minimum loads accepted at the elevators .
No. l northern spring wheat .... 1.53
No, 2 northern spring wheat
1.51
No. 3 northern spring wheat .... 1,47
No. 4 northern spring wheat .... 1.43
No, 1 hard winter wheal ........ 1,43
Nn. 2 hard wlnler wheat
1.41
No. 3 hard wlnler whea t
1,37

LIVESTOCK
suuin ai. rAui.
SOUTH ST. PAUL, Minn. Ml — (USDA)
— Cattle 4 ,500) calves 1,000; slaughter
alters and hollers moderately active ,
uneven; choice steers stead y lo weak ,
extremes 25 lower; good nnd below
fully stoadyj hellers steady; cows steady
to strong; bulls steady; vealers and
slaughter calves strong 1o 1.00 Montr;
leeders steady; slouohter steers average to Matt choice 1200-1250 lbs 30.75;
flood 24.50-29,00) load h igh choice 924
lb slauohtcr hellers yield rjrado 2-4
30,50) other cholco USD-102,5 lbs 3B.5030.00) mixed oood and choice 28.00-20.75)
good 24.M-25.O0) u\H\|y (md cmnwclal
slaughter cows M.50-2I.5O) canner nnd
cutter 17,50-20.50; utility nnd commercial slaughter bulls 23.5O-34.O0; low commercial 24.50; oood 22.50-25 .00; cutler
10.50-23.50; choice- vca/ers 39.00-42.00;
oood 34.00-39.00; cholco slauohtcr calves
25.OO-29.00t flood 20.00-25.O0i load mostly
choice 375 lb feeders, few calves nnd
bulls mixed, 33.00; heifer end moally
flood, 400 lbs 29.00.
Hogs J,5C0; barrow and gilt* fjonerally steady with Monday 's average;
Iradlno fairly active — 1-n 190-240 lbs
20,50; limited volume 20.75; 2-3 190-240
lbs 20,25-20. 50; 2-4 240249 lb» 1975-20.25;
5-4 240-300 lbs 19.0019.75 ; sows fully
steady; 1-3 300-400 lbs IB.00-18.75; lew
19.00; 2-3 400-eOO lbs 17.00-18,25; 1-3 120140 lb feeder plos 1D.S0-I9.50; boars
steady to 50 hlflhor
Sheep l,O00> trodlno on ell classes
fully s fendy; fradlno modera tely active;
choice to-105 lb slaughter lambs 29.0039.00; Wooled utility and ood slaughter
ewes 8.00-9.50; shorn utility and oood
7.OO-8.50; wooled cholco 75-85 lb fowler
lambs 27.00-27.50; flood and choice 24.0027.00.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) -Wheat
receipts Monday 157; year ago
206; trading basis unchanged;
prices 1% higher; cash spring
wheat basis , No . 1 dark northern 11-17 protein 1.55%-2.0G'/«.
Spring wheat one cent premium each lb . over 58-61 lbs;
Spring -wheat one cent discount
each % lb. under 5(1 lbs .
No. i hard Montana winter 1.4874-1.78%.
Minn-S .D. No. 1 hard winter
1.4G%-1.75%.
No. l hnrd amber durum ,
choice 1.88-2.0(1; discounts, ambcr 5-12; durum* 10-22.
Corn !No. 2 yellow 1.17-1.19.
Oats 2Vo. 2 extra heavy white
62V.--67.
Barley, cars 114 , year ago 156
good to choice 93-1.26; low to in
termediate 03-1.20; feed 80-92.
Rye No 1-2 1.20-1.23.
FJax .No. 1 3.14 nominal.
Soy bean* No, 1 yellow 2.60.
PRODUCE
CEIICAGO A'AP, _ Jjul.vw adc-yiatc; demand slow to fair.
steady ; wholesale b'j yhi?.. yrkKt Wholesale selling prices , New
CHICAOO
unchanged ; 53 rare AA V7 } .<; York spot quotations: Standards CHICAGO W| — (USDA) - lloflj
35%-38
1&.
92 A fl7'/<; W B W-i tin C Mb;
bulcliers tlrong to moslly 55
Whites : Fancy Large 47 lbs 3,500;
higher; 1-2 195-230 lb butchers 21.25Cars 90 B G5'/,: ?j,v C VI.
SI.75;
1-3
190-240 lbs 20.75-21.25) -23 200win
3MO*4 ; Fancy Medium 2JO lbs 20.5O-2O.75/
ER (?S irregular; wtotestle
2-4 250-270 lbs 20.00w
Ibn
average
36-37V4
;
Fan20.50;
M
370-350 lbs 19.73-20.00) sows
buying prices unchanftvt U/ 1
cy
1-}
330-400
SmoLls
lbs
1B.25-I9.25l
400 400 lbs
36
lbs
average
20-22
lower; fiO per cent or better
,50.
Butter offerings ample; <|c " 14.75.17
grade A whites 3fl%-37%; mediCattle BOO; calvos neiie; slaughter
lifers steady; load mlx«d choice nnd
ums 35; standards 3G%; checks mand slow.
Wholesale prices on bulk car- prime 1,250 It) slaughter steers yield
20%.
flrado 32.00; choice 1,050-1,200 . lbs yield
tons, fresh , creamery, 03 Score grade 2 lo 4 2V.7S-30.50; pood 27.50-3(1,50;
and commercial cow s 19.50-2 1 .50.
NEW YORIUAP) _ (USDA)- 1 AA fi«'/,-ca% cents; «J2 Scon: A ullllly
Sheep none; not enough of any clou
Wholesale egg offerings' fully I 50-60%.
for a mark*) test.

....

No. 4 hard wlnler wheat
No. 1 rye

Mo ¦> ru.

1.33

1,15
11-1

Froedtcrt Malt Corporation

Hours: I a.m. to 4 P.m.
Submit sample before loading,
Parley purchased al prices sub|ect to
market,

Winona EgK Market

(Winona Produce, Ziebell Product)
Those quotations apply as ot
10:30 a.m. today.
Grade A lumbo (white)
31
Grade A largo (while)
24
Grade A medium (while)
22
Grado n (while)
22

Grade C

15

RIDES FOUR WINNERS
NEW YORK (AP) - Jockey
Ron Turcottc rode four winners
flt Aqueduct race track Monday
including both ends of a $15)7.00
daily double .
(First Pub. Tuesday, April |5, 1949)
COUNTT HOTICB
PROPOSALS SOLICITED
Sealed proposals will ba received by
tho County Auditor In his office «n Iho
Court Houso In Iho Clly of Winona., Minnesota , up to and Including the hour of
10:00 A.M. on Iho 29lh day of April,
1969, at which time tho said propositi
will be opened for:
^>no (1) Now or Used Crawler
Tractor with Dow and Backhcw.
Specifications are on Ilia In the of.
flee of tha Counly Auditor,
Bidders shnll use County bidding fprms
and submit complete specifications with
thoir bids,
/
nids must bo accompanied hy a certified checK made payable fo the County
Auditor for 5 r/ . of tha bid, or a corporate bond In favor of Winona Counly
Auditor, In tho amount of 5^'„ of tt»e bid,
Tho Coi/nty Board roscrvoj the rlflht,
If II so desire* after opening the bids,
to olve County Unit 'Number 412, as Is,
as nart pnymont of Iho purchase price
ol Ihe above unit.
Therefore, b Idders
shnll show separately, tho emeu nt of
credit which they era willing to oil er tar
the unit as shown In tho Specificatio ns
and Proposals,
Tho County llonrd reserves the right
to rn|ecl any and all hlds presented,
Dated nl Wlnnna, Mlnnosola ,
the I4lh day ol April, 1949.
ALOIS J. WICiF.K.
Counly AudJlor.

ii-irsr PUD., Tuesday, April 15, 1J69)
NOTICE IS HF-REBY GIVEN that
sealed bids will be received by tha Owner, covering the office building for Modern Concrete Company, Winona, Mlnnesola, at which time the bids will be
publicly opened and read aloud. Any
bid received after closing time will be
returned unopened.
BIDS CLOSE
DATE: April 29, 194?.
TIME: 4:00 p.m. CDST.
LOCATION:
W-Smlth Architectural & Englneerlno
Services, Inc.
525 Junction Street
Winona , Minnesota
SEPARATE BIDS WILL BE RECEIVED
FOR THE
GENFRAL
ELECTRICAL
PLUMBING
HEATING
Information concerning any part of
this proposed work may bo obtained
through W-Smlth, Architectural & Engineering Services, 525 Junction Sfreel,
Winona, Minnesota.
By:
MODERN CONCRETE COMPANY
4980 W. 4TH STREET
WINONA, MINNESOTA 55987
(First Pub, Tuesday, April «, 1959)
Stale of Minnesota ) ss.
Count/ of Winona
) In Probate Court
No. 16,856
In Re Estate of
Cassia A. Berndt, Ward.
Order for Hearing on Petition
to Sell Real Estate.
Tha representalli/e of said estate having filed herein a petition fo sell certain
real estate described In sold petition;
IT IS ORDERED, That the hearing
thereof be had on April 30lh, 19<9, at
11 o'clock A.M., before this Court In
tho probate court room In tho court
house In Winonn, Minnesota, and that
notice hereof be. given by publication of
this order In Ihe Winona Dally News
and by moiled notice as provided by
law.
Dated April 3, 1969.
MARGARET McCREADY,
Probstr Clerk.
(Probnto Court Seal)
Sawyer, D. *>v t, Orewer,
Allorncys for elltloner.

Well located neighborhood
grocery store, ideal spot for
family operation.

Village store with post office, established growingtrade/ Three bedrooms, living quarters, all in good
condition. Ask for particulars.

Train for PRINTING
•t? Haad CompositiotJ
LinecastLng and Presswork

Building suitable for service
business plus a very nice
three-bedroom home next
door. Ask for details.

Write

GRAPHIC ARTS
Technical School
for Catalog.

Downtown business location, corner on Third , good
traffic, excellent for car
wash or service business.

1104 Curric Ave., Minneapolis
Approved for Veteran Training

New commercial . building
64x50 approximately, 3600
square feet on large lot
200x175. Next to four-lane
highway.

CAREER
SALESMAN
WANTED

By a local franchised new
car dealer. You should be
ambitious, aggressive, and
preferably with a sales
background , though this
does not necessarily need
be in the automotive field .
You will find the work extremely interesting and an
excellent earnings opportunity with a guaranteed
s a l a ry plus commission
plan, company car, gasoline and insuranc45 furnished. WE WILL TRAIrf YOU.
For an interview, pleas©
forward a complete resume
of your background and experience to:

BOX 048
WINONA, MINN. 55987

SILO BUILDERS
WANT ED
Work for Nation 's largest silo company. Start
immediately. You don't need experience, we'll
give you on the job training. Rapid advancement.
The aggressive man can advance to crew foreman in 1 to 2 years with opportunity for further
advancement. Highly respected work serving rural peopl e in Southern Minnesota , Eastern South
Dakota , Western Wisconsin , and Jowa. Excellent
pay ~- Incentive plan. All expenses paid. Must
be in excellent physicnl condition. Apply in person to Mr. Everett Rose, Madison Silos , Division
of Martin Marietta Corporation , Prairie Island
Road , Winona , Minnesota .
"An cqttnl opporttinity employer. "

I

120 MHT£R- T6U23491
1

Male —Jobs of Interest— 27

Tel. 2547

BOB

:
IWSfcteM
I li REALTOR

Apply In Person
Cock-A-Doodle Doo
Restaurant
.

VI B. 3rd

37

IS FOR RENT. On account of Illness, I
am compelled to give up the store. This
store has been doing good business for
tha past 40 years. Nice for middle-aged
couple, inquire at 517 Mankato Ave.,
Winona, Mlnit,

Full-Time

SOON a-partylng you will go,
Forgetting all your cares and wot . . .
As another bowling season ends,
You'll lift a glass with' all your
friends . . .
For good food, good fun and great oood
cheer, Make plans to hold your party here . ,
Innkeeper Ray Meyer will be your host,
The WILLIAMS HOTEL delivers the
EXPERIENCED linoleum and tile Inmostl
stallers. SHUMSKI'S, 5B W. 3rd St.
Te). 8-3389.
Wheelchairs — Trusses
Abdominal fc Back Support*
GOLTZ PHARMACY

"Get an English professor here fast, Sneedbyl . . . I 'm noF
sure that ihey know what 'effigy 'means!"

-

Wronski's
Twilight Groce ry

WAITRESS

Sales floor plus apartment
on East Broadway, good
location, good condition.
AFTER HOURS CALL)
Laura Flsk
Jug
Myles Petenon
40W
Laura Satka
76jj

Ij L B^B

|W&fo*A
I ii

SPRING
SPECIALS
l-ALLIS CHALMERS model S3 3-14 snap Coupler
plow (used) .
l-ALLIS CHALMERS model 63 3-14 snap coupler
plow (used ).
2—14 inch snap couplers for
CA (used).
1-Model 75 14 in. or 16 in.
adjustable snap coupler
plow. Could be remodeled for 3 pt. hitch (used). •

— DEMO —
Model 83 14 in. or 16 to.adjustable 3 point hitch
PLOW with trip beam.

1—4 section steel drag with
draw bar.
2—Used wagons.
4—Used 2-row Cora Planters.
4-ALLIS CHALMERS 10
ft. and 12 ft. Discs . Ready
to go. Wew).
LINDSAY Harrows , good
selection (New).
ALLIS CHALMERS Plows.
ALLIS CHALMERS field
cultivator (New).
MINNESOTA single beater
spreaders, 110-135 bushel,
READY TO GO.

TRACTORS

I

REALTOR

|llO ciMTtft-T£l.2349(
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'Dogs, Pali, Supplies
,CHIHUAHUA PUPPIES - 3; also full.
,Drown female, Stud service. Tel. Witoka
23J4.

'

48

'

'

¦

.

Business Opportunities

l
ii
iiiili i

GRAIN

7
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YOU saved and slaved for wall-to-wall EXPERIENCED BEAUTICIAN -Andre's
carpet. Keep It new with Blue Lustre.
Hair Styling, Tel. 43fl.
Rent ¦ electric shempooer
Jl. R. D. Cone
¦¦
Co.- . . ¦ ¦'
OPENINGS TO SELL Avon In lowns bf WILL DO babysIHIng In my home, Mon. BASEMENT BARN, 32x60', to be moved.
Homer, Winon a, Hokah, Houston, Spring
10x12' milk house to be moved, Includes
through Frl. Can give references. Tel.
ON A DIET, curtailed by a limited budGrove, Dresbach, Lewiston and various
300-gal. van Vetter bulk tank, 30^ial.
i3
get, handicapped with e short lunch
rural areas. Contact Helen Scott, P.O.
hot water heater and all fixtures .for
Box 754, Rochester.
hour? Solve your problem fiere. We
Grade A. Stanchions, bafn fan, Surg*
offer a good selection of tasty, wholepump. All In very good condition. Louis
some foods at sensible prices. Do what SECRETARY - RECEPTION 1ST - partHorman, Tel. Witoka 8M234.
smart diners do . . . make a habit of
time. Send resume and photo to 8-42 FOR LEASE — 1-bay service atatlon.
eating al RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 12<
Tel. 4743 ¦ •' ¦ ¦:
Dally News.
FARMALL M tractor In good condition,
E, 3rd St., downtown Winona. Open 24
will sell reasonable. William Norton,
hours every day. except Mon.
Kellogg, Minn. Tel. 767-2J59.

CautionKeeps
Market Down;
Trade Slower

¦
NEW TORK (AP) _ " Investors continued cautious early
this afternoon , and the stock
market drifted lower in moderate trading.
The Dow Jones industrial average at noon was off 2.80 at
929.84.
Declines led advances by a bit
better than 150 issues.
The market apparently was
continuing in a consolidation
phase that set in late last week,
brokers said.
The Associated Press average
of 60 stocks at noon was off .7 at
334.1, with industrials off .8,
rails off .9, and utilities up .4.
Conglomerate issues were
mixed , with Ling-Temco-Vought
gaining 1%. L-T-V was off 2%
Monday. The Justice Department filed suit to force L-T-V to
divest its stock ownership in
Jones & Laughlin Steel. J & L
was off ¦%.
Among the motors, Chrysler
was off ity. The company reported lower first quarter profit.
Oils generally were lower , although Gulf Oil gained 1%. Gull
is reported to have received offshore oil concessions from South
Korea.
Ten «f the 20 most-active
stocks on the New York Stock
Exchange were hi gher , 9 lower,
and i u nchanged.
Union Pacific , most-active on
187,300 shares , was off 1% at 49.
Of the 20 most-active issues
on the American Stock Exchange , 13 declined , 6 advanced ,
and 1 was unchanged .

4

LOST-vwhlte gold dinner ring, Madison
School area. Reward being offered. Tel.

Pets, Supplies
8 Mala —Jobi of tntweit— 27 Dogs,

HUSKY PUPPIES - 6 wteHs old, 4 ell
while, 4 black and while. as_ Jetlerton,
Tel. 5M4.

l-DAVID BROWN D90 (selectomatic '(Demo).
ALLIS CHALMERS series
III D-17, wide front, power steering. 1400 liours.
MASSEY-FERGUSOJN model 65 wide front, power
steering.

KEN'S SALES
& SERVICE
Hwy. 14-01 E,
Winona
Tel, 9231

SEEKING WORK?
OUR SERVICE IS FREE TO BOTH
WORKERS AND EMPLOYERS
Accounts Payable Clerk
Stenographers to $350/mo.
Stock Clerk to $2.10/hr.
Production Machine Operator $2.00/hr.
Foundry Workers to $2.35/lu\
Assemblers to $2,24/hr.
Farm Labor to $50O/mo.
Maintenance Man
Sewing Machine Operator
APPLY AT ONCE AT 'I'HJS

MINNESOTA STATE
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
163 Wiilnut Street
Winonn , Mlnncsot« 551)1)7

SPECIAL FAMI LY WANT AD RATES <»
Fornv fmpUm»nf»

48

Artieltt for $»i>

''8^ ; Building Material!

During
International W^ht Ad Week

$1

CONVEYOR with 12" iiirtf, Jj' long, USED ELBCTRIC rfioton, \4 andr.Vb h.p.;. KITCHEN ' MOBBRNIZINQ 'baflins wllh
Coitjplert with motor, hopper, bottom
fetavfiftff kitchen cabinets. Vcur choice
Si each. FRANK LILLA «. SOkS, 761
drop ajumbly, stand iota ind lately
of 'woodgrilfij In Ihe most modern deE. (th. open avenlnot.
cover itilttas .contact Everett Rupitgns.
Pree estimates on ' complete
fSricht, Hwuton, Minn. T«l. J7jj .
kitchen remodelina. Standard Lumber
TWO VIOLET pllflttrl; one n«v» tabU
Co.,
350
W. 3rd.
»W
width)
modil penrtcrest tilevblen,
JOHN DEERE j » corn planter on rubber
one new oa|. electric tc» cream tttattt ,
wllh fertilizer attachment, ¦ in perfect
Reasonably priced. Mrti Allan G. Fess, Coal , Wood, Ottar Fuel
63
condition. Harry Kulas, Rt. 2, Winona,
Rt. i,. cocfir«nt, wu. r«l. «t-24ia.
(2Vi mllll E. of Wilson),
BURN MOBIL FUEL OIL and inley
HANDMADE all wool hooked rugs, dif.
the <omtort ol automatic personal care.
CASE 1947 crawler tractor wllh front-end
terent sizes and colors. Tel, 504S.
Keep full tervlce — complete burner
loader wllh I'/S-yard bucket-, noo hours.
care.
Budget service. Order today
In perfect thape. Tel. 5t. Charles 932- BABY BUGGY, like new; old sewing mafrom
JOSWICK FUEL & OIL CO. 901
.
4986. .
.
chine; 4 free kittens. 677 Grand.
E. '8lh. Tel. 3389.
USED KELLY RYAN manure ipreader, SALLY'S In-lawi comino, She didn't flustIh goOd running order. -Blew Steipiugh,
er, cleaned the Carpets wllh Blue Furn., Rugi, Linoleum
6k
Houston, Minn.
'
Lustre. Rent electric shimpocxr tl.
Robb
Bros.
Store.
SHOP SHUMSKI'S tor ceramic and plat*LU$' CHALMERS B l-row cultivator, 1bottom plow. West end Gr^erthousM.
tic tile; Cushlon-Fieor and vinyl llnol»TWO-WHEEL TRAILER, bullt-on box.
ums, Una Inlslds., scatter rugs, braid
Ideal for hstHfng band Instrument!.
rugs, room-ilia nylon rugs, floor wax,
DISC SHARPENING by rolling, slays
Til , 6-2253. . ¦
.
sharp longer, no , metal lost. Diamond
wall linoleum, counter tops, formtea,
K: Bfrterprlies, St. Charles. Minn, Tel. DOUBLE BED, complete) baby bed) Maytdheslves, carpet, carpet remnants,
iit-tiSt,
carpet runners. SHUMSKI'S, rt w. tri
'
tag wrlngar washing machine. See at
Tat.
»-338?.
407 w. King. '
SUPER Sl# manure- loader th fit Case
DC wllh fork, law bucket and blade. MEN'S CLOTHING, large ilm work DINING TABLE and 4 chairs, mahogany
Fftrd M4" plow , eutlvator, fe«r mountOropHaf. $35. 165 Harvester.:
shoes; boots;- Jackets. All reasonable.
ed' teOop and post hole digger; McDeer- ' ¦ ._ : '
Tel. 9448.
_ _
Mfl No. I 2-14" plow on ruetier. Norbert
BASEMENT CLEARANCE-M" wide all
Llfseher* Founta in city, w». Te(. ««/•
steel., wardrobe shelf. 133. BURKE'S
ANTIQUE 24>,i" iqiltre table, 118) old
7563.
FURNITURE MART, 3rd * Franklin.
wooden trunk, %\i. " fMtcillaneoui biOpen W«d. and Frl. evenings, park becycle parte, 871 E, Mark,
hind the . store;
FORD FERGUSON tractor Ifl flood Condi'
tlon, flood tfret. :Tel. Afcadla 323-3940.
S & H SALfiS l» now In Winona located ONE GROUP table lamps, Regularly
railroad
at 202 44th Ave,, next lo ma
til.95 to JIB.9J. Mow, your choice, tf.te,
OS6D JAMESWAY bam cleaner, shuttle.
tracks, open Mo ». Tel, fit 81.
BORZrSKOWSKl
FURNTURE,
3M
type with new chair In elevactor, 30
e,
lever (ttnchlont. 30' calf pen paneling
light sold tfrapes, Mtytatj Mankat o- Av
with 9 lever stanchions and gate. 24' ONE PAIR
washing machine, dining table, oak bufbull pen with 1 lever s-tanchion and
fet .All Ira , good eondlfIon. Tel. 8-3709.
gate. Allyn Tews, Rt. 1, Winona. Tel.
Lewiston 2756.
USED REFRIGERATORS, portable and
console TV sets and wringer washers.
FOltR-ROW corn planferi, some with InAll reconditioned, B - 'fc . B ELECTRIC,
secticide attachments , priced from $250"
Wanted to Rent
96 Houses for Sals
99
155 E. 3rd.
1500; also Model (O IH 3-14 plow end
Al ls Chatfrier* 3-14 mounted plow. Jim
CAST IRON SINK, double drain, white,
hear
WiST,
CHARLES.
By
owner.
3-bedroom
THREE-BEDROOM
home
in
or
Ellis. Rt. 1. Independence, Wis. Tel. 333cabinet, Gltner Wenaer, Tel. Fountain
remtler, attached garage, family ro0m
nona, by June 1» Tel. .Rollingstone 8SB97146.
,
City 687-3631.
vilth fireplace, finished basement with
Mle.
¦
T
:
full' bath . Dlshumsher, range and water
'
MILK HOUSE EQUIPMENT
ARGUS 15MM camera with case, f lash
,
one
ledlet
TWO RESPONSIBLE yOUnp
softener. Tet. ¦ 932-3870 after 2 p.m. or
RATH wath tanks, farts, tlr Intake*, hen
attachment end light meter; 3-plece
child,
Small"
would
like
2-bedroom
with
all day Frl. IhroUflh Bun.
parts, storage cabinets,
sectional davenport (beige); man's 3unfurnished apartment. Tel. 9*63 after
Gti'3 Refrigeration & Dairy Supplies
jpeed bicycle, Frenklln Krause, ,Hwy.
'a
p.m.
MODERN
3-BEDROOM home vyjlb double
Tei. 5532
. SSS.E. 4ln
.
14-61 E, Winona,
Sarage and 2 adjoining lots. Beautiful
¦ ' •
unfurYOUNG COUPLE would like «n
river view, midway between Winona
HOMELITE
. • „- .
6ATHTUB with legs and all fixtures,
nished flrit or second floor, I or ]
and La Crosse on Hwy. ol service road.
Chair) SBV/s tt Yard Trac Mowtra
«. Bell t> HCmlt 3Smm slide protector
bedroom apartment by May 1. Tel,
Owner will finance after reasonable
Special (prices — Specialized service .
70 8-4497.
with trays. Tel, -Fountain City 667- Musical Merc8iahdis»
down
payment. Inquire 480 E, Mark.
POWER MAINTENANCE (. SUPPLY CO.
4743. '
-.—
I. .
2nd eV Johnson
Tei. stss
-to
4-bedroom
buy,
BY OWNER. 2-bedroom modern home. In
OLDS SPECIAL cornet, very good condi- WANTED with option
CHROME DINETTE table and chairs, rehome I n-o r near Wfnona, by June l.
good condition. Tel. 8-3473.
tion* wllh case and mute; $75. Tel. 733B.
frigerator, Upholstered chair end ottoWrite Frank Kochevar, 1805 Caroline,
man. 2 lamps, End tables. Tel. 9290.
La Crosse , Wis.
THREE-ROOM HOUSE, $500 down, Hank
Olson, Tel. 2017. .
PHILCO portable TV and set World Book
For All Makes
Bui
Property
for
Sale
97
Encyclopedias and Selmj r clarinet, Tel.
BY
OWNER—3-bedroom home with hardOf Record Playere
7843.
wood floor, carpeted living room, heated
garage, walk-out basement and barbeMANGLE and tricycles , porch tables, Tel .
cue. Under 520,000. . Tel. Minnesota City
I1W18 E. 3rd
6-1009.
«89-2643,

Apr. 13 - 20, 1969
FAMILY WANT ADS

y

j f Price

Carpet Roll-Ends

Nylon 501, Hi-Lo pattern, 9
colors. Carpet, pad , installation now

Ads must be placed for not Less than 3
day^ to be eligible. Place as many ads
as y°u wi sh. Offer does not include
commercia l accounts.

: Only $6.66

REINHARD^
227 E. 3rd

GET THE FACTS
ON A GREAT CASE DEAL
AND A USEFUL GIFT
TO BOOT!
Right now we've some of
the best tractor deals in the
country. They're sensational. What you have going
for you is a low tractor
price to begin with plus
trade-in. allowances that
are as generous as you'll
ever find them . That adds
up to money in the bank
for you . Come on in. Let's
talk. And to make your
time really worth while,
we'lll give you a "UniFloat" spotlight, retail value $8.95. No obligation.
Limited time offer to qualified farm operators. Hhrry.
Now's the time to turn on
and switch up to Case.
Come see.

Trouten Imp lement
Harmony, Minn.

Hay; Grain,Feed ¦;'. ... SO
FIRST AMD second crop .hay, delivered,
also ' Straw. - Eugene Lthntrtt, Kellogg.
Tai,Yf51jlny!ew .'i34:W«.
MlXBb 'HAY for Mle," S,O00 balsfe, 2Jc;.
also- seed / barley, M% oermlnatlon.
Dallas Earney, Cochrane.
GOOD GUALITY feed o»ta, 2000 bu. 6.
L. Chrlstopher^on, Rt. 3, Winona, (Wltbka). TeL fiO-2397.
WAY top sales 'alio ear fcorfl, Auoust Jilk.
Stocjsttn . ;' Tel ,-.. Rolllna stona eW-2700,
IEED OATS-Oai'laVrf and Lodtr.' cleaned.
sacked, er bring -ydur own saeke. John
Waldo, Rt. 3, Wlnons.
Tel. WltoKa -to• ; ' ¦''
' , ;; .
mi. ' - .,
Y
6ALE0 HAY—In stack, Mfcy be »een at
the Leo Murphy farm at Harmon/,
Minn.
-•

Seeds, Nursery Stock
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IEED POTATOES — Norland, Cobbien,
Kennebec, Russet Burbanks, Pontlacsj
onion sets , onion plants; vegetable-,
flower seeds. Winona Potato Market.
flOLDEN OATS, germination «%, registered 1968, SI .30 per bu,; some Lodf,
oermlnatlon 94%, certified 1968, $1.10
per bu. Donald Jordshl, Rushford. Tel.
844-7161.
LODI OATS, cleaned, nermlnation Wo.
Larker barley certified =ecd, 1968 stat«
tested, 98% germination , bin run. Wlllon
Holden, Rushford, Minn. Tel. 644-9320.
OATS—400 bu „ from certified seed, at
68c bu, on Ihe farm, Elmer Wenoer ,
¦
Tel. Fountain City 467-3 651,
FOR PERMANENT AND productive no
bloat legume pastures, got Blrdsloot
Trefoil seed from A. Grime , 2nd St.,
Winona; from Humble Fertilizer, Rushford , or Ronald Baker, Hart, where
grown.

NEEDLES

Hardt's Music Store

ROPER GAS range, <;oldspot refrigerator, double kitchen sink with faucets .
In good condition; Tel. 6176;
FINE QUALITY tableware, new and like
new, Including 6-plece settings of beautiful international . tllverplate,.. . lovely
chinaware In choice ot 1 patterns, and
elegant silver candelabra, ell to be sold
at less than half price. Tel. 8-17S>.
LOST bright carpet colors . . . . restore
them with Blue Lustre. Rent electric
Ihempooer SI, H. Choate & Co.
OFFICE EQUIPMENT largo rfietel desk,
large metal table, filing tubs on caster*.
Tel. 848W9I1,

THERE IS somothlno new In Alfa fa—
DoKnlh Brand 153 , TNs Alfalfa Is a
winter hardy variety th Jit can bo drown
for long term stands In Minn. G al
DeKalb Brand 123 Alfalfa from Henry
Siebenaler, Rolllnostono , Minn.
CERTIFIED GARLAND
oats, Corsoy,
Chlppown 64 and Hark soybeans , also
uncertified Lodl and Garland oats , Larker barley nnd Chris wheat . Znliel Seeds ,
2 miles S.W. Plalwlow on Hwy, 41.
Tel. 534-2407.

Articles for Sala
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&ARGAIN DAYS at CADV'S Most anything gons for host oiler , This we ak
only I Located W, 5th,
RIIMMAfiE SALE—W«f .. Thurs., f a.m.
Back porch, 426 Wilson.
117 PLEXIGLASS hug screen for 'U- 't!i
T-BIrd, 1.1. Gordon Closway, Winonn
Dally News.
SHALLOW WELL , Vj h.p. Jot pump W illi
42-gal tank , nearly now, English Shopherd pup, 12 weeks ol<l . Donsld Warn,
ken, 2 miles W. of Wilson, (RI. 3),
P0W6RCRAFT GARDE li, tiller wllh .1
Hip, Brloos «. atrntlon enolna, tioo, T«l,
94M. Larry Wlsciorok, Pleasant Valley.
1IX-YBAR CRIB, bunny, hasslnette , ca r
bed, Infant seat, douele kfclhan sink,
porcelain bathroom sink, Tel. 7191.
ANTIQUE horae drawn bugoy. Tal, Roll.
¦
InaslOfte, 689-2690.
_
t
CHROMB KITCHEN SE T, 4 rhnlrn Ire
roun.
sire,
Tel.
crenrn freew. 6-hole
tain clly 407-4112.

JOHN'S.RAD 10 * TV REPAIR
Service All Makes & Models
Corripleli Antenna Installation
751 E. 8th
Tel. 9735 •

Sewing Machines
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BIG SELECTION Of used machines, bMh
cabinet and portable, J20 & up. WINONA. SEWING CO., 915 W. "5th St.

Stoves, Furnaces, Parts

75

Typewriters

77

UTILITY CUPBOARD; large mirror, pofch
shades, hose, chairs, miscellaneous,
Over Baker Shoe Store, 123 E. 3rd. TYPEWRITERS and adding machines for
¦/ .
sale or rent. Reasonable rates, free
Tel. 9111 .
delivery. See us for all your office supplies, desks, files ¦ or office chairs.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTIIC ifove, cabLUND TYPEWRITER CO.. Tel. 5151.
(net sink. Reason ler selling, remodeling. Tel. 5573.

Vacuum Cleaner*

78
KITCHEN CABINETS by HAGER - Top
quality construction , ten door etyles,
machines, always a
four - finishes. Oak er Blreti wood. USED SEWING
good selection at IqW prices. AREA
GAIL'! APPLIANCE, 814 E. 3rd. T«l.
¦
SEWING MACHINE CO., 129 E. 3rd.
4210.
Tel. U74.
WE PROVIDE MONEY for "honey do"
proleclsl It's "honey do" time . . . Wanted to Buy
81
"honey, do this" end "honey, do that"
And yot» you need money for those ADULT WESTERN saddle, must ba In
Home Itriprovement prelects, ta lk to us
good condition. Tel. Ms.
about a low-cost Home Improvement
Loan. You'll pet the ,- money quickly USED AIR CONDITIONER wanted. Ttl.
, and you will save with lower bank
,
BM9-J113.. :
rates, As toon as you know whaf she 's
planning, cdme h and discus* her bl»ns USetl
RECTANttULAR-type
bathtub,
with us. We'll understand. MERCHA NTS
rleWhjnd drain. Tef . MSI2 after 5.
NATIONAL BA NK.
¦—¦
.....
-.,— ¦ .
t~i
WM, MILLER SCRAP IRON & METAL
BARGAIN PRICES . . . Motorola color
CO. pays highest prices for. scrap Iron,
TV In crate. We service all makes
metals and raw fur.
SCHNEIDER SALES CO.V Ttl. 7J56.
Closed Saturdays
J22 W, 2nd
Tal. 2047
G.E. BLACK and white console TV, excellent condition) old trunk; old EdiHIGHEST PRICES PAID
son phonograph, needs repair; old orfor scrap Iron, metals, rags, hides,
gan, walnut case, plays good) several
raw furs and wool I
player pianos, can Bi repaired; Jungers
oil burner, like new. George Feullng,
Fountain City. .
INCORPORATED
450 W. 3rd
Til. 5847
MELROE BOBCATS. New, used and reconditioned, for tale, rent by the hour,
86
day or week. Your Bobcat Dealer , Da- Rooms without Meals
kota Heavy Equipment Sales Co., 4
miles w. or Dakota on County Read 12 FURNISHED ROOM at 205 E, 4th. Genat Nodlne. Tel. 643-2990,
tleman preferred.
~
PRETTY NICE
EAST END location, 700 block, Large
THE nicest thlno that could happen to
front bedroom , private bath. Gentleman
any .room , , , pretty new draperies
preferred. Tel. 8-1998 .
and slip covers ot the latest colors , designs, textures from the CINDERELLA ROOMS FOR yWEN, with or without
SHOPPES, 9th & Mankato or <S2 W. 3rd,
housekeeping privileges. No day sleepers. Tel. 4959.

Sam Weisman & Sons

Freezers & Refrigerators

IT costs no more to own a Gibson. Come
In and get our prices, WINO NA FIRE
& POWER CO,, 54 E. 2nd . Til. 5065

PAINT DEPOT

IEED OATS—germlnnllon tested, cleaned .
Registered Holdon 19SB, 11.30 hu. Certified Lodl I960 , $1.10 bu. Donald Jordahl,
Rushford, Tel, M-1M.
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ROU ND OAK tomblnatlon stove, gas-end
wood, may be converted fo oil. Also
CARPETINO, ceramic tile, , plastic tile,
wa nt to buy good 20" gas, stove, Tel.
formica, linoleum tile, DO It yourself
8-3i25 after J.
or we'll do It. See us at Curley 's
Floor Shop, 37? E. 5th St. Open mornNEW
ELECTRIC range. Tel. 4384.
ings er Tel. 6-1907 tor appointment .anytime. Befte 4 Richard Sievers, flwnef*.

ANCHORS AWEIGHI Boat need a new
finish belore summer comes -? Elliott' s
Vltro-Ttvone Cleor Gloss otters the highest resistance to sun , rain, salt waTHERE IS SOMETHING new In Allalfes ,
ter and weathe r ever possible In a maDcKalb Brand 153 , A winter hardy varine finish. Eliminates mid-scoson reriety tor long torm standi. Oat peKalb
finishing; and touchups and retains showAlfalfa and all varieties- of DeKalb X L
room brightness for several seasons
Miller
&
Son,
seed corn from John
Use on wood or metal, Also perfect for
Lewiston. Tel. 3741 or 3169.
use on flolf clubs.
WE ARE now cleaning nnd treating seed
gralni will clean nnd Inoculate soy167 Center St ,
beans oflor Ihe grain season. Todd
Elevator, St. Charles. Tel. 932-34/0.
WE ARE OFFERING a variety of premium quality seed grain, seed corn,
legume nnd graSs scod (free mixing}i
also have lawn seed, ferllllier and
chemicals, Todd Elevator , St. Charles ,
Tel, 932-3470.

Radios, Television

D A I LY N EW S
MAIL

SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at
TED MAIER PRUGS
NO TELEPHONE ORDERS
WILL BE TAKEN

Avocado
Kitchen Cabinets
R ft. base, with your choice
Formica top.

Only $119.95
REINHARD'S
227 E. 3rd

FOR SALE
l-set dual 20 x R % truck
chains,
|
1—cabinet spring wind
phonograph
1—Norwegian Grandmother
clock
1—lot of fjolf clubf)
Antique HWOH IS
Wold lng tables

NEUMANN'S

BUILDING
FOR SALE

Apartments, Flats
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CARPETED 1-BBDROOM apartment on
W. Wnbashs. Stove and refrigerator furn ished, all,utilities paid. (115. Adulls.
Tel. 1118.
DELUXE
1-bcdroom apartment,
SELOVER REALTOR , Tet. 2349,

BOB

ONE-BEdROOM apartment at 103 W.
nh, iioo rent, contact Albert Thols,
Tel. 8-5370.
FIRST FLOOR .duplex with oarage, 1 or
1 bedrooms, nil utilities furnished, available May 1. SII5. Tel. 92B7 for appointment,

Apartments, Furnished

91

LARGE FURNISHED rooms Including
kllchen, for olrh. On bus line , convenient lo college and Lnke Park. Tel,
B-i166.
LARGE CARPETED living room wllh
ftlde-a-licd, electric kitchen, prlvntn
balh, large closet. Adult lady. $60, 218
W, Sanborn.
SMALL 3-room furnished apralment, 119
Washington, Tol. 4542 tor appointment.
IDEAL FOR. COUPLE, All new t-lwdroom at 429 E, Mh, Available Immediately, Tel. E-1059.

7,000 struare teat of terrific building
ideally suited for light manufacturing
buslnses. Beautiful offices.. GoOd parkIng arm room - Mr expansion. For detailed information or to Inspect, Tel,
Jim Soderberg, 4115 or 8-1964.

Farms. Land for Sale

_
— ——
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300-ACRE EARM—4 miles W. ot La Crescent with modern home, JIB.SOO; also
good selection of homes and other properties. CORNFORTH REALTY, Tel La
Crescent 895-1104 or for no toll charge
from Winona Tel. Rollingstone 84B9-2785.
.

. ,

;

1

IF YOU ARE In the market fOr a farm
or home, or are planning fo-seil real
estate of any type , contact NORTHERN
INVESTMENT COMPANY, Res) Estate
Brokers, independence, Wis., or Eldon
W.. Berg, Real Estate Salesman, Arcadia, WIS. T»L 32J-7350.
1M-ACRE orada A dairy farm, heaW soil
and all modern buildings, Personal properly available. Located In Eleva-Strum
School District. Tel. 715-287-4465.
:¦

-

FARMS - FARMS -^ FARMS
MIDWEST REALTY CO,
Osseo, WIS,
Tel. Officer- S97-3S59 '
Res. 695-31S7
We buy, we sell, we trade.

3. 80 acres near Lake Pepin, SO acres tillable, good
buildings, beautiful yard.
Priced for quick sale $10,500. Only $3,045 down , owner will finance.
We specialize in farms of all
sizes. Let UB know your
needs . Please contact Chester Klampo , Pepin , Wis.
54759.
Tel.
715-442-4101.
Salesman for

Heit Realty , Inc.
Durand , Wis .

99

EIGHT-ROOM
hou»e, carpeled
llvlno
room, new oas furnace. Price remains
open. By appointment. Tol, 487-M2I
Sun., Mon., Tues ., Thurs. evenlnrjs 6-9 ,

'
Buiinoss Places for Rent 92 O, WEST LOCATION, near Jefferson
School, 1 bedrooms. Now available for
earl/ possession, 415,500, Large carpeted
WAREHOUSE FOR RENT - 1352 W.
llvlno room. Basement. Oil heat. ABTS
Broadway, approx, 5000 ft ,, 14 tt, celling
AGENCY, INC, 159 Walnut St. Tel,
holaht, convenient location, Tel, 7*34.
8-4363.
CONVENIENT downtown oltlca and store
apncri,

Slirncmnn-Sclovor Co.
-52 V j H, 3rd
Tel , 6046, 4347 Or 2349

F-arms for Rent

93

PASTURE FOR RENT - Contact
Ilflrtr, Dakota . Tel , 443-27*1.

"

Ron

CORN AND grain land for rant, Te l. Arcadia 323-3740.

Houtei for Rent
SMALL MODE RN doui»,
derson, Witoka.

Wanted t D Rant

95
Sumner

Hen-

96

~~ ~
TWO OR THREE-bedronm tiom<\ lit WInone tor famil y wllh child and pots.
Tal. 8.48(14,

N fiEtl 2 bedroom house On or bofora
July 25. Occupants Include state college prntessor , wile and a children.
Prnler East Ma location. Tel. 4221
anytime.

HILKE ADDITION. » hndroomi, Hr«place, Wi baths , dishwasher, rtlipi'ol,
carpetlno, drapes , rec room, double
Darooo. Available June 15. Tel. 401)7.
EAST FIFTH - Modern 2-famlly house
wllh large aornne, 20x40. Rent terms
to reliable parly, C. SHANK, 552 E. 3rd,
P, AN L-SHAPED LIVING and dining
room, all carpeted wllh n tin* pride
ol cnrpetlno, This 3-lmdrnom home Is
designated to moel lha demands of the
most exnctlnp tastes . If you will cnll
us, wo will be glnd to (in Into detail,
ARTS AGENCY, INC., 159 Welnul St,
Tet. B-4363.
INCOME PftOPERTY for^lT'biTewner.
3-room apartment , bath upstairs i 5-ronm
apnrtment, hnth tfr>wri, Central location.
Tel. tm after 5.
ACTION REALTY—selling or huylno a
home? For coutooua, helpful and effective service , T «I, 4551.
FOR PROMPT Real Estate sales conlacli

Frank West Agency
175 Lafayette
Tel, 5240 or .4400 «(nr hours

Must sell 3-bedroom home,
built-ins, carpeting
and
drapes. Large lot, in Goodview. Attractive terms can
be arranged.

Wanted—Real Eitat«

102

WILL PAY cash for good income prop
erty. Hank Olson/Tel. 2017.

106

METAL BOAT, 14' wllh or without motor,
oars. Waller Lawreni, Hwy. it, Minnesota City.
LARSEN, 19' boat, vilth 105 h.p. Chrysler
motor and 1700 lb. tilt trailer. Fully
equipped and In excellent condition. Tel.
EMrlck , Wis . 525-3481.
ALUMACRAFT 14' Model F-7, used 2
weeks, complete with oafs and anchors.
$285. Boat loader, $10. Tel. 7338.
TUNE-UP KITS for outboard molors and
small engines. B-K Auto Supply Co.,
71 Lateyotte St , Tel. 3519.
LONE STAR 21' cabin cruiser. 75 h.p.
Johnson motor, trailer, many extras.
$1850. Tel La Crosse 782-4275

Motorcycles, Bicycles

107

HONDA 55, 1965, $75; 1W3 Harley Davidson, |ust overhauled, J165. Til. 8-2539
or see at 315 W. Bellevlew .
HONDA—1957 CB450 with sport accessories. 5,000 miles, Tel, 5105 after 4.
FOR THE MOST complete line
cycles and lor the fastest
bike In the world check on
Garvin Heights Cycle Sales.
or 8-2002 alter 5.

109

IM PALA—1964 t4oor hardtop, V-8, excellenf condition all the way, new tires.
See at Bill's Gulf. 176 E. 3rd. Tel. 9912.
OLDSMOBILE'-1W5, 442, sharp, bucket
seats, console, automatic . Tel. 2197.
CHEVROLET—1953 Corvalr Monza 4-deof,
- 3-sp«cef trinsmlsslon. In ex<ellent condition. - Ttl. Alma, Wis. 685-3815.

of motorproduction
Kawasaki,
Tel. 5235

Motorcycles New *, Used
Complete Parts & Servlci
Winona — La Crosse — E a u Claire
ROBB MOTORS, INC.

Trucks. Tract's Trai lers 108

DUMP
TRUCKS
63 INTERNATIONAL

1800 series, 345 cu . in. V-8
engine, 5 speed transmission , 2 speed rear axle.
10.00 x 20 front and dual
mud and snow tires rear ,
air brakes, cast wheels, '
NEW S to 6 yd, Hercules
dump body.

66 INTERNATIONAL
1800 scries, 345 cu. in. V-8
engine , 5 speed trnnsmis«ion, 2 Bpeed rear axle , Hercules 5 to R yd . dump body,
VERY LOW MILEAGE , fl.00
x 20 mud and snow dual
tires , fl.QO x 20 front tires ,
cast wheels.

67 INTERNATIONAL
lflOO series, 345 cu, in. V-fl
engine , 5 speed trnnsmisslon, 2 speed rear axle,
Hercules 5 to fl yd, dump
body, O.(H) x 20 mud and
snow tires rear , fl .00 x 20
front , cast wheels, VERY
FEW MILES.

WAL Z

Buick • OldH - GMC!
225 W. 3rd

Open Won . k Frl. KvenliiR

Auction Sales
FfcEDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle all sizes and kinds of
auctions.
Tel. Dakota 643-2943

M«ny riomes to choose from at
COULEE MOBILE HOME SALES
Hwy. 14-61 E., Winona.
Tei, tilt

APR. 1&—Frl. 1O:30 a.m. 3 miles N.W . of
Blair, WIS. Basil Arnesoa EUate, owners; Alvin Kohner, - auct t aneer; Northern lav. Co.. clerk.

Auction Sale*

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

DODGE—1963 «-ton, V-8. 4-specd, big
wide box, new paint, very good runner, A-l condition .Tel. 86B7.59H.

Used Cars

Winona Doily News TTL
¦"
Winona, Minnesota
TUESDA Y, APRIL 15. \9t9

WANTED-uaW mobllt homes and trav«l
trailer! to use as cottages, stato length,
price, make, width, year/ will answer
tetters.
Kenneth
reasonably
priced
Brass, 3<4 Henry St., Green Bay, WU.
54302.

CH EVROL6T-1W4 pickup, V>, 4-speed, 8'p>ly tires Ideal camper truck all ready
to go. May be seen Sun , all day. Will
t.ake anything of value In trade. 252
J efferson.
•

Everett j. Kohner
Winona, Tol . 7814
Jim Papenfuss, Dakota, Tel . 643-197
Boyum Agency, Rushford, Tel. 864-9381
~~
~
~~
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, Clly and tlat* licensed and bonded, Rt. 3, Winona, Tel.
4980.
APR. 14-Wed. 12 noon, 1 mile W. of
Galesville end Vi milo N. Into Dale
Valley. (Flrtf rO«d past Wason's Supper Club.) Ralph Emmons, Owner)
Auctioneer) Nonhern
Alvin Konnar,
Inv. Co., Clerk.

Ff REBtRD-tf«, J50 automatic power
steering, powe r brakes, radio. April APR. lfc-Wed. 10:30 a.m. Hwy. 53 and
Gold With black vinyl top, 6,000 miles,
Filth St., city of Osseo . Bruce Bablnj.
new car condition. Tel . 8-1279 after 5.
ton EstaTflt Zcck &• Heike, Auctioneers; Northern Inv. Co;, Clerk .
MOSTANG-1965 hardtop, V-8, 3-speed.
702 Grand.
APR. 17—Thurs. 12 noon. 1 mil* S.E. of
Ettrick on D. Rollend Byom, owner)
Alvin Kohner, auctioneer ) Northern Inv.
FORD—1961, V-8, automatic , clean. Tel ,
Co.,
cleric.
8-1673 after «.

APR, 19- Sat. 9:30 a.m. At Hamm's Used
Furniture Store, 1833 3rd Ave. S.E., Rochester, Minn. Bill Hamm, owner;
Gath|a 8, Bruske, auctioneers/ Thorp
.
Sales, clerk.
APR. 19-Sat. 12 noon. 14 miles W. of Independence on Courtly Trunk X, Ernest
Halverson . Sr., owner; Francis Werlcin,
aucllon«er; Northern Inv. Co., clerk.
APR. 19-Sftt. 11:30 a.m. 8 miles N. ot
Eleva, Wis. Clarence Prokop, o*ner;
Zeck & Heike, auctioneers; Northern
Inv. Co., clerk.
APR. 19-Sat. 1 p.m. Furniture Auction , 504 South Grant St. or 1 block S. of .:
drufl store In Houston , Minn. Walter
Thlode, owner; Freddy- Frickson, . auctioneer; Minn. Land !> Auction Serv ,,
clerk.
APR. 19-Sftt. 12:30 p.m. 7 mile* S.E. of
La Crosse on Hwy. 14 and 'A mile E.
off 14 on Heike Road . Herbert Holka
Estate, owners; Russell Shcrocder, auctioneer; Morlhern Inv. CO., clerk.

CHEVROLET—1966 J-doOr hafdtop, V-8, APR. lfr-Frl. I p.m. S miles W. ol Col- APR. 19-SBt. 12:30 p.M, 3 mllei S,E. of
fax, Wis., on Hwy. 170, then ',i mile S,
St. Charles, Minn, on County Road 3J.
283, hew battery, tires, A-1 car . 37,000
and Vi mile W. on . town road, first
M. W. Wlltsei owner; Alvin Kohner.
¦actual., mills, Reason for selling, ownowner;
Johnson
place.
Heth
G.
Smllh,
auctioneer; Thorp Sales Corp., clerk.
er, gone to service. Art Botcher , Hous& Murray, auctioneers; Thorp Sales
¦ton , Minn. Tel . 896-3964 after 6 p.m.
Corp., clerk.
APR. Jl-Mon . 11:30 a.m. SVi miles N.
of Osuo. Francis Barbar, owner; Zeck
FORO—1963 Feirlane, V-8, automatic, new
& Heike, Auctioneers; . Northern Inv.
paint, good rubber. Immaculatel Tel. APR. lB-Frl . 11:30 a.m. S miles N. of
Alma
on
37
lo
Tell
School,
thon
S
miles
Co., clerk.
S687-6911.
W. on F to KK, then 1Vj mllej E. Obcrt,
Slgval S> Oliver Thompson, owners; ; APR. 2I-M0n. "10:30 a.m. 2 miles E. ot
LEAVING THE COUNTRY —• Must Sell
Zcck t, Holke, auctioneers) Northern ! Independence on Hwy. 121. Ray Maule.
1969 Impala Sport Coupe, V-8, automaInv. Co., clerk.
i owner; Alvin Kohner , auctioneer; Northtic, power steering, vinyl root. Tel. 4726
ern Inc., Co:, clerk. '
or see at 4115 7th St.
APR. 18-Frl. 1 p.m. « miles S.E, of ]
Caledonia on County Roads 5 and 14, j APR. il-Mon. 12 noon. '4 mlia N. of
then 2 miles N. and E. Kllnski Bros. & i Mabel, Minn, on Hwy. «, then t miles
CHEVROLET—1963 Bel Air 4-door, eVCylInder, automatic, power brakes. Perfect
Merle Klirtskl Estate, owners; Schroeder J W., then 2 miles N. Alvin Vatland, own. :
Bros.,
Auctioneers;
Slrand
Ajcncy, 1 ner; Knudscn i, Erickson , auctloneersi
bhdy: Engine completely rebuilt. May
Caledonia, clerk.
.
be seen at 612 carlmona St.
Thorp Sales Corp.. clerk.

:

BUICK — 1963 Riviera, power brakes,
steering, windows,/ seals, antenna. 463
E. Broadway after S p.m.
CHEVROLET, 1965 Impala, V-8| 19M
Chevrolet Bel Air, V-8. Good condition
and reasonable, J20 Chestnut.
OLDSMOBlLE—1957 4-dOOr. Would bs a
good second car. Runs very good. Tel.
5388 anytime.
FORD—1965 Gataxle 5M convertible, v-8 ,
all power, very good condition. 573Vz

HAVE 2 CARS, must sell one. 1969 Dodge
Coronet 440, 318 engine, automatic transmission, po-wer steering ana power
brakes, vinyl interior. Only 1,000 miles,
Sacrifice -82, 495. 1968 Mercury, has U,OOO mllei. MS W. Mill SI.

ANNOUNCEMENT

VENABLES

Tel. 3236

BISCAYME Scottycraft, 18', fiberglass,
with top, to h,p, motor, electric starter,
lots of extras. Heavy duty Spartan trailer. All good condition. J995 complete , evolt bilge puinp, $15. Tel, Fountain Clly
687.30M.

2. The ultimate In modern
living, 260 acres with 140
tillable heavy soil , ttew all
modern 3' bedroom rambler,
large barn suitable for dairy
or beef , many other good
buildings including triple
garage and granary, beautiful yard. All the city comforts with privacy in . the
country . $42,000. Only $12,500 down, owner will finance.

JEEP — 1963 4-wheef drive, with snow
plow. Ttl. 3908 alter 5.

CHEVROLET—1«4 2-door, automatic, In
good running condition. 1165, Tel, Witoka 2379.

WANTED-boat trailer for 15' runabout,
at least «oo Ibi. Tel. 4939

1. An estate of 846 acres,
400 tillable valley land.
Large modern brick home,
barn 50x100 ft. with cleaner
and 45 stanchions. 2 large
machine sheds, large hog
house, several corn cribs,
o t h e r buildings. $80,000.
Only $10,000 down , owner
will finance.

rack,
CHEVROLET-1B50, 16' combination
¦
0«XJ condition. I37S or trade' for livestock. Also pump lack. Edward Kleffer,
Plainview. Tel. 534-2395 ,

w. jth. Tel. 8-5432 after 3,

Owner Being
Tra nsferred

Boats, Motors, Efc.

FARMS
FOR SALE

Housss for SaS«

TWO HOUSES. Buy one. get one fre e.
Will hahdls. Hank Olson, Tfll. 2017.

Truck*, Tract's Iratian 108 Mobil* Homes, Trailers 111

New Car Showroom
and
USED CAR LOT
will be open

MONDAY &
FRIDAY NfGHTS
For Your Shopping
Convenience.

VENABLES

;

,

;
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WALTER THIEbE

>A

I
f

Furnitere Auction

I;> .

|

Located at 206 South Grant St. or 1 block south of Drug J
%.
i Store in Houston , Minn .

,. '¦ "¦Saturday,;' ¦¦" April ; 19 : ¦ j :
|
'

'

¦

'

%

;|

gl '

¦

•

¦'

"

.

Starting
at¦ 1:00¦ ¦ P.M.
¦ ¦

• '. '

' ' -¦
.,

'

;

¦ ' ¦ ¦ ¦ ¦' ¦

'

¦

'

¦

¦ '

' :

'% ¦

fj

Antique china hutch; antique square dining table; ^
$
%
1 3 piece olond bedroom suite r 1 head board; 1 double l<dresaer, lflrge mirror;* 4 drawer chest; Early American ¦%
|
sofa bed; Tubular steel garment rack ; large metal ¦%%
|
: closet with shelf; tank top storage unit for bath room; ll
|
i medicine cabinet; two 9x12 wool rURs ; 3 way floor lamp; %
p Seigler space heater, natural or LP. gas, 50,000 B.T.U., I?
I used 5 months; writing desk; 2 electric heaters; 1 with i
I thermostat control ; drop leaf table; steel bare cabinet; f
1 desk lamp; electric kitchen clock ; large white steel . %
I storage cabinet, 5 shelves, new ; 7 piece dinette set, very ft
I good; tan vinyl coated a way recliner chair ; good;. %
I Signature 30 inch gas range, glass door, good baker ; 16.1 i
i cu . ft. TruCold refrigerator, freezer, good; brass tree |?
lamp ; copper boiler ; child's folding table and chair; i|
|
|
|wall mounted hose reel ; fancy new .linens, hemstitched $
|
embroidered pillow cases with crocheted edges, luncheon §m sets and aprons; good drapes, curtains, rods( jpofes and 1
shades; garden tools; glass jars; lawn chairs; folding m
|
|
1 cha±-s; ktichetn stool; world globe; cold packer; night ®
'
stands; throw rugs; shoes; dresses; coats; blouses; jack- §
|
ets; dishes ; toys ; games, and dog bed and many other f
^ articles.
1
. §
Freddy Frickson , Lie. 45, Auctioneer
. ' %} ¦
|
| Jim Papenfuss, representing Minnesota La nd ¦ '¦
%
§
and Auction Service, Clerk
. ' . '%. ¦
*A '

?%

Tel. 8-2711

75 W. 2nd

2ND CAR
SPECIALS

1 ink j NOMhtRN INVeSTtach i CO. j ^ffi |

'61 PONTIAC

?¦:¦;

9-passenger station wagon ,
V-8 engine, 4 speed transmission, radio, heater, blue
in color, runs good,

| Monday, April 21
Sale starts at 10:30 A.M.

$345
'62 MERCURY

Monterey
4 door sedan , V-8 engine ,
automatic t r a n s mission ,
power s t e e r i n g , power
brakes, radio, heater. The
price is right.

$250
'58 CHEVROLET

Nomad
STATION WAGON
V-8 engine , automatic transmission , power steering,
power brakes , radio,
|heater. A GOOD FISHING CAR.
Check this price.

$150

WALZ

Huiek - Olds - GMC
225 W, 3rd
¦
Open Mon, & Fri. Evening
New Cart

ON DISPLAY
NOW !
at-

WINONA AUTO
SALES
THE NEW '(if)
High performance
SUPER BEE
6 PACK
Mobilo Homai, Trailers 111
MOMUTTR " LinnnTY
MARSHr-IKLO
SCHUI.T
JAK. 'f> MOIMLf: HOMES, INC.
NELSON, WISCONSIN
CAMPINO (ind Irnvel trailer, 17',
tiros , nil rnnrtv tn o.x M95 . Tol.
or 25! Jntlorjnn.

I

¦

2 miles East of Independence on Highway 121.

new
MH

<

I

Lunch will be served .

133 HOLSTEIN CATTLE (31 HOLSTEIN COWS) —
I
p: 3 Holstein cows, springers ; 7 Holstein cows, fresh and
i open; 21 Holstein cows, bred for summer and fall freshly ening; 7 Holstein heifers , bred for fall ; 15 Holstein
;| heifers, 15 months old, open; 11 Holstein heifers, 6 to 8
I months old ; 6 Holstein heifer calves; 27 Holstein steers, 18
i months old , 1100 to 900 lbs. ; 35 Holstein bulls, 6 to 8 months
% old, 350 to 400 lbs.; 1 Holstein bull calf . A young home
i| raised herd. Good type and heavy producers . Many are
'% first and second calf heife rs.
DAIRY EQUIPMENT — 3 Surge seamless buckets.
I
TRACTOR MACHINERY - Farmall 400 tractor, live
If
PTO, Torguc amp.; Farmall "M" tractor with 2 way
|
Y hyd. system; Farmall Super C tractor; McD . 10-2O
% tractor; tractor cultivator to fit Super C; McD. No. B, 2
1 bottom 16 inch pull type tractor plow ; McD. (1 ft , Tandem
; McD. No. 15 field cultivator , Vibra shank ,
I -tractor disc
on rubber; N.I, No, 200 PTO manure spreader
| 12^j ft.
% wi th roller chain , 130 bu,; Farm Hand wheel rake ,
|
N.H . 275 hay baler with thrower; Gehl No. 72 Hall chop
I per; McD . No, 56 2 row tractor corn planter with gaudy
% ntt,; McD. 2 MH corn nicker; McD, No. 816 mower% conditioner with power flick bar; 2 bale racks , 8x10; 1
ps ba le rack, 14x9; 2 Kill Bros, gravity boxes; grain chopping
4 box; hay feeding box ; hyd. dump box with 8 ply tires ,
Hand londcr to fit "M. "
fl Farm
FEED — 2200 bu. car corn; 400 bnlcs 2nd crop
^
U alfalfa hny; 3500 hales 1st crop mixed hny; 22 ft . corn
f| silage in 12 ft, silo.
U
OTHER MACHINERY - Lindsay 3 section steel drag ,
f i 3 section spring tooth; Stammer lime spreader ; McD, 8
V\ ft. grain drill on steel with grass seed ntt.; J.D. No. 43
i com sheller; bob sled ; J .D. 1004 rubber tired wagon ,
y; Electric 7 ton rubber tired wagon ; McD . 5 ton rubber
tired wagon; four 5 ton rubber tired wagons ; fanning
m ill; Int .l weed chopper; electric fencer; Pnrmuk electric
y fencer; 15 fi-ft . new steel fence posts; platform scale;
q 2 ensilage carts; *A HP and Vi HP electric motors; ' i
\ HP olectric motor ; Stewnrt clipper; 60 ft . 2-12 electric
cord ; 100 ft. 3-12 electric cord ; weed sprayer to fit. Farm
'f|
. all M or C; power hack saw; Miles lno ninp welder;
% hont houscr for 400; heat houscr for "C ; air compressor
:;< with tank ; Pioneer chain saw; McD. 52 ft, elevator; 21
'% ft. bale elevator with truck ; 10 ft. Big Boy elevator with
<;> truck ; 16 ft. grain auger ; 3 inch hyd . cylinder , 2 way ,
$ Wt inch hyd. cylinder , 2 way ; 4 inch hyd. cylinder , 2 way ,
fi tractor chains , 11,2x30; trnctor chains . 13.6338.
TEEMS: Under $10.00 cnah ; over, that amount, cash
|1
$ or Vi down nnd balance in monthly payments. Your
i| credit is always good with the Northern Investment. Co:¦!
RAY MAULE , OWNER
'i .;
Alvin Kohner, Auctioneer
?!"
Norther n Investment Co., Lester Senty, Clerk
Rep. hy John Sonty, Independence , Wisconsin
|i
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By Roy Craiw

BUZZ SAWYER

DICK TRACY

'

1

.
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Bv' . Chester Gould
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By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY
:
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By Al Capp

LI'L ABNER
THE FLINTSTONES
"

•

¦ ¦

By Chick Young

BLONDIE

¦

¦. - ¦ ¦

'
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By Hanna-Barbera \
'

'
.

'

1
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•
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By Milton Canniff

STEVE CANYON

By Fred Lasswall

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

By Alex Kohky

APARTMENT 3-0

REX MORGAN, RD.

By Dal Curtis
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¦ K 4 -jjr Latest Spring
styles marked down drastically for quick CLEARGood
selection of sizes, styles and colors . . . but
^5,- ¥ ANCE SA^'
HURRYI These will go f-a-s-t al these LOW, LOW PR1CESI
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Reg. $29.98
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- ALL SIZES
— ONE BIG RACK — Come
These
Markdowns!
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MARY WORTH

By Saunders and Ernst
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